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Abstract: For any 5d N = 1 superconformal field theory, we propose a “complete”
prepotential which reduces to the perturbative prepotential for any of its possible gauge
theory realizations, manifests its global symmetry when written in terms of the invariant
Coulomb branch parameters, and is valid for the whole parameter region. As concrete
examples, we consider SU(2) gauge theories with up to 7 flavors, Sp(2) gauge theories
with up to 9 flavors, and Sp(2) gauge theories with 1 antisymmetric tensor and up to 7
flavors, as well as their dual gauge theories.
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1 Introduction
A large class of five-dimensional (5d) N = 1 gauge theories have non-trivial fixed points.
Novel phenomena such as dualities and global symmetry enhancements emerge at such
conformal fixed point [1–4]. Two or more theories of different gauge theory descriptions
can flow to the same fixed point and thus they are UV-dual in the sense that they flow to
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the same superconformal field theory (SCFT) at UV. For instance, 5d Sp(N) gauge theories
with Nf hypermultiplets in the fundamental representations (flavors) and 5d SU(N + 1)κ
gauge theories of Chern-Simons (CS) level κ = N + 3−Nf/2 with Nf flavors are a typical
example of such UV-duality [5]. In particular, 5d N = 1 gauge theories of rank-2 gauge
groups are completely classified with their dual partners and field contents [6–11]. Such
dual theories enjoy intriguing enhanced global symmetry, whose symmetry structure arises
through non-trivial interplays between instanton particles and hypermultiplets, and is often
checked from the index functions like superconformal index or partition function with
shifted Coulomb branch parameters.
Prepotential captures low energy effective descriptions of these SCFTs in Coulomb
branch where gauge group is completely broken to U(1)r where r is the rank of gauge group.
Intriligator, Morrison, and Seiberg (IMS) proposed the explicit form of the prepotential,
which is one-loop exact and at most cubic [4]. We refer to this perturbative prepotential as
the IMS prepotential. The IMS prepotential is readily determined from the gauge groups,
the CS levels (if exit), and hypermultiplet contents. Thus it respects perturbative global
symmetry from the hypermultiplets. The first derivative of the prepotential with respect
to Coulomb branch moduli yields monopole string tension, and also the second derivative
describes the effective coupling, which plays a role of the Coulomb branch metric. As there
are no instanton contributions, the IMS prepotential is insensitive to the global symmetry
enhancements.
As many of such 5d N = 1 theories can be engineered via Type IIB 5-brane webs [12,
13] or M-theory on Calabi-Yau (CY) threefold [14, 15], brane configurations also provide
a direct description of the prepotential. For instance, one can study CY geometry of 5d
gauge theories to obtain their triple intersections which yield the prepotential of the 5d
theories or one can also scan possible gauge theory descriptions from the geometry which
lead to a classification of the UV-dual theories [6, 9, 11, 16–19]. Though Type IIB 5-
branes can be understood as dual description of the geometry, not all CY geometries can
be realized as a 5-brane web. For those theories whose 5-brane configurations exist, UV-
dual structure is more intuitive as they can be realized as an S-duality or resolution of
orientifold planes, followed by Hanany-Witten transitions [20]. Enhanced global symmetry
can be also read off from the 7-brane analysis [21–23]. Areas of the compact faces of a
given 5-brane web correspond to monopole string tensions, from which one can readily
reconstruct the prepotential. Equivalence of the areas of the compact faces from 5-brane
webs and the prepotential for the corresponding theories is a necessary condition to find
a new 5-brane diagram. See recent proposals of 5-brane webs for SO(N) (7 ≤ N ≤ 12)
gauge theories with spinor matter [24], for G2 gauge theories with flavors [8, 25], for SU(6)
gauge theories with hypermultiplets in the rank-3 antisymmetric representation [26] and
also for 6d D-Type conformal matter on a circle [27–29].
A 5-brane web contains much more than just the prepotential as one can compute the
partition functions [30, 31] (also leading to Gopakumar-Vafa (GV) invariants [32, 33]) and
Seiberg-Witten curves based on it. 5-brane webs can be understood as a dual CY toric(-like
[34, 35]) diagram [36] and hence inherits M-theory configurations. One can deform 5-brane
webs using the Hanany-Witten transitions and the flop transitions, and also apply SL(2,Z)
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transformations. Through such transitions, one can reach all the parameter regions of the
theories. 5-brane webs hence naturally capture both perturbative and non-perturbative
aspects of the theory. On the other hand, since the IMS prepotential is valid in the
perturbative regime where the gauge coupling is small, the IMS prepotential is incomplete
in describing the theories as a whole including other phases of parameter regions.
In this paper, we attempt to extend and generalize the IMS prepotential to include
non-perturbative regime and also to capture other allowed parameter regions where dual
gauge theories are naturally realized. In other words, we construct “complete” prepotential
over the extended Ka¨hler cone1, such that (i) it reduces to the perturbative prepotential
of its gauge theory description if exists, (ii) it manifests its global symmetry, and (iii) it is
valid for the whole parameter region.
To this end, we use 5-brane webs as they inherit all the parameter regions. In par-
ticular, we introduce invariant Coulomb branch parameters that are invariant under the
enhanced global symmetry [39]. The complete prepotential expressed in terms of the in-
variant Coulomb branch parameters is manifestly invariant under the enhanced global sym-
metry. The mass parameters together with the instanton mass form invariant polynomials
of the representation of the enhanced global symmetry. Along the way, we introduce a new
notation in terms of the step function which is useful to keep track of flop transitions on
a 5-brane web, motivated by the expression in [40]. By considering all possible flops,2 one
can cover all the parameter regimes, which leads to the complete prepotential. In the week
coupling limit, of course, this complete prepotential naturally reduces to the IMS prepo-
tential. To exhaust the form of the complete prepotentials, we discuss different approaches
and test against various consistency checks to support our complete prepotentials.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we demonstrate how to
construct the complete prepotential for the rank-1 theory, the SU(2) gauge theory with
Nf ≤ 7 flavors, which is expressed as the representation of ENf+1 symmetry. In subsequent
sections, we apply our method to rank-2 theories. As representative examples, we consider
the Sp(2) gauge theory with Nf ≤ 9 flavors in section 3 and the Sp(2) gauge theory with
one antisymmetric and Nf ≤ 7 flavors in section 4. In these sections, we discuss other
ways of obtaining the complete prepotential from geometry and from the GV invariants
to support the form of the complete prepotentials. We also consider various consistency
check like duality and RG flows. We conclude with possible applications, generalizations
and restrictions. In Appendices we list the explicit form of the complete prepotentials that
are mentioned in the main text.
2 Prepotential for Rank-1 theories
In this section we first start from determining complete prepotentials for simple examples,
namely rank-1 theories.
1Here, the extended Ka¨hler cone [37] refers to the enlarged Ka¨hler moduli space [38].
2Flop invariant property is explored in a geometric setup based on the combined fiber diagram [41].
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2.1 Complete prepotential
A 5d N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory with a gauge group G has a Coulomb branch
which is parametrized by the real scalar field φ in the vector multiplet. On the Coulomb
branch, the gauge group is broken to U(1)rG where rG is the rank of G. The prepotential
governing the low-energy abelian theory is given by [1, 2, 4]
F(φ) = 1
2
m0hijφiφj +
κ
6
dijkφiφjφk +
1
12
( ∑
r∈roots
|r · φ|3 −
∑
f
∑
w∈Rf
|w · φ+mf |3
)
, (2.1)
where m0 is the inverse of the gauge coupling squared, κ is the classical Chern-Simons
level and mf is a mass parameter for the matter f . r is a root of the Lie algebra g
associated to G and w is a weight of the representation Rf of the Lie algebra g. Here,
hij = Tr(TiTj), dijk =
1
2Tr (Ti{Tj , Tk}) where Ti are the Cartan generators of g. The terms
with the absolute values in the prepotential are the one-loop exact quantum contributions.
The first derivative of the prepotential ∂F∂φi gives the monopole string tensions Ti, and a
second derivative ∂
2F
∂φi∂φj
yields the effective coupling τeff which is the metric on the Coulomb
branch. We call this prepotential the Intriligator-Morrison-Seiberg (IMS) prepotential for
later convenience.
As the IMS prepotential is a perturbative quantity, it is insensitive to non-perturbative
phenomena such as global symmetry enhancements and UV dualities. The discrete theta
angle of 5d Sp(N) theory is also not captured in the IMS prepotential. As a concrete
example, consider the 5d N = 1 SU(2) gauge theory with Nf ≤ 7 hypermultiplets in the
fundamental representation (flavors). It has a perturbative global symmetry of SO(2Nf )×
U(1)I , where SO(2Nf ) comes from Nf flavor symmetry and U(1)I corresponds to the
conserved symmetry of the instanton particle. In the infinite coupling limit, the theory
becomes a superconformal field theory and enjoys the enhanced global symmetry ENf+1 ⊃
SO(2Nf ) × U(1)I [1]. For pure SU(2) = Sp(1) gauge theory, manifest global symmetry
is U(1)I , and there are two distinct theories which differ by the theta angle θ = 0, pi,
called SU(2)0 and SU(2)pi gauge theories, respectively. Though they do not have any
hypermultiplet, these two theories have different global symmetries at the conformal fixed
point: the global symmetry for the SU(2)0 gauge theory is enhanced to SU(2) ⊃ U(1)I ,
while that for the SU(2)pi gauge theory remains as U(1)I . They are also often referred
to as the E1 and E˜1 theories, respectively [2]. The IMS prepotentials for the E1 and E˜1
theories are same and given by
FSU(2) =
1
2
m0 a
2 +
4
3
a3, (2.2)
where m0 ≥ 0 is the instanton mass and the Coulomb parameter a = φ lies in the Weyl
chamber a ≥ 0.3 As non abelian global symmetry is realized as the Weyl reflection on the
mass parameters, one can see that the IMS prepotential (2.2) does not show the SU(2)
symmetry manifestly.4 Rather it is of a U(1)I symmetry associated with m0. The IMS
3Throughout this paper, we choose a naturally ordered Coulomb branch parameters with a judicious
choice of Weyl chamber.
4In other words, the IMS prepotential (2.2) is not manifestly invariant under m0 ↔ −m0.
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Figure 1. (a) A 5-brane web for pure SU(2)0 gauge theory (or E1 theory). (b) A 5-brane web for
pure SU(2)pi gauge theory (or E˜1 theory).
prepotential (2.2) hence does not capture the symmetry enhancement as it is. The corre-
sponding monopole string tension T is given by
T = m0 a+ 4 a
2, (2.3)
and the effective coupling τeff is
τeff = m0 + 8 a . (2.4)
From the perspective of 5-brane webs in Type IIB string theory, it is also straightfor-
ward to obtain the prepotential. As a BPS configuration, 5-brane web is made of 5-branes
of (p, q) charges forming edges and faces as shown in Figure 1. Given a 5-brane web, one
can associate the parameters of the 5-brane web diagram with the gauge theory parameters,
m0,mf , and φi (or equivalently ai). Areas of the compact faces of a 5-brane correspond to
the monopole string tension for the theory. As one can express the areas of the compact
faces in terms of the gauge theory parameters, one can readily obtain the prepotential from
a given 5-brane web. For instance, the 5-brane webs in Figure 1 are pure SU(2) theories
with different discrete theta angles. It is easy to check that the area of the compact faces of
these 5-branes in Figure 1 is the same as (2.3) and therefore yields the same prepotential
as (2.2).
5-brane configurations, of course, convey more information than just a prepotential.
Though the IMS prepotential for the E1 theory and that for the E˜1 theory are the same,
their 5-brane webs are different in the sense that they are not related by any continuous
deformations. In [13, 39], it was discussed that the enhanced global symmetry can be
captured in 5-brane webs as the fiber-base duality, with the introduction of the invariant
Coulomb branch parameter, which is the shifted Coulomb branch parameter such that it
is invariant under the exchange of fiber and base Ka¨hler parameters. For instance, one can
see that the SU(2)0 5-brane web given in Figure 1(a) can be symmetric under the reflection
with respect to the (1, 1) 5-brane when the fiber Ka¨hler parameter QF and the base Ka¨hler
parameter QB are suitably chosen such that QF ↔ QB. This fiber-base duality hence leads
to the global symmetry enhancement to E1 = SU(2).
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Figure 2. (a) E˜1 theory with a+
1
2m0 < 0. (b) E0 theory
For the pure SU(2)0 gauge theory, the invariant Coulomb branch parameter a˜ is given
by [39]
a˜ = a+
1
8
m0 , (2.5)
with which the effective coupling (2.4) becomes independent of m0. The prepotential for
the E1 theory is then expressed as
FE1 = −
1
16
m20 a˜ +
4
3
a˜3 , (2.6)
where irrelevant constants are/will be neglected. It is clear that this new form of the
prepotential (2.6) is invariant under SU(2) Weyl reflection m0 ↔ −m0. The new prepo-
tential, expressed in terms of the invariant Coulomb branch parameter, hence makes SU(2)
enhanced global symmetry manifest. The prepotential (2.6) is also valid for all possible
phases of m0.
For the pure SU(2)pi gauge theory, as there is no enhanced global symmetry, no invari-
ant Coulomb branch parameter is needed, and hence, for m0 > 0, the prepotential (2.2)
remains unaltered. For m0 < 0, on the other hand, the theory can become non-Lagrangian
as depicted in Figure 2(a). In this phase, the IMS description is not valid. The prepo-
tential can be nevertheless read off from the 5-brane web. The area of the compact face,
corresponding to the monopole string tension, is
T =
9
2
(
a+
1
6
m0
)2
. (2.7)
We note here that the Coulomb branch parameter a is further restricted since the monopole
tension T should be non-negative. i .e., a > −16m0 for m0 < 0. (See also [42].) We call
these allowed parameter regions the physical Coulomb branch [7]. The prepotential in the
parameter region is then given by
F = 3
2
a3 +
3
4
m0 a
2 +
1
8
m20 a . (2.8)
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One can see that it is not invariant under m0 ↔ −m0 and thus the corresponding global
symmetry is still U(1)I , as expected.
As the E˜1 theory allows the decoupling (RG flows) to the E0 theory, we can further
check whether the prepotential (2.8) reproduces that for the E0 theory. By taking m0 →
−∞, keeping 3a + 12m0 finite, in Figure 2(a), we find that the prepotential for the E0
theory, obtained from the resulting web diagram Figure 2(b) is given by
FE0 =
3
2
(aE0)
3 , (2.9)
where irrelevant constant is dropped and
aE0 = a
E˜1
+
1
6
m0E˜1 . (2.10)
In order to incorporate all the regimes of the parameters a,m0, we found that it is
convenient to introduce the following new symbol, motivated by [40],
⌈∣∣x ∣∣⌉ ≡ θ(−x) · x = { 0 x > 0 ;
x x < 0 ,
(2.11)
with the Heaviside step function θ(x), which is related to the absolute value as∣∣x ∣∣ = x− 2⌈∣∣x ∣∣⌉ or ∣∣x ∣∣ = −x− 2⌈∣∣−x ∣∣⌉ . (2.12)
It is then straightforward to see that prepotential that includes all ranges of m0 for the E˜1
theory takes the form
F
E˜1
=
1
2
m0 a
2 +
4
3
a3 +
1
6
⌈∣∣ a+ 1
2
m0
∣∣⌉3. (2.13)
The prepotential (2.13) then becomes the perturbative prepotential for pure SU(2)pi theory
(2.2) when a ≥ 0 and a+ 12m0 ≥ 0. (2.13) gives rise to that of non-Lagrangian theory (2.8)
when a + 12m0 ≤ 0 and a + 16m0 ≥ 0. These ranges come from the condition that each
length of the edges in Figure 1(b) and Figure 2(a), or equivalently from each monopole
string tension being positive.
The prepotentials for the pure SU(2) gauge theories with θ = 0, pi, (2.6) and (2.13),
therefore, cover not only the usual perturbative (IMS prepotential) regime but also include
non-perturbative regime. They are expressed in terms of the invariant Coulomb moduli
and thus manifest in enhanced global symmetry. We call such new prepotentials complete
prepotentials. Notice here that the first two terms in the complete prepotential for the
E˜1 theory (2.13) are just the IMS prepotential (2.2), and the last term is given as the
5-brane length cubed associated with the flop transitions in Figure 2(a). The last term is
interpreted as the contribution from the light instanton particle. It is in fact true that the
complete prepotential can be read off by carefully tracing out all possible flops in a given
5-brane web.
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Figure 3. All possible distinct phases of E2 web diagram.
Let us now consider cases with flavors. For Nf = 1 flavor, the IMS prepotential is
given as
FIMS = 1
2
m0 a
2 +
4
3
a3 − 1
12
|a±m1|3
=
1
2
m0 a
2 +
7
6
a3 − 1
2
m21 a+
1
6
⌈∣∣ a±m1 ∣∣⌉3, (2.14)
where we introduced the shorthand notation ± for a double sum, e.g., |x± y|3 ≡ |x+ y|3 +
|x−y|3. Possible phases of the 5-brane webs for the theory with Nf = 1 flavor are depicted
in Figure 3 [2, 12, 42]. All these phases in the parameter space of the E2 theory, which
we identify with the Ka¨hler cone of the corresponding geometry, is depicted in Figure 4,
which adds more quantitative information to the figure that appears in [2].
From these phases given in Figure 3, one can compute the area Ti of each phase and
then obtain the corresponding prepotential Fi:
Phase (I): {a+m1 > 0 & a−m1 > 0 & a+ 12(m0 −m1) > 0}
F(I) =
7
6
a3 +
1
2
m0 a
2 − 1
2
m21 a . (2.15)
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a+
1
2
(m0  m1) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="lnpCYqZXnOrytTFg18b5TPyljMo=">AAAChnich VHLShxBFD22RsdJoq1uBDcVB8OE4HDbB4ooDLhx6WtU0GHobmu0sV909wxoM2vBH3DhSkFExK1+gJv8gAs/QVwacJNF7vQ0hEQ0t6iqU6fuuXWqyvBtK4yIH tqU9o4PnV2Z7uzHT597etW+/rXQqwWmLJme7QUbhh5K23JlKbIiW274gdQdw5brxt58c3+9LoPQ8tzVaN+XZUffca2qZeoRUxX1iy6+i61qoJux1ojHGiIvnA qJUR418U3MCaqoOSpQEuI10FKQQxqLnnqBLWzDg4kaHEi4iBjb0BFy24QGgs9cGTFzASMr2ZdoIMvaGmdJztCZ3eNxh1ebKevyulkzTNQmn2JzD1gpMEL3dE nP9IOu6JF+vVkrTmo0vezzbLS00q/0Hg2uvPxX5fAcYfeP6l3PEaqYTrxa7N1PmOYtzJa+fnD8vDKzPBJ/pTN6Yv+n9EB3fAO3/tM8X5LLJ8jyB2j/PvdrsDZ W0MYLk0sTueJs+hUZDGEYeX7vKRSxgEWU+NxDXOMGt0pGKSiTylQrVWlLNQP4K5Tib2yrks4=</latexit>
F
(I)
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ODEF (II)
<latexit sha1_base64="Xmml5Gv+T nhvDW9xauc7f39B7Ys=">AAACa3ichVG7SgNBFD1ZXzG+omlELYIhok2Y+EA Ri4CN6dSYB6jI7jrq4L7YnQRi8AcsbSxioyAifoaNP2DhJ4hYRbCx8GazICr qXWbnzJl77py5ozmG8CRjjyGlrb2jsyvcHenp7esfiA4OFTy77Oo8r9uG7ZY 01eOGsHheCmnwkuNy1dQMXtQOl5v7xQp3PWFbG7Lq8G1T3bfEntBVSVRpyzXj k9ns1E40wVLMj/hPkA5AAkGs2tFrbGEXNnSUYYLDgiRsQIVH3ybSYHCI20aN OJeQ8Pc5jhEhbZmyOGWoxB7Sf59WmwFr0bpZ0/PVOp1i0HBJGUeSPbAb1mD3 7JY9sfdfa9X8Gk0vVZq1lpY7OwMnw7m3f1UmzRIHn6o/PUvsYcH3Ksi74zPN W+gtfeXorJFbXE/WJtgleyb/F+yR3dENrMqrfrXG1+uI0AOkv7f7JyhMp9Iz qbm12URmKXiKMEYxjknq9zwyWMEq8n6fT1HHeehFiSkjylgrVQkFmhi+hJL8A JH7jAU=</latexit>
OBDE (III)
<latexit sha1_base64="q7pwFZSWk TpxKtZmBdQM2eDsp/Y=">AAACbXichVG7SgNBFD1ZXzG+oiIIigSDGpsw8YE iFoKN6UxiHhhFdtcxLtkXu5tADP6AtWAhCgoi4mfY+AMW+QSxsIhgY+HNZkE 0qHeYmTNn7rlzZkYyVcV2GKv5hLb2js4uf3egp7evfyA4OJSxjZIl87RsqIa Vk0Sbq4rO047iqDxnWlzUJJVnpeJ6Yz9b5patGPqWUzH5riYWdOVAkUWHqO0d SwtF4vH4bGgvGGZR5kaoFcQ8EIYXm0bwFjvYhwEZJWjg0OEQViHCppZHDAwm cbuoEmcRUtx9jmMESFuiLE4ZIrFFGgu0ynusTutGTdtVy3SKSt0iZQhT7Ind sTp7ZPfsmX38Wqvq1mh4qdAsNbXc3Bs4GU29/6vSaHZw+KX607ODAyy7XhXy brpM4xZyU18+OqunVpJT1Wl2zV7I/xWrsQe6gV5+k28SPHmOAH1A7Odzt4LM XDQ2H11MLITXVr2v8GMMk4jQey9hDRvYRJrO1XGKC1z6XoURYVyYaKYKPk8zj G8hzHwCs82Mgg==</latexit>
OCEF (IV)
<latexit sha1_base64="jW+0db8OWCcDFzwZJV3P8sdJlAk=">AAACanich VG7SgNBFD1Z3/GRGBvFRoyR2ISJDxSxEGy085UHxBB210kc3Be7k0AM/oCdlaCVgoj4GTb+gIWfINop2Fh4s1kQFfUOM3PmzD13zsxojiE8ydhDSGlr7+js6 u4J9/b1D0Sig7GsZ1ddnWd027DdvKZ63BAWz0ghDZ53XK6amsFz2v5Kcz9X464nbGtb1h1eNNWKJcpCVyVRuR3XTK5lp0rROEsxP8Z+gnQA4ghi3Y5eYQe7sK GjChMcFiRhAyo8agWkweAQV0SDOJeQ8Pc5DhEmbZWyOGWoxO7TWKFVIWAtWjdrer5ap1MM6i4px5Bg9+yavbA7dsMe2fuvtRp+jaaXOs1aS8udUuRoeOvtX5 VJs8Tep+pPzxJlLPheBXl3fKZ5C72lrx2cvGwtbiYak+yCPZH/c/bAbukGVu1Vv9zgm2cI0wekvz/3T5CdTqVnUnMbs/HlpeArujGKcSTpveexjFWsI+O7O8Y pzkLPSkwZUUZbqUoo0AzhSygTH0Thi+g=</latexit>
OADF (V)
<latexit sha1_base64="TQampgarcpnaY2IVO8EQlA5EOlA=">AAACanich VHLSgMxFD0dX7U+WutG6aZYFd2U1AeKuCi4cWmrbQUVmRnTGjovZtJCLf6AO1eCrhRExM9w4w+48BNEdwpuXHg7HRAV9YYkJyf33JwkmmMITzL2EFI6Oru6e 8K9kb7+gcFobChe9Oyaq/OCbhu2u6mpHjeExQtSSINvOi5XTc3gJa260tov1bnrCdvakA2H75hqxRJloauSqNK2ayanitO7sRRLMz+SP0EmACkEsWbHrrCNPd jQUYMJDguSsAEVHrUtZMDgELeDJnEuIeHvcxwiQtoaZXHKUImt0lih1VbAWrRu1fR8tU6nGNRdUiYxwe7ZNXthd+yGPbL3X2s1/RotLw2atbaWO7vRo5H1t3 9VJs0S+5+qPz1LlLHoexXk3fGZ1i30tr5+cPKyvpSfaE6yC/ZE/s/ZA7ulG1j1V/0yx/NniNAHZL4/909QnElnZtPzublUdjn4ijASGMMUvfcCsljFGgq+u2O c4iz0rMSVUSXRTlVCgWYYX0IZ/wDyeIu/</latexit>
OACF
Figure 4. The parameter space of the E2 theory, which is identified as the Ka¨hler cone of the
corresponding geometry. The allowed parameter region is the space which is surrounded by the three
planes represented by OAB, OBC, and OCD, respectively. If we fix the mass parameters m0 and
m1, this allowed region is identified as the physical Coulomb moduli. This allowed parameter region
is divided into five phases due to the three internal “walls”, which are represented by OAE, OCD,
and ODE, respectively. These walls are the place where the flop transition occurs. Especially,
Phase (I) is identified as the region surrounded by these three internal walls, which we represent as
ODEF .
Phase (II): {a > 0 & a+ 14(m0 +m1) > 0 & a+m1 < 0}
F(II) =
4
3
a3 +
1
2
(m0 +m1) a
2 . (2.16)
Phase (III):{a > 0 & a−m1 < 0 & a+ 12(m0 −m1) > 0}
F(III) =
4
3
a3 +
1
2
(m0 −m1) a2 . (2.17)
Phase (IV): {a+ 14(m0 +m1) > 0 & a−m1 > 0 & a+ 12(m0 −m1) < 0}
F(IV) =
4
3
a3 +
1
4
(3m0 −m1) a2 + 1
8
(m0 +m1)(m0 − 3m1) a . (2.18)
Phase (V): {a+ 16(m0 −m1) > 0 & a−m1 < 0 & a+ 12(m0 −m1) < 0}
F(V) =
3
2
a3 +
3
4
(m0 −m1) a2 + 1
8
(m0 −m1)2 a . (2.19)
These prepotentials for all phases can be put in a single short expression,
FE2 =
7
6
a3 +
1
2
m0 a
2 − 1
2
m21 a+
1
6
⌈∣∣ a±m1 ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
⌈∣∣ a+ 1
2
(m0 −m1)
∣∣⌉3 , (2.20)
which is valid in all region and so it is the complete prepotential of the E2 theory.
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Among five different phases in Figure 3, (I), (II), and (III) are the phases that the IMS
prepotential for the SU(2) gauge theory with one flavor has, and thus the prepotential
covering all the allowed phases is expressed as
FE2 = FIMS +
1
6
⌈∣∣ a+ 1
2
(m0 −m1)
∣∣⌉3 , (2.21)
where FIMS is given in (2.14) and the last term is responsible for the phases where m0 <
−2a + m1. Some of such phases can on the other hand related to the IMS phases by
S-duality. For instance, the phase (IV) is S-dual of the phase (III).
The complete prepotential (2.20) incorporating all the parameter regions is then clearly
expressed as the IMS prepotential plus the S-dual pairs or the contributions of all possible
flops,
FE2 =FCFT +
1
6
∑
flops
⌈∣∣flops ∣∣⌉3 , (2.22)
where FCFT is F(I) in (2.15), and there are three different types of flops, as depicted in 3,
which accounts for the last three terms in (2.20). Note that FCFT is the prepotential on a
phase of the parameter region where the Coulomb branch modulus a can be much larger
than the other mass parameters including the inverse coupling constant squared m0. In
this paper, we call this phase “the CFT phase,” which is compatible with the parameter
region where all the mass parameters are turned off.
One can see that the RG flows to one less flavor cases naturally connect to the complete
prepotentials for E1 and E˜1 theories. Namely, by taking m1 → −∞ and m0 → +∞ while
mE10 = m0 +m1 is kept fixed, one readily finds that (2.20) becomes (2.2), i.e., FE2 → FE1 .
Likewise, by taking m1 → +∞ & m0 → ∞ while mE˜10 = m0 −m1 is kept fixed [42], one
readily finds that (2.20) again becomes (2.8), i.e., FE2 → FE˜1 .
The perturbative global symmetry for the SU(2) theory with Nf = 1 flavor is SO(2)×
U(1)I . On the other hand, one can read off the enhanced E2 = SU(2) × U(1) symmetry
from (2.20) by introducing the invariant Coulomb branch parameter a˜. For the SU(2)
gauge theory with Nf = 1 flavor, the invariant Coulomb branch parameter is given by [39],
a˜ = a+
1
7
m0 . (2.23)
The complete prepotential (2.20) is then expressed as
FE2 =
7
6
a˜3 − (x2 + 1
7
y2
)
a˜ +
1
6
⌈∣∣ a˜ + 4
7
y
∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
⌈∣∣ a˜± x− 3
7
y
∣∣⌉3 , (2.24)
where we have introduced E2 = SU(2)× U(1) symmetry parameters, x, y [43]
x =
1
4
m0 +
1
4
m1 , y = −1
4
m0 +
7
4
m1 , (2.25)
so that the last two terms in (2.24) become an SU(2) doublet, invariant under x↔ −x, and
the U(1) parameter is denoted by y. As a consequence, a particular set of flop transitions is
closely related to the Weyl reflections of enhanced global symmetry. It means that one can
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obtain the complete prepotential by taking into account all possible flop transitions, which
enables one to span all the parameter regions, or equivalently by considering the Weyl
reflections for the corresponding representation of enhanced global symmetry. The latter
would be more systematic when the rank of gauge group or the number of hypermultiplet
is large.
The same complete prepotential (2.24) can be obtained by the following systematic
procedure: (i) Start with the IMS prepotential for a given theory in a Weyl chamber with
certain phases for masses. (ii) Rewrite the IMS prepotential in terms of the invariant
Coulomb branch parameter a˜. (iii) Then apply the Weyl reflections for enhanced global
symmetry. For instance, from (i) and (ii), we get the prepotential for SU(2) gauge theory
with Nf = 1 flavor is given as
F = 7
6
a˜3 −
(1
2
m21 +
1
14
m20
)
a˜ +
1
6
⌈∣∣ a˜− 1
7
m0 ±m1
∣∣⌉3. (2.26)
Using (2.25) and also applying the Weyl reflection of SU(2), one reproduces (2.24).
One can easily repeat the procedure and get the complete prepotential for SU(2) gauge
theory with Nf ≤ 7 flavors. Here, the invariant Coulomb branch parameter a˜ for the SU(2)
theory with Nf flavors is then given by
5
a˜ = a+
1
8−Nf m0 , (2.27)
which is equivalent to [39]. As an example, we write the prepotential the SU(2) theory
with Nf = 7 flavors. First, the IMS prepotential for the SU(2) theory with Nf = 7 flavors
6FIMS = a3 + 3m0a2 − 3
7∑
k=0
m2ka+
7∑
k=1
⌈∣∣ a±mk ∣∣⌉3 . (2.28)
With the invariant Coulomb branch parameter a˜ = a+m0, one applies the Weyl reflection
5 Given the IMS prepotential, one can take a limit, called CFT phase, where the Coulomb branch
parameters ai are much larger than mass parameters mj including the instanton mass m0, subject to
ai  m0  mj . In this phase, we see that the effective coupling τij = ∂2F∂φi∂φj to be only a function of a and
m0. For instance, the prepotential for 5d SU(2) gauge theory with Nf flavors in the CFT phase is given by
FSU(2)+NfFCFT =
1
2
m0 a
2 +
1
6
(8−Nf ) a3.
Form this, one can consider the second derivatives of FCFT, which gives the effective coupling in the CFT
phase, τeff = m0 + (8−Nf )a. In the CFT phase, we require that no mass parameter appears so as not to
be transformed under the Weyl reflection of the enhanced global symmetry. In other words, by shifting the
Coulomb branch parameter, we introduce the invariant Coulomb branch parameter a˜ (2.27) so that FCFT
respects the enhanced global symmetry.
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of E8 given in Appendix A to get the complete prepotential
6FSU(2)+7F = −3
7∑
k=0
m2k a˜ + a˜
3 +
7∑
k=1
⌈∣∣ a˜−m0 ±mk ∣∣⌉3 (2.29)
+
7∑
k=1
⌈∣∣ a˜ +m0 ±mk ∣∣⌉3 + ∑
1≤i<j≤7
⌈∣∣ a˜±mi ±mj ∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1}
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜− 1
2
m0 +
1
2
7∑
k=1
skmk
∣∣⌉3 + ∑
{si=±1}
odd+
⌈∣∣ a˜ + 1
2
m0 +
1
2
7∑
k=1
skmk
∣∣⌉3.
Here, the summation symbol in the term corresponding to the (conjugate) spinor repre-
sentation ∑
{si=±1}
even+
and
∑
{si=±1}
odd+
(2.30)
denotes that we sum over all possible combination of si such that even (odd) number of si
take the value si = +1, while the remaining take the value si = −1. It is straightforward
to check that this complete prepotential goes back to the IMS prepotential in the weak
coupling region m0  |mf |, |a|. We note that linear combinations of mi in
⌈∣∣ ∣∣⌉3 form
SO(14) representation and the coefficient of m0 is the U(1)I charge. We can put the terms
in (2.29) to re-express the prepotential as an SO(16) manifest form F = FCFT +FSO(16)120 +
FSO(16)128 , and they can be further reorganized as the adjoint representation of E8
E8 ⊃ SO(16) ⊃ SO(14)× U(1)I
248 = 120 + 128 = 10 + 14−2 + 142 + 910 + 64−1 + 641. (2.31)
Therefore we get a complete prepotential which is E8 manifest, FE8 = FCFT + FE8248,
6FE8 = −3
7∑
k=0
m2k a˜ + a˜
3 +
∑
wE8∈248
⌈∣∣ a˜ + ~wE8 · ~m ∣∣⌉3 . (2.32)
We note that in counting the dimension of representations, we added 8
⌈∣∣ a˜ ∣∣⌉3 by hand to
account for the 8 Cartans, which did not necessarily appear in (2.29) since
⌈∣∣ a˜ ∣∣⌉3 = 0 for
a˜ > 0.
For less flavors, one can decouple flavors one by one from the FE8 to obtain the
complete prepotentials for the SU(2) gauge theory with Nf ≤ 7 flavors. They show the
ENf+1 enhanced global symmetry, and the explicit expressions are listed in Appendix B.
2.2 Prepotential from partition function
Suppose that we compactify a 5d N = 1 gauge theory on S1 with radius R. Or equivalently,
we consider a 4d N = 2 gauge theory with Kaluza-Klein modes. It is well known that the
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prepotential FR3,1×S1 of this theory [44, 45] is obtained from the 5d Nekrasov partition
function ZR3,1×S1 by taking the limit [46–48]
FR3,1×S1 = lim
1,2→0
12 logZR3,1×S1 . (2.33)
This prepotential, of course, includes instanton contribution as well as 1-loop perturbative
part. It is known that IMS prepotential can be reproduced from the decompactification
limit of this prepotential
lim
R→∞
1
R
FR3,1×S1 ⇒ FIMS, (2.34)
It has been discussed that the instanton contribution vanishes in this limit because the
instanton factor e−Rm0 is exponentially suppressed. This claim is correct as long as we
consider the weak coupling region m0  |mf |, |a|.
However, in this paper, we are considering all the possible parameter region, even
including the region m0 < 0, where the original gauge theory description is not valid any
more. In this case, it is not correct to claim that the instanton contribution still vanishes
in the limit. We claim that the same limit indeed reproduces our complete prepotential if
we admit all the parameter region:
FComplete = lim
R→∞
1
R
FR3,1×S1 . (2.35)
That is, the instanton contribution does remain in the decompactification limit in a way
similar to perturbative part. This claim, of course, goes back to the traditional claim (2.34),
when we consider the weak coupling region, where our complete prepotential reproduces
the IMS prepotential.
In order to see this, let us first start from Nekrasov partition function. Nekrasov
partition function is identified as the refined topological string partition function on the
corresponding Calabi-Yau 3-fold, which is expressed in the following form by using the
Gopakumar-Vafa invariants N
(jL,jR)
C [31, 32, 49]:
ZR3,1×S1 = Z0 exp
 ∑
C∈H2(X,Z)
∑
jL,jR
∞∑
n=1
N
(jL,jR)
C [jL, jR]tn,qn
n
(
t
n
2 − t−n2
)(
q
n
2 − q−n2
)e−nRTC

= Z0PE
 ∑
C∈H2(X,Z)
∑
jL,jR
N
(jL,jR)
C [jL, jR]t,q(
t
1
2 − t− 12
)(
q
1
2 − q− 12
)e−RTC
 (2.36)
where PE stands for the plethystic exponential and
[jL, jR]t,q := (−1)jL+jR+1
(
(tq)−jL + · · · (tq)jL) ((tq−1)−jR + · · · (tq−1)jR) , (2.37)
with t = e+R1 , q = e−R2 . The variable RTC is the Ka¨hler parameters corresponding to
the the 2-cycle C and can be interpreted as the masses of M2-branes wrapped on C, which
is rescaled by the radius R for later convenience. The prefactor Z0 is the part which does
not vanish in the limit RTC →∞.
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When we take the limit as in (2.33), we obtain
FR3,1×S1 = RF0 −
1
R2
∑
C∈H2(X,Z)
∑
jL,jR
(−1)jL+jR+1(2jL + 1)(2jR + 1)N (jL,jR)C Li3
(
e−RTC
)
(2.38)
where RF0 = lim1,2→0 12 logZ0 corresponds to the triple-intersection term in the CFT
phase. Li3 is the polylogarithm function defined as Lis(z) =
∑∞
k=1
zk
ks . When we finally
take the decompactification limit, we obtain
FComplete = F0 − 1
6
∑
C∈H2(X,Z)
∑
jL,jR
(−1)jL+jR+1(2jL + 1)(2jR + 1)N (jL,jR)C
⌈∣∣TC ∣∣⌉3, (2.39)
where we used
lim
R→+∞
1
R3
Li3
(
e−Rx
)
=
1
6
⌈∣∣x ∣∣⌉3. (2.40)
At this stage, it looks as if our complete prepotential includes infinitely many terms cor-
responding to all the 2-cycles C ∈ H2(X,Z). Note, however, that the Coulomb branch
parameter a must be inside the physical Coulomb moduli. Therefore, if TC > 0 is always
satisfied for certain C in the physical Coulomb moduli, it indicates that the corresponding
term vanishes by definition (2.11):
⌈∣∣TC ∣∣⌉ = 0. That is how we obtain the finitely many
terms.
In the following, we see this phenomena in the specific example: Sp(1) gauge theory
with Nf = 7 flavors. This theory enjoys E8 global symmetry at the UV fixed point. We
follow the convention for the representations of E8 summarized in Appendix A. The Calabi-
Yau geometry corresponding to the SU(2) gauge theory with Nf = 7 flavors is the 8th local
del Pezzo surface and its Gopakumar-Vafa invariants are computed in [33] explicitly. Their
results indicates that the corresponding 5d Nekrasov partition function can be written in
the following form:
ZR3,1×S1
Z0
= PE
[
1
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
×
{ [
[0, 0]χµ8 + [
1
2
,
1
2
]
]
A˜+
[
[0,
1
2
](χµ1 + 1) + [
1
2
, 1]χµ8 + [1,
3
2
]
]
A˜2
+
[
[0, 0]
(
χµ8 + χµ7
)
+ [0, 1]
(
χµ8 + χµ2 + χµ1 + 1
)
+ [0, 2]χµ8
+ [
1
2
, 1]
(
χµ8 + χµ1 + 1
)
+ [
1
2
,
3
2
]
(
χµ8 + χµ7 + χµ1 + 1
)
+ [
1
2
,
5
2
] + [1, 0]
+ [1, 1]χµ8 + [1, 2]
(
χµ8 + χµ1 + 1
)
+ [
3
2
,
3
2
] + [
3
2
,
5
2
]χµ8 + [2, 3]
]
A˜3
+O(A˜4)
}]
. (2.41)
where we denote A˜ = e−Ra˜. and we abbreviated the label t, q in [jL, jR]t,q for simplicity.
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In Appendix E, we have derived that the physical Coulomb moduli is given as
2a˜− w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ µ1,
3a˜− w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ µ2. (2.42)
Also, we discussed that the following inequalities are satisfied from these conditions:
n0a˜ ≥ 0, ∀n0 ≥ 1
n1a˜− w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ µ1, ∀n1 ≥ 2,
n2a˜− w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ µ2, ∀n2 ≥ 3,
n7a˜− w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ µ7, ∀n7 ≥ 3,
n8a˜− w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ µ8, ∀n8 ≥ 2. (2.43)
These inequalities indicate that all the terms in (2.41) of the form
1 · A˜n0 (n0 ≥ 1), χµ1A˜n1 (n1 ≥ 2), χµ2A˜n2 (n2 ≥ 3),
χµ7A˜
n7 (n7 ≥ 3), χµ8A˜n8 (n8 ≥ 2) (2.44)
vanish after the decompactification limit (2.35) because they produce the terms propor-
tional to
⌈∣∣ (LHS of (2.43)) ∣∣⌉3 = 0 in the complete prepotential (2.39). Only the exceptional
term in (2.41) is
[0, 0]χµ8A˜, (2.45)
which contributes as
1
6
∑
w∈µ8
⌈∣∣ a˜ + w · ~m ∣∣⌉3. (2.46)
If we identify the triple-intersection term as6
F0 = −1
2
7∑
k=0
m2k a˜ +
1
6
a˜3, (2.47)
we reproduce our complete prepotential (2.32) from the partition function (2.41).
Through the computation above, we have an interesting observation. The physical
Coulomb moduli (2.42) can be regarded as the condition that the Ka¨hler parameters TC
corresponding to the terms in
[0,
1
2
]χµ1A˜
2, [0, 1]χµ2A˜
3, (2.48)
which appear in (2.41), should be all positive. The first one in (2.48) corresponds to the
W-boson and their partners related by the Weyl reflections. The example of the string
generating such particles is depicted in Figure 5. The second one in (2.48) includes the
6 This part cannot be read off from the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants and should be computed separately.
Here, we simply imported the results from (2.32).
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Figure 5. String generating BPS particle
with spin (jL, jR) = (0,
1
2 )
Figure 6. String junction generating BPS
particle with spin (jL, jR) = (0, 1)
term which remains after the flavor decoupling down to the E0 theory. It implies that such
term corresponds to the string junction which appears in the web diagram as depicted in
Figure 6. At the boundary of the physical Coulomb moduli, where the magnetic monopole
tension vanishes, either of these two types of BPS particle becomes massless.7 Here, we
summarize our observation:
Observation 1: Whenever the monopole tension goes to zero, at least one BPS particle
either with spin (jL, jR) = (0,
1
2) or with spin (jL, jR) = (0, 1) also becomes massless and
vice versa.
We expect that it is true for more generic examples. If this is true, we can reproduce the
physical Coulomb moduli from the Gopakumar-Vafa invariants by imposing TC ≥ 0 for all
the 2-cycle C satisfying N
(jL,jR)
C > 0 with (jL, jR) = (0,
1
2) or (jL, jR) = (0, 1).
Moreover, we have further observation from (2.45) that the BPS particle which con-
tributed to the complete prepotential is the contribution from the hypermultiplets and
their partners. Such BPS particle can realize negative Ka¨hler parameter TC < 0 by the
transition as depicted in Figure 7. The brane configuration in Figure 7 can be interpreted
as the flop transition of the rational curves with the normal bundle O(−1) ⊕ O(−1). We
summarize our observation as follows:
Observation 2: The negative Ka¨hler parameters TC < 0 which contribute to the
complete prepotential can be realized only from the rational curves with the normal
bundle O(−1)⊕O(−1).8
Again, we expect that it is true for other examples. Note that M2-brane wrapping such a
curve corresponds to the BPS particle with spin (jL, jR) = (0, 0). Therefore, this implies
that the BPS particle with (jL, jR) 6= (0, 0) cannot contribute to the complete prepotential
and thus, (2.39) simplifies as
FComplete = F0 + 1
6
∑
C∈H2(X,Z)
N
(0,0)
C
⌈∣∣TC ∣∣⌉3. (2.49)
7These two cases are studied in [37] as examples of “a divisor collapsing to a curve” and “a divisor
collapsing to a point”, respectively.
8 For example, the cycle with the Ka¨hler parameter 2a, which is the rational curve with the normal
bundle O(−2)⊕O(0), does not contribute to the complete prepotential in our convention because we chose
the Weyl chamber a > 0. The contribution from the cycle with the Ka¨hler parameter of the form mi −mj
also vanishes because we remove such contribution from the the partition function as the“extra factor”
[50–55].
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Figure 7. String generating BPS particle with spin (jL, jR) = (0, 0), which can realize TC < 0.
Only some of the BPS particles with spin (jL, jR) = (0, 0) can contribute to the complete
prepotential.
If these two observations would be applicable for generic gauge theories of any rank,9
they would give a systematic method to obtain the complete prepotential as well as the
physical Coulomb moduli from the list of Gopakumar-Vafa invariants. We will use them
later to study Sp(2) gauge theory.
2.3 Prepotential from Mori cone generators
We have seen in section 2.1 that the effective prepotentials for the SU(2) gauge theories
receive novel contributions from light instanton particles. In section 2.2 the contributions
were interpreted in terms of BPS particles wrapped on holomorphic curves in the local
Calabi-Yau threefold dual to the 5-brane web for the SU(2) gauge theory with 7 flavors.
In this subsection, we will identify the holomorphic curves more explicitly in the dual
geometry.
We focus on the 5d SU(2) gauge theory with 7 flavors and hence on the 8th del Pezzo
surface dP8 which is the base manifold of the dual local Calabi-Yau threefold. We first
determine relations between the volume of curves in dP8 and the parameters of the SU(2)
gauge theory with 7 flavors. Any element in the second homology of dP8 is generated by
the hyperplane class L and the exceptional curve classes Xi (i = 0, · · · , 7). The intersection
numbers are given by
L · L = 1, Xi ·Xj = −δij , L ·Xi = 0, (2.50)
for all i, j = 0, · · · , 7 and the canonical divisor class is
KdP8 = −3L+
7∑
i=0
Xi. (2.51)
In order to see the structure of the SU(2) gauge theory with 7 flavors, it is useful to regard
dP8 as a blow up of dP1 at 7 points. The dP1 part gives the SU(2) gauge theory and the 7
points blow ups introduce 7 flavors. Let the 7 exceptional curves associated to the 7 blow
ups be Xi (i = 1, · · · , 7). The fiber class F of dP1 is then given by F = L − X0. The
9It would be interesting to find more precise mathematical expressions for these observations, which
might have appeared in the math literature.
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Figure 8. The intersection structure of the curves in (2.54).
volume of the fiber class is related to the Coulomb branch modulus a of the SU(2) gauge
theory and we have
vol(F ) = 2a. (2.52)
In order to see the other relations, we can make use of the fact that the E8 root lattice
is a subset in H2(dP8,Z). The E8 root lattice in H2(dP8,Z) is given by
RdP8 = {C ∈ H2(dP8,Z) | C · C = −2, C ·KdP8 = 0} (2.53)
Then RdP8 is generated by
Ci = Xi−1 −Xi (i = 1, · · · , 7), C8 = L− (X1 +X2 +X3). (2.54)
The matrix Ci ·Cj yields the negative of the Cartan matrix of the E8 Lie algebra and the
intersection structure of Ci (i = 1, · · · 8) forms the Dynkin diagram of E8 as in Figure 8.
Namely the curves C1, · · · , C8 correspond to the simple roots of E8.
The appearance of the E8 root system is related to the fact that the SU(2) gauge theory
with 7 flavors shows an E8 global symmetry at the UV fixed point. The mass parameters
mi, (i = 0, · · · , 7) are associated with the Cartan part of the E8 global symmetry. Here m0
is the inverse of the gauge coupling squared. The other mi’s are the mass of the 7 flavors
and they are associated with the Cartan part of the perturbative SO(14) flavor symmetry.
The curves C2, · · · , C8 form the D7 Dynkin diagram and hence they are related to the
simple roots of SO(14). Therefore the volume of the curves can be parameterized by
vol(Ci) = mi −mi−1 (i = 2, · · · , 7), vol(C8) = m2 +m1. (2.55)
On the other hand, the E8 root corresponding to C1 is related to a spinor weight of SO(14)
and its volume is given by
vol(C1) =
1
2
(m0 +m1 −m2 −m3 −m4 −m5 −m6 −m7). (2.56)
Then solving (2.52), (2.55), (2.56) in terms of L,Xi for i = 0, · · · , 7 yields
vol(L) = 3a+
1
2
(m0 −m1 −m2 −m3 −m4 −m5 −m6 −m7),
vol(X0) = a+
1
2
(m0 −m1 −m2 −m3 −m4 −m5 −m6 −m7),
vol(Xi) = a−mi (i = 1, · · · , 7).
(2.57)
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We would like to identify the holomorphic curves explicitly in the dP8 which yield
the contributions given by
⌈∣∣ ∣∣⌉ in the complete prepotential of (2.32). When one of ⌈∣∣ ∣∣⌉’s
vanishes, the corresponding BPS particle becomes massless. This occurs on a codimension-
1 boundary of the Ka¨hler cone of the geometry. In other words, the BPS particle arises
from an M2-brane wrapped on a curve which corresponds to a generator of the Mori
cone. Therefore we will concentrate on the generators of the Mori cone of the geometry.
Furthermore, as mentioned in Observation 2 in the previous subsection, we expect that the
BPS particles which contribute to the effective prepotential come from M2-branes wrapped
on rational curves with the normal bundle O(−1) ⊕ O(−1). Hence we consider rational
curves with the self-intersection number −1 in the generators of the Mori cone of dP8.
In general we need to see all such curves of all the local Calabi-Yau threefolds that are
related by flop transitions. This is because the complete prepotential is valid in the whole
parameter region which corresponds to the extended Ka¨hler cone. However for the rank-1
case, flopping such a curve inside dP8 corresponds to a blow down of dP8 and introduces a
flopped curve outside the compact surface. The blow down of dP8 is dPn with 0 ≤ n < 8 or
F0. The rational curves with the self-intersection number −1 in the generators of their Mori
cones are a subset of those of dP8. This can be expected since the blow down geometry is
related to the SU(2) gauge theory with less flavors. Therefore it is enough to look at the
generators of the Mori cone of dP8.
10
The rational curves with the self-intersection number −1 in the generators of the Mori
cone of dP8 are given by
Xi, L−Xi −Xj , 2L−
5∑
j=1
Xij , 3L− 2Xi1 −
6∑
j=1
Xij+1 ,
4L− 2
3∑
j=1
Xij −
5∑
j=1
Xij+3 , 5L− 2
6∑
j=1
Xij −
2∑
j=1
Xij+6 , 6L− 3Xi1 −
7∑
j=1
2Xij+1 .
(2.58)
It is also possible to compute the volume of the curves in (2.58) using the parameterization
(2.57), Then the volume of the curves is
V1 = a˜±mi ±mj , V2 = a˜ + 1
2
(±m0 ±m1 ±m2 ±m3 ±m4 ±m5 ±m6 ±m7), (2.59)
where a˜ = a + m0 and the number of plus signs in V2 is even. These are nothing but the
mass of the particles which contribute to the complete prepotential (2.32) for the SU(2)
gauge theory with 7 flavors. Hence we are able to identify the holomorphic curves in dP8
which yield the contributions given by
⌈∣∣ ∣∣⌉ of the complete prepotential (2.32).
10The situation is different for higher rank cases. For a higher rank case, the geometry may be given by
gluing compact complex surfaces. Then flopping a curve in one surface may introduce a new rational curve
with the self-intersection number -1 as a generator of the Mori cone of a different surface, which could yield
a BPS particle in a different representation when an M2-brane is wrapped on the curve. Or sometimes a
blow down geometry may have a new type of curves in the generators of the Mori cone. We will encounter
those cases in section 3.5.
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3 Prepotential for Rank-2 theories: Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors
In section 2 we determined the complete prepotentials including the effects of instanton
particles for the Sp(1) gauge theory with 7 flavors. In this section we generalize the
analysis to the Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors. We will see that the enhanced flavor
symmetry is not enough to determine the prepotential completely and there are more terms
which are not connected to contributions by perturbative particles by the Weyl reflections
of the enhanced global symmetry group. We will identify the new contributions from
the corresponding brane web and perform various consistency check with dualities and
geometries.
3.1 Complete prepotential
We start from the effective prepotential for the Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors on a
gauge theory phase. On this phase, the effective prepotential in [4] is valid and it is given
by
FIMS =1
2
m0(a
2
1 + a
2
2) +
1
6
[
(a1 − a2)3 + (a1 + a2)3 + 8(a31 + a32)
]− 1
12
2∑
i=1
9∑
j=1
|ai ±mj |3
=
1
2
m0(a
2
1 + a
2
2) +
1
6
(a31 − a32) + a1a22 −
1
2
2∑
I=1
9∑
i=1
m2i aI +
1
6
2∑
I=1
9∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aI ±mi ∣∣⌉3,
(3.1)
where we chose the Weyl chamber a1 ≥ a2 ≥ 0.
The Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors exhibits an SO(20) global symmetry at the UV
fixed point. Therefore we first extend the prepotential (3.1) by making it invariant under
the Weyl group symmetry of SO(20). One subtlety is that the Coulomb branch moduli
a1 and a2 also transform under the Weyl reflections. Hence we first need to determine the
Coulomb branch moduli that are invariant under the enhanced global symmetry. It is then
useful to look at the effective coupling on the CFT phase. On the CFT phase all the mass
parameters including m0 will be treated equally and the effective coupling is also invariant
under the Weyl reflections. Let us first temporarily assume that (3.1) is valid on the CFT
phase and consider a region where the Coulomb branch moduli are larger than the mass
parameters, namely a1, a2 > |mi| for i = 1, · · · , 9. The prepotential (3.1) reduces to
FIMS = 1
6
(a31 − a32) + a1a22 +
1
2
m0(a
2
1 + a
2
2)−
1
2
9∑
i=1
m2i (a1 + a2). (3.2)
Then taking a derivative of the prepotential (3.2) with respect to Coulomb branch moduli
twice yields
∂FIMS
∂a21
= a1 +m0,
∂FIMS
∂a22
= 2a1 − a2 +m0, ∂FIMS
∂a1a2
= 2a2. (3.3)
Then it is impossible to redefine a1 and a2 to make three combinations in (3.3) invariant
under the Weyl reflections of the enhanced global symmetry, as m0 is not invariant.
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Figure 9. (a). The 5-brane web diagram for the Sp(2) gauge theory with nine flavors. (b).
Lowering the left top D5-brane in Figure 9(a) until the its height is lower than the that of the top
color brane. (c). The diagram after performing a flop transition with respect to a line of the length
m0 − a2 in Figure 9(b).
Since there is no shift of a1 and a2 which makes (3.3) invariant under the Weyl re-
flection, we claim that (3.1) is actually not valid on the CFT phase. In fact it is natural
that the prepotential (3.1) is not valid on the CFT phase since (3.1) assumes m0 is larger
than the other parameters. There can be further phase transition when m0 is smaller
than the Coulomb branch moduli. In order to see it we make use of a 5-brane web di-
agram for the Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors in Figure 9(a). The diagram describes
the theory in the parameter region m0 > a1 > a2 > |mf | > 0. Then it is possible to
change m0 into a smaller value and the diagram in Figure 9(a) becomes the one in Figure
9(b) when a1 > m0 > a2 > |mf | > 0. We can further move to the parameter region
a1 > a2 > m0 > |mf | > 0 by performing a flop transition with respect to a line of the
length m0−a2, which yields the diagram in Figure 9(c). Therefore the prepotential on the
CFT phase should be given by
FCFT =FIMS − 1
6
(a2 −m0)3
=
1
6
(a31 − 2a32) + a1a22 +
1
2
m0(a
2
1 + 2a
2
2)−
1
2
9∑
i=1
m2i a1 −
1
2
9∑
i=0
m2i a2 +
1
6
m30.
(3.4)
Then taking a derivative of the prepotential (3.2) with respect to Coulomb branch moduli
twice yields
∂FCFT
∂a21
= a1 +m0,
∂FCFT
∂a22
= 2a1 − 2a2 + 2m0, ∂FCFT
∂a1a2
= 2a2, (3.5)
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Figure 10. (a). The 5-brane web diagram for the Sp(2) gauge theory with nine flavors in a phase
where the line of the length (3.11) can be seen. (b). The 5-brane web diagram for the Sp(2) gauge
theory with nine flavors in a phase where the line of the length (3.12) can be seen.
and we can define invariant Coulomb branch moduli a˜1, a˜2 as
a˜1 = a1 +m0, a˜2 = a2. (3.6)
Indeed when we rewrite the prepotential (3.4) in terms of the invariant Coulomb branch
moduli, the prepotential becomes
FCFT = 1
6
(a˜31 − 2a˜32) + a˜1a˜22 +
1
2
9∑
i=0
m2i (a˜1 − a˜2) +
1
2
m0
9∑
i=0
m2i , (3.7)
which is invariant under the Weyl group symmetry of SO(20) up to the constant term
which only depends on the mass parameters. Since the constant term does not affect any
physical quantity we will use the following effective prepotential on the CFT phase,
FCFT = 1
6
(a˜31 − 2a˜32) + a˜1a˜22 −
1
2
9∑
i=0
m2i (a˜1 + a˜2). (3.8)
Using the effective prepotential on the CFT phase the effective prepotential we have
now is given by
F =FCFT + 1
6
9∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜1 −m0 ±mi ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
9∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜2 ±mi ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
⌈∣∣ a˜2 −m0 ∣∣⌉3. (3.9)
It is straightforward to make the prepotential (3.9) invariant under the Weyl group sym-
metry of SO(20). The Weyl reflection invariant prepotential is then
F =FCFT + 1
6
∑
0≤i<j≤9
⌈∣∣ a˜1 ±mi ±mj ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
9∑
i=0
⌈∣∣ a˜2 ±mi ∣∣⌉3. (3.10)
In fact it turns out that the prepotential (3.10) is not complete. The 5-brane web
diagrams in certain phases imply that there are lines which can be flopped with length
which does not appear in (3.10). The web diagram in such a phase is depicted in Figure
10(a). Then there is a floppable line with the length
m1 − x = a˜1 + a˜2 − 1
2
m0 +
1
2
m1 − 1
2
9∑
i=2
mi. (3.11)
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We can also consider the 5-brane web in Figure 10(b). Then the length of the middle
internal D5-brane is
2a1 + a2 +m0 −
4∑
i=1
mi = 2a˜1 + a˜2 −
4∑
i=0
mi, (3.12)
which can be also flopped. Then including the contributions (3.11) and (3.12) and making
the prepotential invariant under the Weyl group symmetry of SO(20) is
F =1
6
(a˜31 − 2a˜32) + a˜1a˜22 −
1
2
9∑
f=0
m2f (a˜1 + a˜2)
+
1
6
∑
0≤i<j≤9
⌈∣∣ a˜1 ±mi ±mj ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
9∑
i=0
⌈∣∣ a˜2 ±mi ∣∣⌉3
+
1
6
∑
{si=±1}
odd +
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + 1
2
9∑
i=0
simi
∣∣⌉3
+
1
6
∑
0≤i1<i2<i3<i4<i5≤9
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ∣∣⌉3.
(3.13)
We argue that the prepotential (3.13) is the complete prepotential of the Sp(2) gauge
theory with 9 flavors. In other words, the prepotential can be used in any region in the
physical Coulomb branch moduli space of the theory. It is also straightforward to check
that it reduces to the IMS prepotential (3.1) in the weak coupling region m0  |mf |, |aI |.
In the rest of this section we will provide more support for (3.13) and give a physical
explanation of the necessity of the new terms.
3.2 Consistency with dualities
We have obtained the complete prepotential of the Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors
(3.13) by including the region where instanton particles become massless. The Sp(2) gauge
theory with 9 flavors is dual to the SU(3) gauge theory with 9 flavors and the CS level
κ = ±12 and also to the [4] − SU(2) − SU(2) − [3] quiver theory. Therefore the complete
prepotential (3.13) should reproduce the IMS prepotentials of the SU(3) gauge theory and
the SU(2) × SU(2) gauge theory in the weak coupling limit. We will see that the IMS
prepotentials of the dual theories are indeed reproduced from the complete prepotential of
the Sp(2) gauge theory. In fact, the additional terms which we added by hand from the
5-brane webs are necessary to realize the IMS prepotentials of the dual theories.
Let us first consider the dual SU(3) gauge theory with 9 flavors and the CS level
κ = ±12 . The duality map in the case of 10 flavors has been obtained in [56, 57]. It is
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straightforward to obtain the duality map after decoupling one flavor and it is given by
mSp0 =
3
4
mSU0 +
1
4
9∑
i=1
mSUi ,
mSpi = m
SU
i +
1
4
(mSU0 −
9∑
i=1
mSUi ), (i = 1, · · · , 9)
aSpi = a
SU
i +
1
4
(mSU0 −
9∑
i=1
mSUi ), (i = 1, 2).
(3.14)
By substituting the duality map (3.14) into complete prepotential (3.13), the complete
prepotential is now written in terms of the parameters of the SU(3) gauge theory. For ob-
taining the IMS prepotential we need to consider the weak coupling region m0  |mf |, |aI |.
Then most of the terms disappear and the remaining terms are
∑
0≤i<j≤9
⌈∣∣ a˜Sp1 ±mSpi ±mSpj ∣∣⌉3 → 9∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aSU1 −mSUi ∣∣⌉3, (3.15)
9∑
i=0
⌈∣∣ a˜Sp2 ±mSpi ∣∣⌉3 →
aSU2 − 12
9∑
f=0
mSUf
3 + 9∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aSU2 −mSUi ∣∣⌉3, (3.16)
∑
{si=±1}
odd +
⌈∣∣ a˜Sp1 + a˜Sp2 + 12
9∑
i=0
sim
Sp
i
∣∣⌉3 → 9∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aSU1 + aSU2 +mSUi ∣∣⌉3
=
9∑
i=1
⌈∣∣−aSU3 +mSUi ∣∣⌉3, (3.17)∑
0≤i1<i2<i3<i4<i5≤9
⌈∣∣ 2a˜Sp1 + a˜Sp2 ±mSpi1 ±mSpi2 ±mSpi3 ±mSpi4 ±mSpi5 ∣∣⌉3 → 0. (3.18)
Summing all the terms (3.15)-(3.18) with the prepotential on the CFT phase (3.8) yields
FSU(3)weak =
1
6
(
(aSU1 )
3 − (aSU2 )3
)
+ aSU1
(
aSU2
)2
+
1
2
mSU0
(
(aSU1 )
2 + aSU1 a
SU
2 + (a
SU
2 )
2
)
− 1
2
9∑
i=1
mSUi a
SU
1 a
SU
2 −
1
2
9∑
i=1
(aSU1 + a
SU
2 )
(
mSUi
)2
+
1
6
9∑
i=1
(⌈∣∣ aSU1 −mSUi ∣∣⌉3 + ⌈∣∣ aSU2 −mSUi ∣∣⌉3 + ⌈∣∣−aSU3 +mSUi ∣∣⌉3) ,
(3.19)
where we omitted constant terms which do not depend on the Coulomb branch moduli of
the SU(3) gauge theories. Using the identity (2.11), we find that this agree with the IMS
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prepotential
FSU(3)IMS =
1
4
mSU0
(
(aSU1 )
2 + (aSU2 )
2 + (aSU3 )
2
)
+
1
12
(
(aSU1 )
3 + (aSU2 )
3 + (aSU3 )
3
)
+
1
6
(
(aSU1 − aSU2 )3 + (aSU1 − aSU3 )3 + (aSU2 − aSU3 )3
)
− 1
12
3∑
i=1
9∑
j=1
∣∣aSUi −mSUj ∣∣3
(3.20)
for the SU(3) gauge theory with 9 flavors and the CS level κ = 12 up to the constant terms.
We can also see from (3.17) that a part of the terms associated with the conjugate
spinor representation gives perturbative contributions in the SU(3) gauge theory. There-
fore, the contribution in the conjugate spinor representation, which was added by hand
from the discussion with the 5-brane web diagram in section 3.1, turns out to be necessary
to make the duality hold.
The Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors has another dual frame given by the quiver
gauge theory [4]−SU(2)−SU(2)− [3]. It is also possible to obtain the duality map using
5-brane webs in Figure 11. The diagram in Figure 11(a) shows the parameterization for the
SU(2) × SU(2) quiver theory. The S-dual of the diagram is simply given by rotating the
diagram by pi as in Figure 11(b). We further move 7-branes in Figure 11(b) in the directions
indicated by the arrows in the figure so that we can read off the parameterization of the
Sp(2) gauge theory. The resulting diagram after moving the 7-branes is given in Figure
11(c). In order to see the parameterization in terms of the Sp(2) gauge theory, the flavor
mass parameters and the Coulomb branch moduli should be measured from the location of
an O7−-plane. The parameterization of the Sp(2) gauge theory can be read off as in Figure
11(c). Comparing the two parameterizations, the explicit map between mass parameters
is given by
mSp1 =
1
2
(−m(1)1 +m(1)2 −m(1)3 −m(1)4 ), mSp2 =
1
2
(m
(1)
1 −m(1)2 −m(1)3 −m(1)4 ),
mSp3 =
1
2
(m
(1)
1 +m
(1)
2 −m(1)3 +m(1)4 ), mSp4 =
1
2
(m
(1)
1 +m
(1)
2 +m
(1)
3 −m(1)4 ),
mSp5 =
1
2
m
(1)
0 −mbif, mSp6 =
1
2
m
(1)
0 +mbif,
mSp7 =
1
2
(m
(1)
0 +m
(2)
0 −m(2)1 +m(2)2 +m(2)3 ), mSp8 =
1
2
(m
(1)
0 +m
(2)
0 +m
(2)
1 −m(2)2 +m(2)3 ),
mSp9 =
1
2
(m
(1)
0 +m
(2)
0 −m(2)1 −m(2)2 −m(2)3 ), mSp0 =
1
2
(m
(1)
0 +m
(1)
0 +m
(2)
1 +m
(2)
2 −m(2)3 ).
(3.21)
Also the map for the Coulomb branch moduli is given by
aSp1 =a
(2) +
1
2
(m
(1)
0 +m
(2)
0 −m(2)1 −m(2)2 +m(2)3 ),
aSp2 =a
(1) − a(2) + 1
2
m
(1)
0 .
(3.22)
We can then substitute the duality map (3.21) and (3.22) into complete prepotential
(3.13). For obtaining the IMS prepotential we need to consider the weak coupling region
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a(1)
m(1)2
m(1)3
m(1)4
m(2)1
m(2)2
m(2)3
m(1)1
-a(1)
a(2)
-a(2)
a(2)-a(1)+mbif
2a(1)-a(2)+1/2(m(1)0-m(1)1-m(1)2+m(1)3+m(1)4)
(a) (b)
O7-
m1
m2
m3
m4
m5m6
m7
m8
m9
a1
a2
m0
(c)
Figure 11. (a). The 5-brane web diagram for the quiver theory [4] − SU(2) − SU(2) − [3] and
the gauge theory parameterization. (b). S-dual to the diagram in Figure 11(a). The black dots
represent 7-branes. (c). The 5-brane web diagram for the Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors and
the gauge theory parameterization. The black dot in this figure represents an O7−-plane.
m
(1)
0 ,m
(2)
0  |m(1)f |, |m(2)f |, |a(1)|, |a(2)|. Then most of the terms again disappear and the
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remaining terms are
∑
0≤i<j≤9
⌈∣∣ a˜Sp1 ±mSpi ±mSpj ∣∣⌉3 → 3∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a(2)2 ±m(2)i ∣∣⌉3, (3.23)
9∑
i=0
⌈∣∣ a˜Sp2 ±mSpi ∣∣⌉3 → ((a(1) + a(2)) + 12 (−m(2)0 +m(2)1 +m(2)2 +m(2)3 )
)3
+
(
(a(1) + a(2)) +
1
2
(
−m(2)0 +m(2)1 −m(2)2 −m(2)3
))3
+
(
(a(1) + a(2)) +
1
2
(
−m(2)0 −m(2)1 +m(2)2 −m(2)3
))3
+
(
(a(1) + a(2)) +
1
2
(
−m(2)0 −m(2)1 −m(2)2 +m(2)3
))3
+
⌈∣∣ a(1) − a(2) ±mbif ∣∣⌉3, (3.24)∑
{si=±1}
odd +
⌈∣∣ a˜Sp1 + a˜Sp2 + 12
9∑
i=0
sim
Sp
i
∣∣⌉3 → 4∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a(1) ±m(1)i ∣∣⌉3 (3.25)
∑
0≤i1<i2<i3<i4<i5≤9
⌈∣∣ 2a˜Sp1 + a˜Sp2 ±mSpi1 ±mSpi2 ±mSpi3 ±mSpi4 ±mSpi5 ∣∣⌉3 → ⌈∣∣ a(1) + a(2) ±mbif ∣∣⌉3.
(3.26)
Summing all the terms (3.23)-(3.26) with the prepotential on the CFT phase (3.8)
yields
FSU(2)×SU(2)weak =
1
6
(
2(a(1))3 + 5(a(2))3 − 6a(1)(a(2))2
)
+
1
2
m
(1)
0 (a
(1))2 +
1
2
m
(2)
0 (a
(2))2
− 1
2
a(1)
4∑
i=1
(m
(1)
i )
2 − 1
2
a(2)
3∑
i=1
(m
(2)
i )
2 − a(1)(mbif)2
+
1
6
4∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a(1) ±m(1)i ∣∣⌉3 + 16
3∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a(2) ±m(2)i ∣∣⌉3
+
1
6
⌈∣∣ a(1) ± a(2) ±mbif ∣∣⌉3,
(3.27)
where we again ignore terms which do not depend on the Coulomb branch moduli of the
SU(2)× SU(2) gauge theory. We find that this agrees with the IMS prepotential
FSU(2)×SU(2)IMS =
1
2
(
m
(1)
0 (a
(1))2 +m
(2)
0 (a
(2))2
)
+
4
3
(
(a(1))3 + (a(2))3
)
− 1
12
4∑
j=1
∣∣∣a(1) ±m(1)j ∣∣∣3 − 112
3∑
j=1
∣∣∣a(2) ±m(2)j ∣∣∣3
− 1
12
∣∣∣a(1) ± a(2) ±mbif∣∣∣3 .
(3.28)
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for the [4]− SU(2)− SU(2)− [3] quiver theory up to the constant terms.
Note that the contribution of the bi-fundamental hypermultiplet in (3.27) comes from
the contribution in the rank 5 antisymmetric representation of SO(20) as in (3.26). The
contributions was originally inferred from the analysis of the 5-brane web diagram. The
duality to the SU(2) × SU(2) quiver theory shows that a part of the contribution is in
fact the perturbative contributions in the quiver theory. Hence the terms in the rank 5
antisymmetric representation are necessary to make the duality hold.
3.3 Consistency with Higgsing
In section 3.2 we have seen the complete prepotential (3.13) reproduces the IMS prepo-
tential in the weak coupling region of the dual theories. It is also possible to check the
consistency with the Higgsing to the Sp(1) gauge theory with 7 flavors from the Sp(2)
gauge theory with 9 flavors. The Higgsing can be carried out by tuning the gauge theory
parameters as
a2 = mi = −mj , (3.29)
where i and j are one of 1, 2, · · · , 9 with i 6= j. Then inserting (3.29) into the complete
prepotential (3.13) should reproduce the complete prepotential (2.32) of the Sp(1) gauge
theory with 7 flavors up to terms which do not depend on the Coulomb branch modulus a˜.
In order to see which terms remain after inserting the tuning conditions (3.29), we first
need to determine the physical Coulomb branch moduli space of the Sp(2) gauge theory
with 9 flavors. The explicit derivation will be done in section 3.4 and the we here use the
final result which is given by
a˜2 ≥ 0, (3.30)
a˜1 + 3a˜2 ≥ w[0000000001] · ~m, (3.31)
a˜1 + 2a˜2 ≥ w[0000000010] · ~m, (3.32)
a˜1 − a˜2 ≥ w[1000000000] · ~m, (3.33)
a˜1 − 2a˜2 ≥ 0, (3.34)
2a˜1 + 3a˜2 ≥ w[0000001000] · ~m, (3.35)
2a˜1 + 2a˜2 ≥ w[0000010000] · ~m, (3.36)
2a˜1 ≥ w[0001000000] · ~m, (3.37)
2a˜1 − a˜2 ≥ w[0010000000] · ~m, (3.38)
3a˜1 ≥ w[1000100000] · ~m, (3.39)
3a˜1 − 3a˜2 ≥ w[0000100010] · ~m. (3.40)
Here, the representation is expressed by the Dynkin label [n1, n2, · · · , n10] of SO(20). Es-
pecially, [0000000010] is the spinor representation 512 and [0000000001] is the conjugate
spinor representation 512.
Let us then look at each term in (3.13) together with the conditions (3.29). We also
relabel the mass parameters except for mi and mj appeared in (3.29) by m1,m2, · · · ,m7
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after inserting the tuning conditions (3.29). The first line of (3.13) with (3.29) imposed
becomes
1
6
(a˜31 − 2a˜32) + a˜1a˜22 −
1
2
9∑
k=0
m2k(a˜1 + a˜2)→
1
6
a˜31 −
1
2
7∑
k=0
m2ka˜1, (3.41)
where the arrow indicates that we omit terms which do not depend on the Coulomb branch
modulus a˜1.
Next we consider the first term in the second line of (3.13) which is characterized by
the linear combinations,
a˜1 ±mi1 ±mi2 . (3.42)
When both mi and mj appear in (3.42), (3.42) becomes
a˜1 ± a˜2 ± a˜2, (3.43)
Depending on the signs in front of a˜2 we have three types for the linear combinations which
satisfy the following inequalities,
a˜1 + 2a˜2 ≥ a˜1 ≥ a˜1 − 2a˜2 ≥ 0, (3.44)
where the first two inequalities come from (3.30) and the last inequality comes from (3.34).
Therefore we conclude that
⌈∣∣ a˜1 ± a˜2 ± a˜2 ∣∣⌉ = 0 in the physical Coulomb branch moduli
space. Another possibility is that one of mi and mj appears in (3.42). In this case (3.42)
becomes
a˜1 ± a˜2 ±mi2 , (3.45)
where mi2 6= mi,mj . There are two types of the linear combinations depending on the sign
in from of a˜2 and the inequalities they satisfy are
a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi2 ≥ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mi2 ≥ 0. (3.46)
Here the first inequality again comes from (3.30) and the last inequality comes from (3.33).
Therefore we again have
⌈∣∣ a˜1 ± a˜2 ±mi2 ∣∣⌉ = 0. The last possibility is that neither of mi nor
mj appears in (3.42). In this case, the physical Coulomb branch moduli space conditions
do not fix the sign of the linear combination a˜1 ±mi1 ±mi2 and hence these terms remain
after the Higgsing. As for the second terms in the second line in (3.13), they become terms
which do not depend on a˜1 and we ignore the contributions.
We then move onto the term in the third line in (3.13), which is characterized by the
linear combinations,
a˜1 + a˜2 +
1
2
9∑
k=0
skmk. (3.47)
In this case mi and mj always appear in (3.47) and we have three types of the linear
combinations (3.47) depending on the signs in front of mi and mj . When the signs are
both positive or both negative we have
a˜1 + a˜2 +
1
2
7∑
i=0
skmk, (3.48)
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where the number of sk = +1 is odd. Choosing a particular spinor weight for the condition
in (3.32) implies that
a˜1 + a˜2 +
1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk ≥ 0, (3.49)
with odd numbers of sk = +1’s. When the sign in front of mi is positive and the sign in
front of mj is negative we have
a˜1 + 2a˜2 +
1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk, (3.50)
where the number of sk = +1 is even. The condition (3.31) with a particular conjugate
spinor weight yields
a˜1 + 2a˜2 +
1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk ≥ 0, (3.51)
with even numbers of sk = +1’s. Finally when the sign in front of mi is negative and the
sign in front of mj is positive the linear combination (3.47) is given by
a˜1 +
1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk, (3.52)
where the number of sk = +1 is even. The sign of this linear combination is not fixed by
the physical Coulomb branch moduli condition and these terms remain after the Higgsing.
Finally we consider the last line in (3.13). Namely we consider the linear combinations,
2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 . (3.53)
When both mi and mj appear in (3.53), (3.53) becomes
2a˜1 + a˜2 ± a˜2 ± a˜2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 . (3.54)
Depending on the signs in front of a˜2, we have three patterns. The three linear combinations
satisfy the following inequalities,
2a˜1 + 3a˜2±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ≥ 2a˜1 + a˜2±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ≥ 2a˜1− a˜2±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ≥ 0.
(3.55)
The first two inequalities come from (3.30) and the last inequality comes from (3.38). In
the case when one of mi and mj appears in (3.53), we have
2a˜1 + a˜2 ± a˜2 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 , (3.56)
where mi2 ,mi3 ,mi4 ,mi5 are not equal to neither mi nor mj . The different signs in front of
a˜2 yields two linear combinations and they satisfy the inequalities,
2a˜1 + 2a˜2 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ≥ 2a˜1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ≥ 0, (3.57)
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where the first inequality comes from (3.30) and the last inequality comes from (3.37).
Lastly there are cases where neither mi nor mj appear in (3.53). In this case, we can
rewrite the linear combination (3.53) as
2a˜1 + 2a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 −mi. (3.58)
Then the physical Coulomb branch moduli condition (3.36) implies
2a˜1 + 2a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 −mi ≥ 0. (3.59)
Therefore for all the cases the linear combinations (3.53) with the tuning condition (3.29)
are positive and hence we have
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ∣∣⌉ = 0 for (3.29).
Therefore, collecting all the terms which do not vanish after inserting the tuning con-
ditions (3.29) into the complete prepotential (3.13) yields
FHiggsed = 1
6
a˜31 −
1
2
7∑
k=0
m2ka˜1
+
1
6
∑
0≤k<l≤7
⌈∣∣ a˜1 ±mk ±ml ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
∑
{sk=±1}
even +
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + 1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk
∣∣⌉3, (3.60)
where we omitted terms which do not depend on a˜1. We can see that the prepotential
(3.60) precisely reproduces the complete prepotential (2.32) after identifying a˜1 = a˜.
3.4 Prepotential from partition function
Here, we derive the complete prepotential assuming that the observations made in section
2.2 also holds for this case. As discussed in Appendix F the partition function for 5d N = 1
Sp(2) gauge theory with Nf = 9 flavors is given as
Z = PE
( ∞∑
k=0
FkA˜1k
)
, (3.61)
where each coefficient Fk is given as follows:
For k = 0,
F0 = 1
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
(
[0, 0]A˜2χ20 + [0,
1
2
]A˜2
2
)
. (3.62)
For k = 1,
F1 = 1
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
( ∞∑
n=0
[0, n]A˜2
2n+1χ512 +
∞∑
n=0
[0, n+
1
2
]A˜2
2n+2χ512
+ [0, 0] (χ190 + 1) + [0,
1
2
](A˜2
−1 + A˜2)χ20 + [0, 1](A˜2−2 + 1 + A˜22) + [
1
2
,
1
2
]
)
.
(3.63)
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For k = 2,
F2 = 1
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
∑
R
cR(A˜2, t, q)χR(m), (3.64)
where the summation is over the representation of SO(20). Since the exact form for some
of the cR are too complicated, we expand in terms of A˜2 and show the leading order results:
c[2000000000] = [0,
1
2
],
c[1000000010] = [0,
1
2
]A˜2 +O(A˜22),
c[1000000001] = ([0, 0] + [0, 1]) A˜2
2 +O(A˜23),
c[0000000002] = c[0000000020] = [0,
5
2
]A˜2
6 +O(A˜27),
c[0000000011] = [0, 2]A˜2
5 +O(A˜26),
c[0000000100] = [0,
3
2
]A˜2
4 +O(A˜25),
c[0000001000] = [0, 1]A˜2
3 +O(A˜24),
c[0000010000] = [0,
1
2
]A˜2
2 +O(A˜23),
c[0000100000] = [0, 0]A˜2 +
(
[0, 0] + [0, 1] + [
1
2
,
3
2
]
)
A˜2
3 +O(A˜24),
c[000100000] = [0,
1
2
] +O(A˜2),
c[001000000] = [0, 1]A˜2
−1 +O(1),
c[010000000] = [0,
3
2
]A˜2
−2 +O(A˜2−1),
c[100000000] = [0, 2]A˜2
−3 +O(A˜2−2),
c[0000000010] = ([0, 0] + [0, 1]) +O(A˜2),
c[0000000001] =
(
[0,
1
2
] + [0,
3
2
] + [
1
2
, 1]
)
A˜2 +O(A˜22),
c[0000000000] = [0,
5
2
]A˜2
−4 +O(A˜2−3). (3.65)
For k = 3,
F3 = 1
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
∑
R
CR(A˜2, t, q)χR(m) (3.66)
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with CR begin given as follows. Since the expression is even more complicated, we write
only the order of A˜2 except for the terms which we will focus later:
C[2000000010] = O(A˜22), C[2000000001] = O(A˜21), C[1000000020] = O(A˜25),
C[1000000011] = O(A˜24), C[1000000002] = O(A˜25), C[1000000100] = O(A˜23),
C[1000001000] = O(A˜22), C[1000010000] = O(A˜21),
C[1000100000] = [0, 1] +O(A˜2),
C[100100000] = O(A˜2−1), C[101000000] = O(A˜2−2), C[110000000] = O(A˜2−3),
C[2000000000] = O(A˜2−4), C[0000000030] = O(A˜28), C[0000000021] = O(A˜27),
C[0000000012] = O(A˜28), C[0000000003] = O(A˜29), C[0000000110] = O(A˜26),
C[0000001010] = O(A˜25), C[0000010010] = O(A˜24),
C[0000100010] = [0, 1]A˜2
3 +O(A˜24),
C[0001000010] = O(A˜22), C[0010000010] = O(A˜2), C[0100000010] = O(1),
C[1000000010] = O(A˜2−1), C[0000000101] = O(A˜27), C[0000001001] = O(A˜26),
C[0000010001] = O(A˜25), C[0000100001] = O(A˜24), C[0001000001] = O(A˜23),
C[0010000001] = O(A˜22), C[0100000001] = O(A˜2), C[1000000001] = O(1),
C[0000000002] = O(A˜22), C[0000000011] = O(A˜23), C[0000000002] = O(A˜24),
C[0000000100] = O(A˜22), C[0000001000] = O(A˜2), C[0000010000] = O(1),
C[0000100000] = O(A˜2−1), C[0001000000] = O(A˜2−2), C[0010000000] = O(A˜2−3),
C[0100000000] = O(A˜2−4), C[1000000000] = O(A˜2−5), C[0000000010] = O(A˜2−2),
C[0000000001] = O(A˜2−1), C[0000000000] = O(A˜2−6). (3.67)
We first derive physical Coulomb moduli from this partition function. Following Ob-
servation 1 in section 2.2, we focus on the particle with spin (jL, jR) = (0,
1
2), and
(jL, jR) = (0, 1). Corresponding to the term of the form
1
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
[0, jR]χ[n1,n2,··· ,n10]A˜1
N1A˜2
N2 (jR =
1
2
or jR = 1), (3.68)
inside PE in (3.61), we obtain the following constraint for physical Coulomb moduli
N1a˜1 +N2a˜2 + w[n1,n2,··· ,n10] · ~m ≥ 0, (3.69)
where w[n1,n2,··· ,n10] is the arbitrary weights in the representation labelled by the Dynkin
label [n1, n2, · · · , n10]. From all the constraints above, we find effective constraints that
were listed in (3.30)-(3.40). We propose that these give the physical Coulomb moduli
for 5d N = 1 Sp(2) gauge theory with Nf = 9 flavors. Using all these constraints, we
have checked that the corresponding Ka¨hler parameters are always positive for most of the
terms. Such terms does not contribute to the complete prepotential as discussed in section
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2.2. Only exceptional terms are the following four
[0, 0]A˜2χ20
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
,
[0, 0]A˜1χ190
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
,
[0, 0]A˜1A˜2χ512
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
,
[0, 0]A˜1
2A˜2χ[0000100000]
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
. (3.70)
All these terms correspond to the BPS particles with spin (jL, jR) = (0, 0), which support
Observation 2. From these terms, we obtain the complete prepotential
FComplete = FCFT + 1
6
∑
w∈20
⌈∣∣ a˜2 + w · ~m ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
∑
w∈190
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + w · ~m ∣∣⌉3
+
1
6
∑
w∈512
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + w · ~m ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
∑
w∈15504
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + w · ~m ∣∣⌉3, (3.71)
where 15504 is the rank 5 antisymmetric tensor representation. The last term can be
rewritten in terms of the mass parameters more explicitly as∑
w∈15504
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + w · ~m ∣∣⌉3
=
∑
0≤i1<i2<i3<i4<i5≤9
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ∣∣⌉3
+ 7
∑
0≤i1<i2<i3≤9
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ∣∣⌉3 + 36 9∑
i=0
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi ∣∣⌉3.(3.72)
We find that the last line in (3.72) vanishes in the physical Coulomb moduli (3.30) - (3.40).
Analogous discussion applies also to the term in the rank 2 antisymmetric tensor repre-
sentation 190. Taking these into account, we find that (3.71) reproduces the prepotential
(3.13).
3.5 Prepotential from Mori cone generators
Similar to the rank one case, we can identify holomorphic curves in the dual geometry
which are related to one-loop corrections of the complete prepotential (3.13) of the Sp(2)
gauge theory with 9 flavors. For identifying such holomorphic curves we consider rational
curves with the self-intersection number −1 in the generators of the Mori cone of the dual
geometries as discussed in section 2.3. It turns out that it is not enough to focus on a
Ka¨hler moduli space of a local Calabi-Yau threefold but we need to look at other phases
related by flop transitions to find all such curves which account for the contributions given
by
⌈∣∣ ∣∣⌉ to the complete prepotential (3.13). This will generically occur since the complete
prepotential has been constructed so that it is valid in the extended Ka¨hler cone.
The geometry which yields the 5d Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors is a local Calabi-
Yau threefold with a base given by dP1 ∪ Bl9F5 or the ones obtained by flop transitions
from it. Namely, the base is given by two compact complex surfaces dP1 and Bl9F5 which
are glued along a curve. The curves in dP1 are generated by the hyperplane class L and
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the exceptional curve X ′0 and the intersection numbers are given in (2.50). One the other
hand, the curves in Bl9F5 are generated by the fiber curve F , the base curve E and the
exceptional curves Xi (i = 1, · · · , 9). The intersection numbers are
F · F = 0, E · E = −5, F · E = 1,
F ·Xi = 0, E ·Xi = 0, Xi ·Xj = −δij ,
(3.73)
for i, j = 1, · · · , 9. The gluing curve for the two surfaces is given by 2L−X ′0 in dP1 or E
in Bl9F5 [6].
We first determine the gauge theory parameterization for the volume of the curves in
the two surfaces. The fiber classes which correspond to simple roots of the Sp(2) gauge
theory are L−X ′0 and E + 7F −
∑9
i=1Xi [6]. Hence we parameterize their volume as
vol(L−X ′0) = a1 − a2, vol(E + 7F −
9∑
i=1
Xi) = 2a2. (3.74)
In order to determine the dependence on the mass parameters it is useful to flop the
exceptional curve in dP1 and to move on to a description by the geometry P2∪Bl10F6. Due
to this flop the second surface has one more exceptional curve X0 which can be identified
as X0 = F +X
′
0. Then all the exceptional curves are in the Bl10F6 and the SO(20) flavor
symmetry can be seen from it. In other words, we may find the SO(20) root lattice inside
H2(Bl10F6,Z). The curves C correspond to the roots has the self-intersection number −2
and should not be charged under the Sp(2) gauge group. Therefore, we may identify the
roots of SO(20) by the conditions,
C · C = −2, C ·KBl10F6 = 0, C · E = 0, (3.75)
where KBl10F6 is the canonical divisor class and is given by
KBl10F6 = −2E − 8F +
9∑
i=0
Xi. (3.76)
Then the following curves satisfy (3.75)
±(Xi −Xj), ±(E + 6F −X1 −X2 − · · · − Xˇi − · · · − Xˇj − · · · −X9), (3.77)
for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 9, where Xˇi means Xi is absent. The curves in (3.77) are generated by
Ci = Xi−1 −Xi (i = 1, · · · , 9), C10 = E + 6F −
7∑
i=0
Xi, (3.78)
and they form the D10 Dynkin diagram as in Figure 12. We can then identify the curves
(3.78) as the simple roots of SO(20). Hence we associate the mass parameters mi (i =
0, · · · , 9) as
vol(Ci) = mi−1 −mi (i = 1, · · · , 9), vol(C10) = m8 +m9, (3.79)
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C10
C1 C2
Figure 12. The intersection structure of the curves in (3.78).
where the sign of the mass parameters was chosen so that it agrees with the convention
used in section 3.1.
Solving (3.74) and (3.79) determines the relations between the volume of the curves in
P2 ∪ Bl10F6 and we obtain
vol(L) = a1 − 2a2 +m0, vol(F ) = a1 + 2a2 + 1
2
m0 − 1
2
9∑
i=1
mi,
vol(Xi) = a1 + a2 +
1
2
m0 − 1
2
9∑
j=1
mj +mi, (i = 0, · · · .9).
(3.80)
With this parameterization (3.80), we can compute the volume of rational curves with
the self-intersection number −1 in the generators of the Mori cones in terms of the gauge
theory parameters. In the case of P2 ∪ Bl10F6 the self-intersection number −1 rational
curves exist only in Bl10F6 and such curves in the generators of the Mori cone of Bl10F6
are given by (for example see [6])
Xi, F −Xi, E + 6F −
7∑
j=1
Xij , E + 7F −
9∑
j=1
Xij , 2E + 12F −
5∑
j=1
2Xij −
5∑
j=1
Xij+5 ,
3E + 18F −
2∑
j=1
3Xij −
7∑
j=1
Xij+3 , 4E + 24F − 4Xi1 −
9∑
j=1
Xij+1 .
(3.81)
Expressing the volume of the curves in (3.81) by the parameterization (3.80), we find
V1 = a˜1 + a˜2 +
1
2
9∑
i=0
simi V2 = a˜2 ±mi (i = 0, · · · , 9), (3.82)
where a˜1 = a1 + m0 and a˜2 = a2. si = ±1 and the number of the plus signs is odd. M2-
branes wrapped on the curves in (3.82) exactly reproduce the BPS particle contributions
which are in the vector and the conjugate spinor representations of SO(20) which appeared
in the complete prepotential (3.13).
Rational curves with the self-intersection number −1 which yield BPS particles in the
other representations contributing to the complete prepotential (3.13) can be also found in
the generators of the Mori cones of flopped geometries. We consider performing flops with
respect to curves in the followings,
Ci = F −Xi, Ci+10 = E + 7F − (X0 + · · ·+ Xˇi + · · ·+X9), i = 0, · · · , 9. (3.83)
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The volume of the curves is
vol(Ci) = a2 −mi, vol(Ci+10) = a2 +mi, (3.84)
for i = 0, · · · , 9. Note that each curve in (3.83) intersects with the gluing curve E with
the intersection number one and also Ci · Cj = 0 when i 6= j modulo 10. For example,
performing a flop transition with respect to a curve in (3.83) yields dP1 ∪ Bl9F5.
Let us first flop two curves Ci, Cj where j 6= i and j 6= i + 10 from P2 ∪ Bl10F6. The
flopped geometry is then dP2∪Bl8F4 and one of the rational curves with the self-intersection
number −1 in the generator of the Mori cone of dP2 is L+Ci +Cj . In total, we have 180
choices to select Ci and Cj and the volume of the curves can be summarized as
V3 = a˜1 ±mi ±mj , (3.85)
where 0 ≤ i < j ≤ 9. M2-branes wrapped on the curves in (3.85) give rise to the contribu-
tions which are in the rank 2 antisymmetric representation of SO(20) in (3.13).
We then consider flop five curves Ci1 , Ci2 , Ci3 , Ci4 , Ci5 where each subscript is different
from each other modulo 10. The flopped geometry is dP5∪Bl5F1 which can be also written
as Bl4F1 ∪ dP6. In this case the gluing curve 2L + Ci1 + Ci2 + Ci3 + Ci4 + Ci5 becomes a
rational curve with the self-intersection number −1 in the generator of the Mori cone of
dP6. There are 8064 choices to choose Ci1 , Ci2 , Ci3 , Ci4 , Ci5 and the volume of the curves
can be written as
V4 = 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 , (3.86)
where 0 ≤ i1 < i2 < i3 < i4 < i5 ≤ 9. The curves in (3.86) are related to the contribu-
tions in the rank 5 antisymmetric representation of SO(20) in (3.13). Combining (3.81),
(3.85) and (3.86), we are able to identify all the holomorphic curves which give rise to the
contributions of type
⌈∣∣ ∣∣⌉ to the complete prepotential (3.13).
4 Prepotential for Rank-2 theories: Sp(2) gauge theory with 1 antisym-
metric and 7 flavors
In previous section, we studied the complete prepotential for the Sp(2) gauge theory with
9 flavors. In this section, we propose the complete prepotential for the Sp(2) gauge theory
with 7 flavors and 1 hypermultiplet in antisymmetric tensor representation. This theory is
known to correspond to rank 2 SCFT with E8 × SU(2) global symmetry.
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4.1 Complete prepotential
Similar to previous sections, we first start from IMS prepotential of the Sp(2) gauge theory
with 7 flavors and 1 antisymmetric tensor, which is given by [4]
FIMS = 1
2
m0(a
2
1 + a
2
2) +
1
12
2∑
I=1
2∑
J=1
| ± aI ± aJ |3
− 1
12
2∑
I=1
7∑
i=1
| ± aI +mi|3 − 1
12
| ± a1 ± a2 +mAS|3
= FCFT + 1
6
2∑
I=1
7∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aI ±mi ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
⌈∣∣ a1 ± a2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3 (4.1)
in the Weyl chamber of Sp(2) gauge group a1 ≥ a2 ≥ 0. Here, we denote
FCFT = 1
6
(a31 + a
3
2) +
1
2
m0(a
2
1 + a
2
2)−
1
2
7∑
i=1
m2i (a1 + a2)−mAS2a1, (4.2)
where we omitted the terms which do not depend on the Coulomb branch parameters. In
the parameter region a1, a2  |mf | with f = 1, · · · 7, the IMS prepotential (4.1) reduces
to this FCFT. We can compute the effective coupling of this phase by taking the second
derivative of this expression as
∂2FCFT
∂a21
= a1 +m0,
∂2FCFT
∂a1∂a2
= 0,
∂2FCFT
∂a22
= a2 +m0. (4.3)
This implies that the invariant Coulomb moduli parameters should be defined as
a˜1 = a1 +m0, a˜2 = a2 +m0 (4.4)
and that (4.2) is indeed valid at the CFT phase a1, a2  |mi| (i = 0, 1, · · · , 7). The
prepotential at the CFT phase (4.2) can be rewritten in terms of the invariant Coulomb
moduli parameters (4.4) as
FCFT = 1
6
(a˜1
3 + a˜2
3)−mAS2a˜1 − 1
2
7∑
i=0
mi
2(a˜1 + a˜2). (4.5)
Now, we add more terms to the IMS prepotential in such a way that it becomes
invariant under the Weyl reflections of the enhanced global symmetry E8 × SU(2). The
7 flavor masses mf (f = 1, · · · 7) and the instanton mass m0 can be interpreted as E8
fugacity similar to the rank one case while mAS is the fugacity for SU(2) part. Similar to
the discussion in section 2, the terms
1
6
2∑
I=1
7∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aI ±mi ∣∣⌉3 = 1
6
2∑
I=1
7∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜I −m0 ±mi ∣∣⌉3 (4.6)
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in (4.1) indicates that we need the terms in the 248 dimensional representation of E8
F(248,1) =
1
6
2∑
I=1
∑
w∈248×1
⌈∣∣ a˜I + w · ~m ∣∣⌉. (4.7)
Also, the term
1
6
⌈∣∣ a1 + a2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3 = 1
6
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + 2m0 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3 (4.8)
in (4.1) indicates that we need the terms in the 3875 dimensional representation of E8
F(3875,2) =
1
6
∑
w∈3875×2
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + w · ~m ∣∣⌉. (4.9)
because 2m0 corresponds to the highest weight state of this representation as mentioned
in (A.14) and the term ±mAS corresponds the 2 dimensional representation of the SU(2).
On the contrary, the term
F(1,2) =
1
6
⌈∣∣ a1 − a2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3 = 1
6
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3 (4.10)
in (4.1) is already invariant under the global symmetry and thus do not need further terms.
On top of that, it turns out that we need two more types of terms
F(1,3) =
1
6
⌈∣∣ a˜1 ± 2mAS ∣∣⌉3 (4.11)
and
F(30380,3) =
1
6
∑
w∈30380×3
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + w · ~m ∣∣⌉. (4.12)
The necessity of these two terms will be discussed in the following subsections.
In summary, we propose that the complete prepotential is given by
F = FCFT + F(248,1) + F(3875,2) + F(1,2) + F(1,3) + F(30380,3) (4.13)
where each term is defined in (4.5), (4.7), (4.9), (4.10), (4.11), and in (4.12).
Here, we consider the case mAS = 0 to give a consistency check. In this case, it is
known that the Seiberg-Witten curve of the rank 2 En theory is factorized into the two
curves for rank one theory [34]. The partition function is also known to be factorized
[58]. These indicate that our complete prepotential should also become the sum of two
prepotentials for rank one case. That is,
F(mAS = 0) = 1
6
(a˜1
3 + a˜2
3)− 1
2
mi
2(a˜1 + a˜2) +
1
6
2∑
I=1
7∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜I −m0 ±mi ∣∣⌉3. (4.14)
Furthermore, it is expected that the physical Coulomb branch is given as the copies of the
rank one case (2.42),
2a˜I − w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ 3875 (I = 1, 2)
3a˜I − w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ 147250 (I = 1, 2) (4.15)
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together with
a˜1 ≥ a˜2 (4.16)
coming from the choice of the Weyl chamber of the Sp(2) gauge group. Analogous to
(2.43), we see that
a˜I ≥ 0 (I = 1, 2)
3a˜I − w · ~m ≥ 0, ∀w ∈ 30380 (I = 1, 2) (4.17)
are satisfied in the expected physical Coulomb moduli (4.15). All these are enough to show
that F(3875,2), F(1,2), F(1,3), and F(30380,3) indeed vanish in the expected physical Coulomb
moduli (4.15) and (4.16) if mAS = 0. Therefore, we have shown that our prepotential (4.13)
indeed reduces to (4.14) in the expected physical Coulomb moduli if mAS = 0. Moreover,
the analogous computation in Appendix E indicates that
∂F(mAS = 0)
∂a˜I
≥ 0 (I = 1, 2) (4.18)
is satisfied in the expected physical Coulomb moduli while the equality is saturated at the
boundary of (4.15). This implies that the expected physical Coulomb moduli (4.15) and
(4.16) are indeed the correct physical Coulomb moduli space for mAS = 0.
4.2 Consistency with dualities
As in section 3.2, we can give support for the complete prepotential of the Sp(2) gauge
theory with 7 flavors and a hypermultiplet in the antisymmetric representation given in
(4.13) by reproducing the IMS prepotentials of the dual theories. The rank 2 E8 theory has
two dual gauge theory descriptions. One is the SU(3) gauge theory with 8 flavors and the
CS level κ = ±2 and the other is the quiver gauge theory [1]−SU(2)−SU(2)− [5], where
[n] is the n hypermultiplets in fundamental representation. We look at the prepotentials
in the dual descriptions one by one.
Duality between Sp(2) + 1AS + 7F and SU(3)2 + 8F
First we consider the duality to the SU(3) gauge theory with 8 flavors and the CS level
κ = 2. The duality map for the marginal theories by adding one flavor on the both sides
has been obtained in [8]. It is straightforward to obtain the duality map for the current
case and it is given by
mSp0 =
5
4
mSU0 −
1
4
7∑
i=1
mSUi −
3
4
mSU8 , (4.19)
mSpAS = −
1
2
mSU8 +
1
2
mSU0 −
1
2
7∑
i=1
mSUi , (4.20)
mSpi = m
SU
i +
1
4
mSU0 −
1
4
7∑
i=1
mSUi +
1
4
mSU8 , (i = 1, 2, · · · 7) (4.21)
aSpI = a
SU
I +
1
4
mSU0 −
1
4
7∑
i=1
mSUi +
1
4
mSU8 . (I = 1, 2) (4.22)
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Therefore, inserting the duality map (4.19)-(4.22) into the prepotential (4.13) yields the
complete prepotential for the SU(3) gauge theory with 8 flavors and the CS level κ = 2.
Since we are interested in the weak coupling region of the SU(3) gauge theory we
consider the region mSU0  |mSUf |, |aSUI |. Then various terms in the prepotential are
simplified in the following way.
F(248,1) →
1
6
2∑
I=1
8∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aSUI −mSUi ∣∣⌉3 (4.23)
F(3875,2) →
1
6
8∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aSU1 + aSU2 +mSUi ∣∣⌉3
=
1
6
8∑
i=1
⌈∣∣−aSU3 +mSUi ∣∣⌉3 (4.24)
F(1,2) →
1
6
(
aSU1 + a
SU
2 −
1
2
mSU0 +
1
2
8∑
i=1
mSUi
)3
(4.25)
F(1,3) → 0 (4.26)
F(30380,3) → 0. (4.27)
Then, the prepotential in the weak coupling region reduces to
FSU(3)weak =
1
6
(
2
(
aSU1
)3 − 3 (aSU1 )2 aSU2 − 3aSU1 (aSU2 )2)+ 12mSU0 ((aSU1 )2 + aSU1 aSU2 + (aSU2 )2)
− 1
2
aSU1 a
SU
2
8∑
i=1
mSUi −
1
2
(
aSU1 + a
SU
2
) 8∑
i=1
(
mSUi
)2
,
+
1
6
2∑
I=1
8∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aSUI −mSUi ∣∣⌉3 + 16
8∑
i=1
⌈∣∣−aSU3 +mSUi ∣∣⌉3,
(4.28)
where we ignored the terms which do not depend on the Coulomb branch moduli. This is
exactly the IMS prepotential
FSU(3)IMS =
1
4
mSU0
(
(aSU1 )
2 + (aSU2 )
2 + (aSU3 )
2
)
+
1
3
(
(aSU1 )
3 + (aSU2 )
3 + (aSU3 )
3
)
+
1
6
(
(aSU1 − aSU2 )3 + (aSU1 − aSU3 )3 + (aSU2 − aSU3 )3
)
,
− 1
12
3∑
i=1
8∑
j=1
∣∣aSUi −mSUj ∣∣3
(4.29)
for the SU(3) gauge theory with 8 flavors and the CS level κ = 2. Also, note that the
prepotential of the form F(1,2) was important to perform one flop transition in order to
move from the CFT region to the weak coupling region of the SU(3) gauge theory.
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m3
<latexit sha1_base64="UvzFlS+R95xqTptgFc7lc7uXPxI="> AAACZnichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/EVFVGwCQbFKtwkimIl2FgmxphADGF3HePgvtjdBDT4A4KtFlYKIuJn2PgDFv6BYqlgY+HNZkFU1DvMzJ kz99w5M6M5hvR8ooeI0tHZ1d3T2xftHxgcGo6NjG56dt3VRUG3DdstaaonDGmJgi99Q5QcV6imZoiitrfa2i82hOtJ29rw9x1RMdWaJ XekrvpM5c1qphpLUJKCiP8EqRAkEEbWjl1hC9uwoaMOEwIWfMYGVHjcykiB4DBXQZM5l5EM9gUOEWVtnbMEZ6jM7vFY41U5ZC1et2p 6gVrnUwzuLivjmKF7uqYXuqMbeqL3X2s1gxotL/s8a22tcKrDR5P5t39VJs8+dj9Vf3r2sYOlwKtk707AtG6ht/WNg9OX/PL6THOWLu iZ/Z/TA93yDazGq36ZE+tniPIHpL4/90+wmU6mMsmF3HxiJR1+RS+mMI05fu9FrGANWRT43BqOcYLTyKMypIwrE+1UJRJqxvAllPgH TdmKig==</latexit>
m4
<latexit sha1_base64="dalefSmwazTQEKuNzgC9jRECME4="> AAACZnichVFNSwJBGH7cvsxKrYiCLpIYnWTWjKJT0KWjZn6Aiexuoy3uF7urYNIfCLrWoVNBRPQzuvQHOvQPio4GXTr0ui5ESfUOM/ PMM+/zzjMzsqWpjsvYU0AYGh4ZHQuOhyYmp8KR6PRMwTGbtsLziqmZdkmWHK6pBs+7qqvxkmVzSZc1XpQb2739Yovbjmoae27b4hVdq htqTVUkl6icXk1Xo3GWZF7EBoHogzj8yJjRG+zjACYUNKGDw4BLWIMEh1oZIhgs4iroEGcTUr19jmOESNukLE4ZErENGuu0KvusQet eTcdTK3SKRt0mZQwJ9shuWZc9sDv2wj5+rdXxavS8tGmW+1puVSMnC7n3f1U6zS4Ov1R/enZRw4bnVSXvlsf0bqH09a2j825uczfRWW ZX7JX8X7Indk83MFpvynWW714gRB8g/nzuQVBIJcXV5Fo2Hd9K+V8RxCKWsELvvY4t7CCDPJ1bxynOcB54FsLCnDDfTxUCvmYW30KI fQJP2YqL</latexit>
m5
<latexit sha1_base64="mbx6/DBLbMiXYVTNzVp4RtY2zVY="> AAACZnichVFNSwJBGH7cvsxKrYiCLpIYnWTWkqJT0KWjZn6Aiexuoy3uF7urYNIfCLrWoVNBRPQzuvQHOvQPio4GXTr0ui5ESfUOM/ PMM+/zzjMzsqWpjsvYU0AYGh4ZHQuOhyYmp8KR6PRMwTGbtsLziqmZdkmWHK6pBs+7qqvxkmVzSZc1XpQb2739Yovbjmoae27b4hVdq htqTVUkl6icXk1Xo3GWZF7EBoHogzj8yJjRG+zjACYUNKGDw4BLWIMEh1oZIhgs4iroEGcTUr19jmOESNukLE4ZErENGuu0KvusQet eTcdTK3SKRt0mZQwJ9shuWZc9sDv2wj5+rdXxavS8tGmW+1puVSMnC7n3f1U6zS4Ov1R/enZRw4bnVSXvlsf0bqH09a2j825uczfRWW ZX7JX8X7Indk83MFpvynWW714gRB8g/nzuQVBIJcXVZDq7Ft9K+V8RxCKWsELvvY4t7CCDPJ1bxynOcB54FsLCnDDfTxUCvmYW30KI fQJR2YqM</latexit>
m6
<latexit sha1_base64="jMNwvdczTVSc7O97bHGClHLpCdg="> AAACZnichVG7SgNBFD1ZXzE+EhVRsAkGxSrc9Y2VYGOpxkRBJeyuY1zcF7uTQAz+gGCrhZWCiPgZNv6AhX+gWEawsfBmsyAq6h1m5s yZe+6cmdE9ywwk0WNMaWlta++Idya6unt6k6m+/kLgln1D5A3Xcv1NXQuEZToiL01piU3PF5qtW2JDP1hq7G9UhB+YrrMuq57YsbWSY +6ZhiaZytnF2WIqQ1kKI/0TqBHIIIoVN3WNbezChYEybAg4kIwtaAi4bUEFwWNuBzXmfEZmuC9whARry5wlOENj9oDHEq+2ItbhdaN mEKoNPsXi7rMyjTF6oBuq0z3d0jO9/1qrFtZoeKnyrDe1wismj4dzb/+qbJ4l9j9Vf3qW2MN86NVk717ING5hNPWVw7N6bmFtrDZOl/ TC/i/oke74Bk7l1bhaFWvnSPAHqN+f+ycoTGbVqezM6nRmcTL6ijhGMIoJfu85LGIZK8jzuSWc4BRnsSelVxlUhpqpSizSDOBLKOkP U9mKjQ==</latexit>
m7
<latexit sha1 _base64="QHtLvIwN5IPeXhLJ+ xjPzbHmRG0=">AAACZnichVG7S gNBFD1ZXzG+oiIKNsGgWIUbH0 SsBBtLNeYBMYTddYyD+2J3E9Dg Dwi2WlgpiIifYeMPWPgHimUEG wtvNguiot5hZs6cuefOmRnNMaT nEz1GlI7Oru6eaG+sr39gcCg+P JL37Jqri5xuG7Zb1FRPGNISOV /6hig6rlBNzRAFbX+1tV+oC9eT trXlHziibKpVS+5KXfWZypqVTC WepBQFkfgJ0iFIIox1O36Nbez Aho4aTAhY8BkbUOFxKyENgsNcG Q3mXEYy2Bc4Qoy1Nc4SnKEyu8 9jlVelkLV43arpBWqdTzG4u6xM YJoe6IaadE+39Ezvv9ZqBDVaXg 541tpa4VSGjieyb/+qTJ597H2 q/vTsYxdLgVfJ3p2Aad1Cb+vrh 2fN7PLmdGOGLumF/V/QI93xDaz 6q361ITbPEeMPSH9/7p8gP5dK z6cWNxaSK3PhV0QxiSnM8ntnsI I1rCPH51ZxglOcRZ6UQWVMGW+n KpFQM4ovoSQ+AFXZio4=</lat exit>
m8
<latexit sha1_base64="RudOUXChd2MCcghOtimNgo8PGbM="> AAACZnichVG7SgNBFD1ZXzE+EhVRsAmGiFW4iYrBSrCxTIyJgkrYXce4ZF/sbgIx+AOCrRZWCiLiZ9j4Axb+gWIZwcbCm82CaFDvMD Nnztxz58yMYuua6xE9haSe3r7+gfBgZGh4ZDQaGxsvuVbNUUVRtXTL2VZkV+iaKYqe5uli23aEbCi62FKqa+39rbpwXM0yN72GLfYMu WJqB5oqe0wVjHK2HEtQivyId4N0ABIIImfFbrCLfVhQUYMBARMeYx0yXG47SINgM7eHJnMOI83fFzhGhLU1zhKcITNb5bHCq52ANXn drun6apVP0bk7rIwjSY90Sy16oDt6oY9fazX9Gm0vDZ6VjlbY5ejJdOH9X5XBs4fDL9Wfnj0cIOt71di77TPtW6gdff3ovFVY2Ug25+ iKXtn/JT3RPd/ArL+p13mxcYEIf0D653N3g1ImlV5ILeUXE6uZ4CvCmMEs5vm9l7GKdeRQ5HMrOMUZzkPP0qg0KU11UqVQoJnAt5Di n1fZio8=</latexit>
a1
<latexit sha1 _base64="5XAdL9es1SqrJWfPC b/M1ODV/fY=">AAACZnichVHLS sNAFD2Nr1q1rYoouCmWiqsyqY riquDGZR/2AbWUJI41NE1CkhZq 8QcEt3bhSkFE/Aw3/oCL/oHis oIbF96mAdGi3mFmzpy5586ZGdn UVNthrOsTRkbHxif8k4Gp6ZlgK Dw7l7eNhqXwnGJohlWUJZtrqs 5zjupovGhaXKrLGi/Itd3+fqHJ LVs19H2nZfJyXarq6pGqSA5RWa kiVsJRFmduRIaB6IEovEgZ4Vs c4BAGFDRQB4cOh7AGCTa1EkQwm MSV0SbOIqS6+xynCJC2QVmcMi RiazRWaVXyWJ3W/Zq2q1boFI26 RcoIYuyJ3bEee2T37IV9/Fqr7d boe2nRLA+03KyEzpay7/+q6jQ 7OP5S/enZwRG2Xa8qeTddpn8LZ aBvnnR62Z1MrL3Krtkr+b9iXfZ AN9Cbb8pNmmcuEaAPEH8+9zDI J+LienwzvRFNJryv8GMZK1ij99 5CEntIIUfnVnGOC3R8z0JQWBAW B6mCz9PM41sIkU8xwYp8</lat exit>
a2
<latexit sha1 _base64="ifdc0r+4Ri69r0UuK OlzIvGWW2Y=">AAACZnichVHLS sNAFD2Nr1q1rYoouCmWiqsyqY riquDGZR/2AbWUJI41NE1CkhZq 8QcEt3bhSkFE/Aw3/oCL/oHis oIbF96mAdGi3mFmzpy5586ZGdn UVNthrOsTRkbHxif8k4Gp6ZlgK Dw7l7eNhqXwnGJohlWUJZtrqs 5zjupovGhaXKrLGi/Itd3+fqHJ LVs19H2nZfJyXarq6pGqSA5RWa mSqISjLM7ciAwD0QNReJEywrc 4wCEMKGigDg4dDmENEmxqJYhgM Ikro02cRUh19zlOESBtg7I4ZU jE1mis0qrksTqt+zVtV63QKRp1 i5QRxNgTu2M99sju2Qv7+LVW26 3R99KiWR5ouVkJnS1l3/9V1Wl 2cPyl+tOzgyNsu15V8m66TP8Wy kDfPOn0sjuZWHuVXbNX8n/Fuuy BbqA335SbNM9cIkAfIP587mGQ T8TF9fhmeiOaTHhf4ccyVrBG77 2FJPaQQo7OreIcF+j4noWgsCAs DlIFn6eZx7cQIp8zwYp9</lat exit>
a3
<latexit sha1 _base64="lxL8rkeKpLUx6RSye IhK+rtZu3w=">AAACZnichVFNS wJBGH7cvsxKrYiCLpIYnWTUou gkdOnoR36Aiexuoy2uu8vuKpj0 B4KueehUEBH9jC79gQ7+g6KjQ ZcOva4LUVK9w8w888z7vPPMjGS oimUz1vMIY+MTk1Pead/M7Jw/E JxfyFt605R5TtZV3SxKosVVRe M5W7FVXjRMLjYklRek+t5gv9Di pqXo2oHdNni5IdY0parIok1UVq wkKsEwizInQqMg5oIw3EjpwVs c4gg6ZDTRAIcGm7AKERa1EmJgM Igro0OcSUhx9jlO4SNtk7I4ZY jE1mms0arkshqtBzUtRy3TKSp1 k5QhRNgTu2N99sju2Qv7+LVWx6 kx8NKmWRpquVEJnK1k3/9VNWi 2cfyl+tOzjSp2HK8KeTccZnALe ahvnXT72d1MpLPOrtkr+b9iPfZ AN9Bab/JNmmcu4aMPiP187lGQ j0djiehWejOcjLtf4cUq1rBB77 2NJPaRQo7OreEcF+h6ngW/sCQs D1MFj6tZxLcQQp81wYp+</lat exit>
1
2
7X
k=0
mk   1
2
m8 + 2a1
<latexit sha1_base64="lkGNTc OkI/uN83MLbeEu0J3bZBg=">AAACmHichVHLSuRAFD3Gd+toz7gR3QQb ZUBsbtoZFEFocKHutJ1WwdaQxGoNnRdJukFD/4A/IOJKQUT8CBdu9ANc +Ani0oHZzMLb6YAvZrwhVafOvefWqSrds8wgJLpvkVrb2js6u7pTPb1f +vrTX7+tBm7VN0TRcC3XX9e1QFimI4qhGVpi3fOFZuuWWNMrc438Wk3 4gek6v8I9T2za2o5jlk1DC5lS05Olsq8ZkVKPcnW5FFRtNarMUn1rSrb VijzxOmur0/J4TlMVNZ2hLMUhfwRKAjJIYslNn6OEbbgwUIUNAQchYws aAv42oIDgMbeJiDmfkRnnBepIsbbKVYIrNGYrPO7waiNhHV43egax2uB dLP59VsoYpTu6oCe6oUt6oL//7BXFPRpe9njWm1rhqf0Hgyt/PlXZPI fYfVH913OIMqZjryZ792KmcQqjqa/tHz6tzBRGozE6pUf2f0L3dM0ncG q/jbNlUThGih9AeX/dH8FqLqtMZn8u/8jkc8lTdGEYI/jO9z2FPBawhC Lve4Qr3OBWGpLy0ry02CyVWhLNAN6EVHgGTnab/g==</latexit>
1
2
5X
k=0
mk   1
2
8X
k=6
 2a3
<latexit sha1_base64="obr5BPm jGRcc1sHgpwqndtg8QPg=">AAAConichVHLTttAFD1xXxBKSdsNUjdWQxA boutQIEKKFKmbqitCGoiUBMs2E2rFL9lOJLD8A/0BFqygqqqKz2DTblt1w SdUXYLEhgU3jqWqPK/lmTPn3nPnzIzuWWYQEp1kpAcPHz1+MjaenXg6+W wq9/zFeuD2fUM0DNdy/aauBcIyHdEIzdASTc8Xmq1bYkPvvR3mNwbCD0zX +RDueKJja9uO2TUNLWRKzVXaXV8zIiWOSrHcDvq2GvUqFG8uyrbak+dvyi 7Fm2V5Xi5p6oKay1ORkpCvAyUFeaSx6ua+oo0tuDDQhw0BByFjCxoC/lp QQPCY6yBizmdkJnmBGFnW9rlKcIXGbI/HbV61Utbh9bBnkKgN3sXi32elj AL9pm90St/piP7Qxa29oqTH0MsOz/pIKzx16tN0/fxelc1ziI//VHd6DtF FOfFqsncvYYanMEb6we7eaX1lrRDN0iH9Zf8HdELHfAJncGZ8qYm1fWT5 AZSr130drJeKykJxsfYmXy2lTzGGV3iNOb7vZVTxDqto8L6f8QM/8Uuakd 5LNak+KpUyqeYl/gupfQnGoJ/8</latexit>
1
2
6X
k=0
mk   1
2
8X
k=7
mk + a1   a3
<latexit sha1_base64="P5h03mELKAyhLcM NuPYtMGmLPhs=">AAACrHichVHLShxBFD22JuqYxFE3gpsmgyEQMtwenwiC4EKXvkaFmbGpbm u0mX7R3TOgTf+AP+DClYKISL4iG/chCyH5gOBSwY0L7/Q0hMQ8btNVp86959apKsO3rTAiuul SuntevOzt688NvHr9ZjA/NLwZes3AlGXTs71g2xChtC1XliMrsuW2H0jhGLbcMhqL7fxWSwa h5bkb0YEva47Yc626ZYqIKT2/VK0Hwoy1JC4lajVsOnrcmKdkZ1p19Ib6Uf1TeibZmU3TH1Sh a1wk9Ak9X6AipaE+B1oGCshixctfoIpdeDDRhAMJFxFjGwIhfxVoIPjM1RAzFzCy0rxEghxrm 1wluUIw2+Bxj1eVjHV53e4ZpmqTd7H5D1ipYpy+0iXd0TVd0Q96/GuvOO3R9nLAs9HRSl8fPB pdf/ivyuE5wv5P1T89R6hjNvVqsXc/ZdqnMDv61uHx3frc2nj8js7olv2f0g195hO4rXvzfFW unSDHD6D9ft3PwWapqE0Up1YnCwul7Cn6MIa3eM/3PYMFLGMFZd73E77gG74rRWVDqSi1TqnS lWlG8Eso9SdjLKMD</latexit>
(a)
m2  m1
<latexit sha1_base64="tRmV9SAtGORj47sAjJgbZvPn9N0=">AAACanichVHLSsNAFD2N r1pftW6UbsRacWOZVEVxVXDj0qp9QC0hiaOG5kWSFmrxB9y5EnSlICJ+hht/wEU/QXSn4MaFN2lAtKh3mJkzZ+65c2ZGsXXN9RhrR4Se3r7+gehgbGh4ZHQsPp4oulbdUXlBtXTLKSuyy3XN 5AVP83Reth0uG4rOS0pt3d8vNbjjapa54zVtXjXkA1Pb11TZI6pkSNkFQxKleIplWBDT3UAMQQphbFrxG+xiDxZU1GGAw4RHWIcMl1oFIhhs4qpoEecQ0oJ9jmPESFunLE4ZMrE1Gg9oVQl Zk9Z+TTdQq3SKTt0h5TTS7JHdslf2wO7YE/v4tVYrqOF7adKsdLTclsZOJrff/1UZNHs4/FL96dnDPlYDrxp5twPGv4Xa0TeOzl6317bSrTl2xZ7J/yVrs3u6gdl4U6/zfOsCMfoA8edzd4N iNiMuZpbzS6lcNvyKKJKYwTy99wpy2MAmCoG7U5zjIvIiJIQpIdlJFSKhZgLfQpj9BDtai9s=</latexit>
m3  m2
<latexit sha1_base64="oBhEJn7hmQUzngCaKJ0zIYpFFsc=">AAACanichVFNLwNBGH66 vuur6kJ6aRRx0cwWIU5NXBxpVSVIs7sGE/uV3WmTavwBNyeJnkhExM9w8Qcc/AThRuLi4N3tJoLgnczMM8+8zzvPzOiuKXzJ2ENMaWvv6Ozq7on39vUPDCaGkuu+U/UMXjIc0/E2dM3nprB5 SQpp8g3X45qlm7ysHywF++Ua93zh2Guy7vJtS9uzxa4wNElU2arMTFuVXCWRYVkWRvonUCOQQRQrTuIKW9iBAwNVWOCwIQmb0OBT24QKBpe4bTSI8wiJcJ/jCHHSVimLU4ZG7AGNe7TajFi b1kFNP1QbdIpJ3SNlGhPsnl2zF3bHbtgje/+1ViOsEXip06y3tNytDB6PFN/+VVk0S+x/qv70LLGLhdCrIO9uyAS3MFr62uHpS3GxMNGYZBfsifyfswd2Szewa6/G5SovNBGnD1C/P/dPsJ7 LqjPZudXZTD4XfUU3UhjDFL33PPJYxgpKobsTnKEZe1aSyqiSaqUqsUgzjC+hjH8AP16L3Q==</latexit>
m4  m3
<latexit sha1_base64="FSfqMN8WPIcN05EqnBUi2NKez00=">AAACanichVFNSwJBGH7c vsw+NLsUXSQzuiSjFkUnoUtH0/wAE9ndJlvcL3ZXoaQ/0K1TkKeCiOhndOkPdPAnRN0MunTodV2IkuodZuaZZ97nnWdmJFNVbIexjk8YGh4ZHfOPByYmp6aDoZlwwTYalszzsqEaVkkSba4q Os87iqPykmlxUZNUXpTq2739YpNbtmLoe86xySuaWNOVQ0UWHaKKWnVtVaumqqEoizM3IoMg4YEovMgYoVvs4wAGZDSggUOHQ1iFCJtaGQkwmMRV0CLOIqS4+xynCJC2QVmcMkRi6zTWaFX 2WJ3WvZq2q5bpFJW6RcoIYuyJ3bEue2T37Jl9/Fqr5dboeTmmWepruVkNns3l3v9VaTQ7OPpS/enZwSE2Xa8KeTddpncLua9vnlx0c1vZWGuZXbMX8n/FOuyBbqA33+SbXZ5tI0AfkPj53IO gkIwnUvH13bVoOul9hR8LWMQKvfcG0thBBnnX3Tku0fa9CmFhXljopwo+TzOLbyEsfQJDYovf</latexit>
m5  m4
<latexit sha1_base64="8bhttlgxWdS3bjHT4w9rtjRMsyk=">AAACanichVFNSwJBGH7c vsw+NLsUXSQzuiSjGUUnoUtH0/wAE9ndJlvcL3ZXoaQ/0K1TkKeCiOhndOkPdPAnRN0MunTodV2IkuodZuaZZ97nnWdmJFNVbIexjk8YGh4ZHfOPByYmp6aDoZlwwTYalszzsqEaVkkSba4q Os87iqPykmlxUZNUXpTq2739YpNbtmLoe86xySuaWNOVQ0UWHaKKWnV9VaumqqEoizM3IoMg4YEovMgYoVvs4wAGZDSggUOHQ1iFCJtaGQkwmMRV0CLOIqS4+xynCJC2QVmcMkRi6zTWaFX 2WJ3WvZq2q5bpFJW6RcoIYuyJ3bEue2T37Jl9/Fqr5dboeTmmWepruVkNns3l3v9VaTQ7OPpS/enZwSE2Xa8KeTddpncLua9vnlx0c1vZWGuZXbMX8n/FOuyBbqA33+SbXZ5tI0AfkPj53IO gkIwn1uLru6loOul9hR8LWMQKvfcG0thBBnnX3Tku0fa9CmFhXljopwo+TzOLbyEsfQJHZovh</latexit>
a3  m5
<latexit sha1_base64="Gj/z3cbgmN8661a6al+QM1QEMgA=">AAACanichVFNLwNBGH66 vqo+WnUhvYgiLppZNMRJ4uKoqEqQZneNmnS/sjttUo0/4OYk4UQiIn6Giz/g4CcINxIXB+9uNxEE72Rmnnnmfd55ZkZ3TeFLxh5iSlt7R2dXvDvR09vXn0wNpDd8p+YZvGg4puNt6prPTWHz ohTS5JuuxzVLN3lJry4F+6U693zh2Ouy4fIdS6vYYk8YmiSqpJVnpqxyvpzKshwLY+QnUCOQRRQrTuoK29iFAwM1WOCwIQmb0OBT24IKBpe4HTSJ8wiJcJ/jEAnS1iiLU4ZGbJXGCq22Ita mdVDTD9UGnWJS90g5gnF2z67ZC7tjN+yRvf9aqxnWCLw0aNZbWu6Wk0dDa2//qiyaJfY/VX96ltjDfOhVkHc3ZIJbGC19/eDkZW1hdbw5wS7YE/k/Zw/slm5g11+NywJfPUOCPkD9/tw/wcZ 0Tp3J5Quz2cXp6CviyGAUk/Tec1jEMlZQDN0d4xRnsWclrQwrmVaqEos0g/gSytgHLRaL1A==</latexit>
m7   a3
<latexit sha1_base64="rCyo+pio/NIwP29N6eyVKRT28o4=">AAACanichVFNLwNBGH66 vqo+WnUhvYgiLppZH6k4SVwcFVUJ0uyuUZPuV3anTarxB9ycJJxIRMTPcPEHHPwE4Ubi4uDd7SaC4J3MzDPPvM87z8zoril8ydhDTGlr7+jsincnenr7+pOpgfSG79Q8gxcNx3S8TV3zuSls XpRCmnzT9bhm6SYv6dWlYL9U554vHHtdNly+Y2kVW+wJQ5NElaxyfkorz5RTWZZjYYz8BGoEsohixUldYRu7cGCgBgscNiRhExp8altQweASt4MmcR4hEe5zHCJB2hplccrQiK3SWKHVVsT atA5q+qHaoFNM6h4pRzDO7tk1e2F37IY9svdfazXDGoGXBs16S8vdcvJoaO3tX5VFs8T+p+pPzxJ7mA+9CvLuhkxwC6Olrx+cvKwtrI43J9gFeyL/5+yB3dIN7PqrcVngq2dI0Aeo35/7J9i YzqkzubnCbHZxOvqKODIYxSS9dx6LWMYKiqG7Y5ziLPaspJVhJdNKVWKRZhBfQhn7ADFWi9Y=</latexit>
a2   a3
<latexit sha1_base64="H22FQSXYO6zZY2Az/56D9Igv7jA=">AAACanichVFNSwJBGH7c vsy+zC6Fl8iKLsloRdFJ6NJRLVMwkd1tqqF1d9kdBZP+QLdOQZ4KIqKf0aU/0MGfEHUr6NKh13UhSqp3mJlnnnmfd56Z0WxDuJKxVkDp6e3rHwgOhoaGR0bHwuORHdeqOjrP6ZZhOQVNdbkh TJ6TQhq8YDtcrWgGz2tHG+39fI07rrDMbVm3eamiHphiX+iqJCqvlpOLanmpHI6xOPNiuhskfBCDH2krfINd7MGCjioq4DAhCRtQ4VIrIgEGm7gSGsQ5hIS3z3GCEGmrlMUpQyX2iMYDWhV 91qR1u6brqXU6xaDukHIac+yR3bJX9sDu2BP7+LVWw6vR9lKnWetouV0eO53cev9XVaFZ4vBL9adniX2seV4Febc9pn0LvaOvHZ+/bq1n5xrz7Io9k/9L1mL3dAOz9qZfZ3i2iRB9QOLnc3e DnWQ8sRRfySzHUkn/K4KIYgYL9N6rSGETaeQ8d2e4QDPwokSUKSXaSVUCvmYC30KZ/QQO+ovF</latexit>
a1   a2
<latexit sha1_base64="p953/JVM4GM2JwOHMkcKp023WSQ=">AAACanichVHLSgMxFD0d 3/VVdaN0U6yKG0umKoorwY3LVu0DaikzY9TgvJhJC1r8AXeuBLtSEBE/w40/4MJPEN1VcOPC2+mAqKg3JDk5uefmJNFdU/iSsceI0tHZ1d3T2xftHxgcGo6NjOZ9p+oZPGc4puMVdc3nprB5 Tgpp8qLrcc3STV7QD9Za+4Ua93zh2Fvy0OVlS9uzxa4wNElUQauoc1olXYklWYoFkfgJ1BAkEUbGiV1jGztwYKAKCxw2JGETGnxqJahgcIkro06cR0gE+xzHiJK2SlmcMjRiD2jco1UpZG1 at2r6gdqgU0zqHikTmGYP7IY12T27ZU/s/dda9aBGy8shzXpby93K8Mn45tu/Kotmif1P1Z+eJXaxHHgV5N0NmNYtjLa+dnTW3FzZmK7PsEv2TP4v2CO7oxvYtVfjKss3GojSB6jfn/snyKd T6nxqMbuQXE2HX9GLOCYxS++9hFWsI4Nc4O4U52hEXpRRZUKJt1OVSKgZw5dQpj4ACvaLww==</latexit>
a2  m7
<latexit sha1_base64="HfPQy6QlZi8Bez1ayIC+fwEjquM=">AAACanichVHLSgMxFD0d 3/XRqhvFjVgrbiyZqlRcFdy49FUrqJSZMa3BeTGTFmrxB9y5EuxKQUT8DDf+gAs/QXSn4MaFd6YDoqLekOTk5J6bk0R3TeFLxh5iSlt7R2dXd0+8t69/IJEcHNr0napn8ILhmI63pWs+N4XN C1JIk2+5Htcs3eRF/WAp2C/WuOcLx96QdZfvWlrFFmVhaJKoolbKzlilXCmZYhkWxvhPoEYghShWnOQVdrAHBwaqsMBhQxI2ocGntg0VDC5xu2gQ5xES4T7HEeKkrVIWpwyN2AMaK7Tajli b1kFNP1QbdIpJ3SPlONLsnl2zF3bHbtgje/+1ViOsEXip06y3tNwtJY5H1t/+VVk0S+x/qv70LFHGQuhVkHc3ZIJbGC197fD0ZX1xLd2YYhfsifyfswd2Szewa6/G5SpfayJOH6B+f+6fYDO bUWcz86tzqXw2+opujGEC0/TeOeSxjBUUQncnOEMz9qwMKaPKWCtViUWaYXwJZfIDLxKL1Q==</latexit>
m6   a2
<latexit sha1_base64="dGnMMqp4Tm/t4zMx8fLzl0DGHUM=">AAACanichVG7SgNBFD1Z XzE+EmOj2ASjYmOYxCdWgo1lfMQIKmF3ncQh+2J3EojBH7CzEkylICJ+ho0/YJFPEO0UbCy82SyIinqHmTlz5p47Z2Y0xxCeZKwZUjo6u7p7wr2Rvv6BwWhsKL7t2RVX5zndNmx3R1M9bgiL 56SQBt9xXK6amsHzWnm1tZ+vctcTtrUlaw7fN9WSJYpCVyVRebOwMKMWMoVYkqWYH4mfIB2AJILI2rFr7OEANnRUYILDgiRsQIVHbRdpMDjE7aNOnEtI+Pscx4iQtkJZnDJUYss0lmi1G7A WrVs1PV+t0ykGdZeUCUyyB3bDXtg9u2WP7P3XWnW/RstLjWatreVOIXoysvn2r8qkWeLwU/WnZ4kilnyvgrw7PtO6hd7WV4/OXjaXNybrU+ySPZH/C9Zkd3QDq/qqX63zjQYi9AHp78/9E2x nUunZ1Pz6XHIlE3xFGGMYxzS99yJWsIYscr67U5yjEXpW4sqoMtZOVUKBZhhfQpn4AC1Si9Q=</latexit>
a1  m6
<latexit sha1_base64="jWPV68vd1k4a6v6GiEg75itmzsw=">AAACanichVHLSgMxFD0d X7U+WutG6UasihtLpj5xVXDj0lZrBZUyM0YNnRczaaEWf8CdK0FXCiLiZ7jxB1z4CaI7BTcuvJ0OiIp6Q5KTk3tuThLdNYUvGXuIKG3tHZ1d0e5YT29ffzwxkFz3napn8KLhmI63oWs+N4XN i1JIk2+4Htcs3eQlvbLU3C/VuOcLx16TdZdvW9qeLXaFoUmiSlpZnbLKc+VEmmVYECM/gRqCNMJYcRJX2MIOHBiowgKHDUnYhAaf2iZUMLjEbaNBnEdIBPsch4iRtkpZnDI0Yis07tFqM2R tWjdr+oHaoFNM6h4pRzDO7tk1e2F37IY9svdfazWCGk0vdZr1lpa75fjR0OrbvyqLZon9T9WfniV2sRB4FeTdDZjmLYyWvnZw8rK6WBhvTLAL9kT+z9kDu6Ub2LVX4zLPC2eI0Qeo35/7J1j PZtTpzGx+Jp3Lhl8RRQqjmKT3nkcOy1hBMXB3jFOcRZ6VpDKspFqpSiTUDOJLKGMfKw6L0w==</latexit>
m8   a1
<latexit sha1_base64="2iiy5uN305igN3ONBnh8x9VAMjA=">AAACanichVFNLwNBGH66 vqq+qi6kF1HERTNbhDg1cXGkVJuUNLtr1MR+ZXfapBp/wM1JoicSEfEzXPwBBz9BuJG4OHi73UQQvJOZeeaZ93nnmRndNYUvGXuIKB2dXd090d5YX//A4FB8OLHlO1XP4HnDMR2vqGs+N4XN 81JIkxddj2uWbvKCfrDS2i/UuOcLx96UdZfvWFrFFnvC0CRRBau8NKuV1XI8xdIsiPGfQA1BCmGsOfErbGMXDgxUYYHDhiRsQoNPrQQVDC5xO2gQ5xESwT7HEWKkrVIWpwyN2AMaK7Qqhax N61ZNP1AbdIpJ3SPlOKbYPbtmL+yO3bBH9v5rrUZQo+WlTrPe1nK3PHQ8uvH2r8qiWWL/U/WnZ4k9LAVeBXl3A6Z1C6Otrx2evmws56Ya0+yCPZH/c/bAbukGdu3VuFznuSZi9AHq9+f+CbY yaXUuvbA+n8pmwq+IIokJzNB7LyKLVawhH7g7wRmakWcloYwpyXaqEgk1I/gSyuQHL1qL1Q==</latexit>
1
2
5X
k=0
mk   1
2
8X
k=6
mk   2a3
<latexit sha1_base64="Rxtohyvfl4fL1Wav+2jA7DV7foo=">AAACp3ichVHLTttAFD2Y tkAoJZRNJTZWIypYNLoOjyIkJFQ27JoACZEIWGMzASt+yXYigeUf4Ae6YNVKVYv6Gd101V0FfAJiSaVuWHDjWKoohV7LM2fOvefOmRnDt60wIjrvU/ofPX4yMDiUG3468mw0P/a8FnrtwJRV 07O9oG6IUNqWK6uRFdmy7gdSOIYtN43WSje/2ZFBaHnuRnTgy21H7LlW0zJFxJSef9toBsKMtSQuJWojbDt63FqiZGdOdfSW+lr9V3o+2VnI0iWhz+j5AhUpDfUu0DJQQBZlL/8ZDezCg4k 2HEi4iBjbEAj524IGgs/cNmLmAkZWmpdIkGNtm6skVwhmWzzu8WorY11ed3uGqdrkXWz+A1aqmKSfdEJX9J2+0gVd39srTnt0vRzwbPS00tdHj16s//6vyuE5wv4f1YOeIzSxkHq12LufMt1 TmD195/D91fri2mT8ij7SJfv/QOf0jU/gdn6Znypy7Rg5fgDt7+u+C2qlojZTnKvMFpZL2VMMYgIvMcX3/QbLWEUZVd73C37gFGfKtPJOqSn1XqnSl2nGcSsUcQPaQ6Gl</latexit>
1
2
7X
k=0
mk   1
2
m8 + 2a1
<latexit sha1_base64="AU3XeQt5QwHPTUbdegKwkhBR/VE=">AAACmnichVFNSxtRFD2O rdXUj7RuhHYxNEQEMdxJGxShIHajdONHvsDYYWZ8SYfMFzOTgA75A/0DLlwplCL+CnFTdO3CnyAuI7hx4c1koLbS9g7z3nnn3nPfee/pnmUGIdHVgDT47PnQi+GR1MvRsfGJ9KvX5cBt+YYo Ga7l+lVdC4RlOqIUmqElqp4vNFu3REVvfurlK23hB6brFMNdT2zbWsMx66ahhUyp6UKt7mtGpHSifEeuBS1bjZofqfNlXrbVpjwnP07b6oI8K+c1VVHTGcpRHPJToCQggyTW3PQP1LADFwZ asCHgIGRsQUPA3xYUEDzmthEx5zMy47xABynWtrhKcIXGbJPHBq+2Etbhda9nEKsN3sXi32eljCxd0jF16Sed0DXd/7VXFPfoednlWe9rhadOfJvavPuvyuY5xNdfqn96DlHHQuzVZO9ezPR OYfT17b397ubiRjaapiO6Yf+HdEVnfAKnfWt8XxcbB0jxAyh/XvdTUM7nlPe5wvqHzFI+eYphvME7zPB9z2MJK1hDifc9wCnOcSG9lZalVelzv1QaSDST+C2k4gM4T5xS</latexit>
1
2
6X
k=0
mk   1
2
8X
k=7
mk + a1   a3
<latexit sha1_base64="P5h03mELKAyhLcMNuPYtMGmLPhs=">AAACrHichVHLShxBFD22JuqYxFE3gp smgyEQMtwenwiC4EKXvkaFmbGpbmu0mX7R3TOgTf+AP+DClYKISL4iG/chCyH5gOBSwY0L7/Q0hMQ8btNVp86959apKsO3rTAiuulSuntevOzt688NvHr9ZjA/NLwZes3AlGXTs71g2xChtC1XliMrsuW2H0jhGLbcMh qL7fxWSwah5bkb0YEva47Yc626ZYqIKT2/VK0Hwoy1JC4lajVsOnrcmKdkZ1p19Ib6Uf1TeibZmU3TH1Sha1wk9Ak9X6AipaE+B1oGCshixctfoIpdeDDRhAMJFxFjGwIhfxVoIPjM1RAzFzCy0rxEghxrm1wluUIw2 +Bxj1eVjHV53e4ZpmqTd7H5D1ipYpy+0iXd0TVd0Q96/GuvOO3R9nLAs9HRSl8fPBpdf/ivyuE5wv5P1T89R6hjNvVqsXc/ZdqnMDv61uHx3frc2nj8js7olv2f0g195hO4rXvzfFWunSDHD6D9ft3PwWapqE0Up1YnC wul7Cn6MIa3eM/3PYMFLGMFZd73E77gG74rRWVDqSi1TqnSlWlG8Eso9SdjLKMD</latexit>
(b)
m
(2)
1  m(2)2<latexit sha1_base64="nyGNttKPyuE+dMLpRv7fU2jMxAI=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1p fVREEN8WiKGKZ1IriquDGpW2tCj5CEqc1mBdJWqihP+APuHClIKL9DDf+gIt+gris4KYLb9OAqKh3mJkzZ+65c2ZGsXXN9RhrRoSe3r7+gehgbGh4ZHQsPj6x61oVR+VF1dItZ1+RXa5rJi96mqfzf dvhsqHofE852+zs71W542qWuePVbH5kyGVTK2mq7BElxacMSTz2F9KL9cRywpDSXSzFkyzFgkj8BGIIkghj24rf4RAnsKCiAgMcJjzCOmS41A4ggsEm7gg+cQ4hLdjnqCNG2gplccqQiT2jsUyrg5A 1ad2p6QZqlU7RqTukTGCOPbN71mJPrMFeWPvXWn5Qo+OlRrPS1XJbGruYLrz/qzJo9nD6qfrTs4cS1gOvGnm3A6ZzC7Wrr55ftgob+Tl/nt2wV/J/zZrskW5gVt/U2xzPXyFGHyB+f+6fYDedEldSq 7lMMpsOvyKKGcxigd57DVlsYRtFOtfHNR7QiLSFWWFRWOqmCpFQM4kvIWQ+AOs8kIo=</latexit>
m
(2)
2  m(2)3
<latexit sha1_base64="8oJ/Kfnu/iOxvvMGLRdCgsJJORA=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2N7/po VQTBTWipKGKZRkVxJbhxWa3Vgo+QxGkNzYskLWjwB/wBF64URLSf4cYfcOEniMsKbrrwNg2IinqHmTlz5p47Z2ZUx9A9n7HnmNDV3dPb1z8QHxwaHkkkR8d2PLvmaryo2YbtllTF44Zu8aKv+wYvOS5X TNXgu2p1vb2/W+eup9vWtn/i8ANTqVh6WdcUnyg5OWHK0mEwI82eifOiKS90sJxMsywLQ/wJchFII4q8nbzFPo5gQ0MNJjgs+IQNKPCo7SEHBoe4AwTEuYT0cJ/jDHHS1iiLU4ZCbJXGCq32Itaidbu mF6o1OsWg7pJSRIY9sTvWZI+swV5Y69daQVij7eWEZrWj5Y6cOJ8svP+rMmn2cfyp+tOzjzJWQq86eXdCpn0LraOvn140C6tbmWCaXbNX8n/FntkD3cCqv2k3m3zrEnH6gNz35/4JdqRsbiG7tLmYXp Oir+jHFFKYofdexho2kEeRzg1whXs0Yi0hJcwKc51UIRZpxvElhMUP71SQjA==</latexit>
m
(2)
3  m(2)4
<latexit sha1_base64="f8VViAaVyDqIf5XhK5ivFdtXyiY=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pf VREEN8VSUcQyfYjiquDGZa32AT5CEqcamhdJWqihP+APuHBVQUT7GW78ARd+grhUcOPC2zQgKuodZubMmXvunJmRLU11XMYeQ0Jf/8DgUHg4MjI6Nj4RnZwqOWbdVnhRMTXTrsiSwzXV4EVXdTVesWwu 6bLGy3Jts7tfbnDbUU1j121a/ECXjg21qiqSS5QYndHFzKG3mF5qxVZiupjtYTEaZ0nmR+wnSAUgjiDyZvQa+ziCCQV16OAw4BLWIMGhtocUGCziDuARZxNS/X2OFiKkrVMWpwyJ2BqNx7TaC1iD1t2 ajq9W6BSNuk3KGBLsgd2wF3bPOuyJvf9ay/NrdL00aZZ7Wm6JE2ezO2//qnSaXZx8qv707KKKdd+rSt4tn+neQunpG6fnLzsbhYS3wC7ZM/lvs0d2RzcwGq/K1TYvXCBCH5D6/tw/QSmdTGWSq9vZeC 4dfEUYc5jHIr33GnLYQh5FOtdDG7fohN6FeWFJWO6lCqFAM40vIWQ/APNskI4=</latexit>
m
(2)
4  m(2)5
<latexit sha1_base64="UQ447a/U1ffw4/nZ7G0C/Nxuvrs=">AAACenichVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVRE EN6VFUcQyrS2Kq4Ibl7VaFaqGJE41NC+StFBDf8AfcOGqgoj2M9z4Ay78BHGp4KYLb9OAaFHvMDNnztxz58yMbGmq4zL2HBL6+gcGh8LDkZHRsfGJ6OTUnmNWbYUXFVMz7QNZcrimGrzoqq7GDyybS7qs8X2 5stnZ369x21FNY9etW/xIl04NtawqkkuUGJ3Rxcyxt5heasRWYrqY7WIxmmBJ5kesF6QCkEAQeTN6i0OcwISCKnRwGHAJa5DgUCshBQaLuCN4xNmEVH+fo4EIaauUxSlDIrZC4ymtSgFr0LpT0/HVCp2iUbd JGcM8e2J37I09shZ7Ye1fa3l+jY6XOs1yV8stceJidufjX5VOs4uzL9Wfnl2Use57Vcm75TOdWyhdfe388m1nozDvLbBr9kr+m+yZPdANjNq7crPNC1eI0Aekfj53L9hLJ1Oryex2JpFLB18RxhziWKT3XkM OW8ijSOd6aOIerVBbiAtLwnI3VQgFmml8CyHzCfeEkJA=</latexit>
m
(2)
5   a(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="BAHEITbKUe1kvdzOppH3UmC1paM=">AAACeHichVHLSgMxFD0d3/XR UTeCm8Hia2FJR0VxVXDjsg+rgo8yM0YdOi9m0kIt/oA/4MKFKIgWP8ONP+DCTxCXCoK48HY6ICrqDUlOTu65OUl0zzIDwdhDTGpr7+js6u6J9/b1DyTkwaG1wK34Bi8aruX6G7oWcMt0eFGYwuIbns8 1W7f4ul5ebu6vV7kfmK6zKmoe37a1fcfcMw1NEFWSh+3S/E59Sp0+UmYUrYVKcpKlWBjKT5COQBJRZF35ClvYhQsDFdjgcCAIW9AQUNtEGgwecduoE+cTMsN9jiPESVuhLE4ZGrFlGvdptRmxDq2bNYN QbdApFnWflArG2T1rsGd2x27YI3v/tVY9rNH0UqNZb2m5V0ocjxRe/1XZNAscfKr+9Cywh8XQq0nevZBp3sJo6auHJ8+Fpfx4fYJdsCfyf84e2C3dwKm+GJc5nj9FnD4g/f25f4I1NZWeTc3n5pIZNf qKboxiDFP03gvIYAVZFOncGs5wjUbsTVKkSWm6lSrFIs0wvoSkfgBiuI/d</latexit>
2a(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="NOO4gTmQMpve1/GrsAI9WKAdJe8=">AAACbHichVG7Sg NBFD1ZXzE+Eh+FEIRgMMQmzK6KYiXYWGo0PvDF7jrqkH2xuwnExR+wtbBQCwUR8TNs/AELP0EEGwUbC282C6Ki3mFmzpy5586ZGc0xhOcz9hCTmppbWtvi7YmOzq7uZKqnd 8mzK67OS7pt2O6KpnrcEBYv+cI3+IrjctXUDL6slWfq+8tV7nrCthb9msM3THXXEjtCV32iVpWMuhnklZGDrVSWFVgYmZ9AjkAWUczZqSusYxs2dFRggsOCT9iACo/aGmQw OMRtICDOJSTCfY4DJEhboSxOGSqxZRp3abUWsRat6zW9UK3TKQZ1l5QZDLN7ds1e2B27YY/s/ddaQVij7qVGs9bQcmcreTiw8PavyqTZx96n6k/PPnYwGXoV5N0Jmfot9Ia+ un/8sjBVHA5y7II9kf9z9sBu6QZW9VW/nOfFEyToA+Tvz/0TLCkFebQwPj+WnVair4gjjSHk6b0nMI1ZzKFE55o4winOYs9Sv5SWBhupUizS9OFLSLkPUM+MUw==</latex it>
2a(1)
<latexit sha1_base64="Qj7p6xSueh0 pD0pKkegtazEBDdY=">AAACbHichVG7SgNBFD1Z3/EVH4UQhGCIaBNmo6JYBWwsNR oTiQ9211EH98XuJqBLfsDWwkItFETEz7DxByz8BBFsFGwsvLtZEBX1DjNz5sw9d87 MqLYuXI+xh5jU1NzS2tbeEe/s6u7pTfT1r7hW1dF4UbN0yymrist1YfKiJzydl22H K4aq85K6Nxfsl2rccYVlLnv7Nl83lB1TbAtN8YhazaWUDX9MHq9vJtIsy8JI/QRyBN KIYsFKXGENW7CgoQoDHCY8wjoUuNQqkMFgE7cOnziHkAj3OeqIk7ZKWZwyFGL3aNy hVSViTVoHNd1QrdEpOnWHlClk2D27Zi/sjt2wR/b+ay0/rBF42adZbWi5vdl7OLT0 9q/KoNnD7qfqT88etjETehXk3Q6Z4BZaQ187OH5Zmi1k/FF2wZ7I/zl7YLd0A7P2q l0u8sIJ4vQB8vfn/glWcll5Iju1OJnO56KvaEcSIxij955GHvNYQJHONXCEU5zFnq VBKSkNN1KlWKQZwJeQRj8ATs2MUg==</latexit>
1
2
m
(2)
0  
1
2
5X
k=1
m
(2)
k  mbif + a(2)
<latexit sha1_base64="VSYk440vwbaRpWKnHBkYe37UOFo=">AAACtnichVHLThRBFD008n BUGHBjwqbjBIMhTm6PEoiJCYkblww4QMIwne62ZqhMv9JdMwE6/QP+gAtXmhhD/AA/wI0/4IKFW4hxCQkbFtzp6aBAgNvpqlPn3nPrVJUdujJWRPsD2uCdoeGR0buFe/cfjI0XJyZX46ATOaLmBG 4QrdtWLFzpi5qSyhXrYSQsz3bFmt1+3cuvdUUUy8B/q3ZCselZLV82pWMppsxitd6MLCcx0qSSeiY1kpnK01R/pv9H1+OOZybtV0bamNM9s31ew2xdiW2V2LKZprNWP2EWS1SmLPSrwMhBCXksB cWvqOMdAjjowIOAD8XYhYWYvw0YIITMbSJhLmIks7xAigJrO1wluMJits1ji1cbOevzutczztQO7+LyH7FSxzT9oj06op/0jf7Q6bW9kqxHz8sOz3ZfK0Jz/P2jlZNbVR7PClv/VDd6VmhiIfMq2 XuYMb1TOH19d/fD0crL5enkCX2mv+z/E+3TDz6B3z12vlTF8kcU+AGMy9d9FaxWysbz8lz1RWmxkj/FKKbwGDN83/NYxBssocb7fsdvHOBQW9AamtBa/VJtINc8xIXQwjNfB6gl</latexit>
mbif + a
(1)   a(2)
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Figure 13. (a). 5-brane web for 5d N = 1 SU(3) gauge theory with Chern-Simons level 2 and
with Nf = 8 flavors. (b). 5-brane web after sequence of Hanany-Witten transition. (c). 5-brane
web for 5d N = 1 SU(2) quiver gauge theory.
Duality between Sp(2) + 1AS + 7F and [1]− SU(2)− SU(2)− [5]
The Sp(2) gauge theory with 7 flavors and with 1 antisymmetric tensor is dual to the quiver
gauge theory [1] − SU(2)(1) − SU(2)(2) − [5]. In order to obtain the duality map between
them, we first consider the duality between the SU(3) gauge theory considered above and
this SU(2) quiver gauge theory through the 5-brane web as in Figure 13. Figure 13(a)
is a 5-brane web for the 5d N = 1 SU(3) gauge theory with Chern-Simons level 2 and
with Nf = 8 flavors . Figure 13(b) is a 5-brane web obtained from 13(a) by a sequence of
Hanany-Witten transitions. Figure 13(c) is a 5-brane web for 5d N = 1 SU(2) quiver gauge
theory. The diagram in 13(b) and in 13(c) are related by the S-duality transformation and
can be used to compare the parameters in the two gauge theories. This 5-brane analysis
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shows that the duality map between the SU(3) gauge theory and the SU(2) quiver gauge
theory is given by
mSU0 = Λ1 + Λ2 +m
(1)
1 +m
(2)
0
mSUi = Λ1 −m(2)i , (i = 1, 2, · · · , 5)
mSUi = −Λ1 − Λ2 + (−1)imbif, (i = 6, 7)
mSU8 = Λ2 +m
(1)
1 ,
aSU1 = Λ2 + a
(1),
aSU2 = −Λ1 − Λ2 − a(1) + a(2),
aSU3 = Λ1 − a(2), (4.30)
where we introduced
Λ1 ≡ −1
6
m
(1)
0 +
1
6
m
(1)
1 −
1
3
m
(2)
0 +
1
3
5∑
k=1
m
(2)
k ,
Λ2 ≡ 1
3
m
(1)
0 −
1
3
m
(1)
1 +
1
6
m
(2)
0 −
1
6
5∑
k=1
m
(2)
k (4.31)
to simplify the expression. The upper indices with bracket (n) is the label to indicate the
SU(2)(n) gauge group of the quiver gauge theory.
Then, combining (4.30) with (4.19)-(4.22), we obtain the duality map between Sp(2)
gauge theory and and the quiver gauge theory. After transformation of the Weyl group of
E8, the duality map is given as
mSpi = m
(2)
i , (i = 0, 1, · · · , 5)
mSpj = mbif + (−1)j
(
1
2
m
(1)
0 +
1
2
m
(1)
1 +m
(2)
0
)
, (j = 6, 7)
mSpAS =
1
2
m
(1)
0 −
1
2
m
(1)
1 +m
(2)
0 ,
a˜1 = a
(1) + 2m
(2)
0 +m
(1)
0 ,
a˜2 = a
(2) − a(1) + 1
2
m
(1)
0 +
1
2
m
(1)
1 + 2m
(2)
0 , (4.32)
where we note a˜I = a
Sp
I + m
Sp
0 (I = 1, 2). After substituting them into the prepotential
(4.13), we consider the weak coupling region m
(1)
0 ,m
(2)
0  |m(1)f |, |m(2)f |, |a(1)|, |a(2)|. Then,
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only small number of terms remains as follows:
F(248,1) →
1
6
(a(2) − a(1) − 1
2
m
(1)
0 −
1
2
m
(1)
1 )
3 +
1
6
⌈∣∣ a(1) −m(1)1 ∣∣⌉3
+
1
6
⌈∣∣ a(2) − a(1) ±mbif ∣∣⌉3
F(3875,2) →
1
6
5∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a(2) ±m(2)i ∣∣⌉3
F(1,2) →
1
6
(2a(1) − a(2) −m(2)0 )3
F(1,3) →
1
6
⌈∣∣ a(1) +m(1)1 ∣∣⌉3
F(30380,3) →
1
6
⌈∣∣ a(1) + a(2) ±mbif ∣∣⌉3. (4.33)
Combined with FCFT, we find that the complete prepotential reduces to
Fweak = 7
6
(a(1))3 − (a(1))2a(2) + 1
6
(a(2))3 +
1
2
2∑
I=1
m
(I)
0 (a
(I))2
+
1
6
⌈∣∣ a(1) ±m(1)1 ∣∣⌉3 + 16
5∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a(2) ±m(2)i ∣∣⌉3 + 16⌈∣∣ a(1) ± a(2) ±mbif ∣∣⌉3 (4.34)
in the weak coupling region, where we ignored the constant terms independent of Coulomb
branch parameters a(1) and a(2). We find that it agrees with the IMS prepotential
FIMS =
2∑
I=1
(
4
3
(a(I))3 +
1
2
m
(I)
0 (a
(I))2
)
− 1
12
|a(1) ±m(1)1 |3 −
1
12
5∑
i=1
|a(2) ±m(2)i |3 −
1
12
|a(1) ± a(2) ±mbif|3 (4.35)
for the quiver gauge theory [1]− SU(2)(1) − SU(2)(2) − [5] up to the constant terms.
Here, we make two comments. First, note that the terms F(1,3) and F(30380,3) in
(4.13), which we did not give derivation there, turn out to be necessary to reproduce this
IMS prepotential correctly. Second, we find from (4.33) that
FCFT = FIMS − 1
6
(a(2) − a(1) − 1
2
m
(1)
0 −
1
2
m
(1)
1 )
3 − 1
6
(2a(1) − a(2) −m(1)0 )3 (4.36)
in the CFT region. This indicates that, at the region a(1), a(2) > 0, m
(1)
j = 0 (j =
0, 1), m
(2)
i = 0 (i = 0, 1, · · · , 5), the IMS prepotential FIMS is different from the correct
prepotential FCFT. In this massless region, FIMS agree with FCFT only in the subspace of
the Coulomb moduli, a(1) = 0.
4.3 Consistency with RG flows
It is known that Sp(2) gauge theory with an antisymmetric and 7 flavors (Sp(2)+1AS+7F)
has three different RG flows [6]: (i) Sp(2) + 1AS + 6F with E7 × SU(2) global symme-
try, (ii) Sp(2) + 7F with SO(14) × U(1) global symmetry, and (iii) the quiver theory
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SU(2)0−SU(2)−[5] with E8 global symmetry. We take these three decoupling limits and
show that our complete prepotential for Sp(2) + 1AS + 7F naturally produces all the
complete prepotentials for three theories with the expected enhanced global symmetries.
Flow to Sp(2) + 1AS + 6F Let us first take the limit to Sp(2) gauge theory with an
antisymmetric and 6 flavors. It is achieved by decoupling a flavor. Namely, we take one of
mass of flavors of FSp(2)+1AS+7F to infinity, say m7, together with mSp(2)+1AS+7F0 ,
m7, m
Sp(2)+1AS+7F
0 →∞, while mSp(2)+1AS+7F0 −m7 ≡ mSp(2)+1AS+6F0 fixed. (4.37)
From here on, we drop the superscripts for Sp(2) + 1AS + 6F so thatm0 refers tom
Sp(2)+1AS+6F
0 .
As shown in the previous subsection, the structure of the complete prepotential for Sp(2)+
1AS + 7F takes the form
FE8×SU(2) = FCFT + F(248,1) + F(3875,2) + F(1,2) + F(1,3) + F(30380,3). (4.38)
As we are decoupling a flavor, the SU(2) global symmetry part coming from an anti-
symmetric is not altered. It is therefore similar to the decoupling of the rank-1 theory,
SU(2) + NfF. Recall that the prepotential become a sum of two Sp(1) theories in the
massless limit of antisymmetric matter. It then follows that the invariant Coulomb branch
parameters of Sp(2) + 1AS + 6F theory become
a˜I = aI +
1
2
m0. (4.39)
We note that, as in the rank-1 case, in the decoupling limit (4.37), FSp(2)+1AS+7F(248,1) gives rise
to the terms associated with the fundamental representation of E7 and also terms which
contribute to FSp(2)+1AS+6FCFT ,
FE8×SU(2)(248,1) → F
E7×SU(2)
(56,1) +
1
6
2∑
I=1
(aI −m7)3, (4.40)
where
FE7×SU(2)(56,1) =
1
6
2∑
I=1
( 6∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜I ± 1
2
m0 ±mi
∣∣⌉3 + ∑
{si=±1}
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜I + 1
2
6∑
k=1
skmk
∣∣⌉3). (4.41)
Here we have neglected constant terms. As in the Nf = 7 case where E8 is realized as the
embedding of E8 ⊃ SO(16) ⊃ SO(14) × U(1), the E7 symmetry is also realized through
the following embedding
E7 ⊃ SO(12)× U(1)
56 = 121 + 12−1 + 320, (4.42)
where the first term of (4.41) represents the fundamental representation of SO(12) with
the opposite U(1) charges appearing as the coefficients of m0, and the second term of (4.41)
represents the spinor representation of SO(12) without U(1) charges.
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With the second term in the RHS of (4.40), one finds that the decoupling a flavor
yields
FE8×SU(2)(248,1) + F
E8×SU(2)
CFT → FE7×SU(2)(56,1) + F
E7×SU(2)
CFT , (4.43)
where
FE7×SU(2)CFT =−m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[1
3
a˜3I −
1
4
m20a˜I −
1
2
6∑
k=1
m2ka˜I
]
. (4.44)
In a similar fashion, one can show that the decoupling limit (4.37) on the complete
prepotential for Sp(2) + 1AS + 7F theory leads to the complete prepotential for Sp(2) +
1AS + 6F theory with the expected properties, E7 × SU(2) global symmetry and the
factorized prepotential form as the sum of two rank-1 theories in the massless mAS limit,
FSp(2)+1AS+7FE8×SU(2) → F
E7×SU(2)
CFT + FE7×SU(2)(56,1) + F
E7×SU(2)
(133,2) + F
E7×SU(2)
(1,2) + F
E7×SU(2)
(56,3)
= FSp(2)+1AS+6FE7×SU(2) , (4.45)
whose explicit forms are given in Appendix D.
Flow to Sp(2) + 7F Now consider the RG flow to Sp(2) + 7F. It is achieved by decou-
pling the antisymmetric matter contribution from the complete prepotential for Sp(2) +
1AS + 7F given in (4.13). We take
mAS , m
Sp(2)+1AS+7F
0 →∞, while mSp(2)+1AS+7F0 − 2mAS ≡ mSp(2)+7F0 fixed. (4.46)
In this decoupling limit, one finds that the prepotentials for Sp(2) gauge theory with 7
flavors is given by
FSp(2)+7F = 1
2
a31 + a1a
2
2 +
1
6
a32 +
1
2
m0(a
2
1 + a
2
2)−
1
2
7∑
i=1
m2i (a1 + a2)
+
1
6
⌈∣∣ a1 ±m0 ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
2∑
I=1
7∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aI ±mi ∣∣⌉3
+
1
6
∑
{si=±1},
odd+
⌈∣∣ a1 + a2 + 1
2
m0 +
1
2
7∑
i=1
simi
∣∣⌉3
+
1
6
∑
1≤i<j≤7
⌈∣∣ 2a1 + a2 +m0 ±mi ±mj ∣∣⌉3. (4.47)
Notice that terms in the prepotential (4.47) are organized as the representations of SO(14)×
U(1)I , where the SO(14) symmetry is associated with 7 mass parameters mi and the U(1)
is associated with the instanton mass m0 of Sp(2) + 7F theory. Namely, the complete
prepotential for Sp(2) + 7F theory (4.47) is of the form
FSp(2)+7FSO(14)×U(1) = FCFT + Fsinglet + FF + FS + Frk-2, (4.48)
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where FCFT refers to the first line of (4.47), and Fsinglet +FF +FS +Frk-2 refer the singlet,
fundamental, spinor, and rank-2 antisymmetric representations of SO(14). We note that
this complete prepotential (4.47) agrees with the one obtained by a successive decouplings
of two flavors from the complete prepotential for Sp(2) gauge theory with 9 flavors, given
in (3.13). (See also Appendix C for the details.) Hence, we confirm that the decoupling
limit (4.46) yields FSp(2)+1AS+7FE8×SU(2) → F
Sp(2)+7F
SO(14)×U(1).
Flow to SU(2)0−SU(2)−[5] The RG flow to SU(2)0−SU(2)−[5] is achieved as follows:
As Sp(2) + 1AS + 7F is dual to the quiver [1]−SU(2)(1)−SU(2)(2)−[5], this quiver theory
also enjoy an E8×SU(2) global symmetry. We can then decouple the flavor associated with
the SU(2)(1) gauge theory. As before, the masses of the first SU(2)(1) are labeled as m
(1)
0
m
(1)
1 and the masses of the second SU(2)
(2) are labeled as m
(2)
0 and m
(2)
i (i = 1, · · · , 5).
We then take
m
(1)
0 →∞ and m(1)1 → −∞, while m(1)0 +m(1)1 fixed. (4.49)
Or equivalently, from Sp(2) + 1AS + 7F, we take the limit
mAS →∞ and a1 →∞, while a1 −mAS fixed. (4.50)
Now take the limit from (4.13). With new Coulomb moduli parameter a˜new1 := a˜1 −mAS ,
we find the complete prepotential for SU(2)0−SU(2)−[5] shows an E8 global symmetry
[9]11 as follows:
6FSU(2)0−SU(2)−[5]E8 = a˜31 + a˜32 − 3
7∑
k=0
m2k(a˜
2
1 + a˜
2
2) +
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ∣∣⌉3
+
∑
~w∈248
⌈∣∣ a˜2 + ~w · ~m ∣∣⌉3 + ∑
~w∈3875
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + ~w · ~m ∣∣⌉3
+
∑
~w∈30380
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + ~w · ~m ∣∣⌉3, (4.51)
where we have omitted irrelevant constant part and dropped the superscript, a˜new1 → a˜1.
We note here that one can also take m
(1)
0 ,m
(1)
1 → ∞, while m(1)0 − m(1)1 fixed. Or
equivalently, from Sp(2) + 1AS + 7F, we take m0,m3 → ∞, while m0 −m3 fixed. This
decoupling limit hence leads to
SU(2)pi−SU(2)−[5] or Sp(2) + 1AS + 6F. (4.52)
5 Conclusion
In the paper, we proposed “complete” prepotential for 5d N = 1 gauge theories which
covers all the parameter regions of the theories. This new prepotential is defined over the
11We checked that the 7-brane analysis based on the 5-brane web [8] for the quiver theory
SU(2)0−SU(2)−[5] also supports the E8 global symmetry of the quiver theory, whose 7-brane configura-
tion in one of 5-brane loop as A8X[2,−1]C, where A,X[2,−1], and C represent [1, 0], [2,−1], and [1, 1] 7-branes,
respectively [59].
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extended Ka¨hler cone of the 5d theories. Hence, it includes non-perturbative contributions
and, of course, reproduces the Intriligator-Morrison-Seiberg’s (perturbative) prepotential
in the weak coupling limit. Global symmetry enhancement and UV-duality of 5d N = 1
gauge theories are also captured in our complete prepotential. For that, we introduced the
invariant Coulomb branch moduli which are shifted Coulomb branch parameters with the
instanton mass parameter, so that the Coulomb branch moduli are invariant under the Weyl
reflections of enhanced global symmetry. The complete prepotential manifests enhanced
global symmetry, when written in terms of the invariant Coulomb branch parameters
To obtain the complete prepotential, we mainly used 5-brane web configurations of a
given 5d theory to keep track of possible flop transitions in the 5-brane web. It can be
systematized by taking into account the Weyl reflections of enhanced global symmetry. We
also used Gopakumar-Vafa invariants or Nekrasov partition functions defined on R3,1×S1,
to obtain the same complete prepotential by taking the decompactification limit where the
radius R of an S1 are very large. Along the way, we observed that the boundary of the
physical Coulomb branch where monopole string tensions vanish, corresponds to the gauge
bosons and string junctions being massless. We observed that the contributions to the
complete prepotential come from some of BPS hypermultiplets in the Gopakumar-Vafa
invariant. From geometry, the same complete prepotential was obtained by considering
volume of Mori cone generators.
As concrete examples, we discussed 5d gauge theories of rank-1 and -2, and worked out
the form of the complete prepotentials explicitly in the main text and also in Appendix.
In particular, the complete prepotentials for two pure SU(2) = Sp(1) gauge theories with
distinct discrete theta angles, show not only distinct global symmetries E1 = SU(2) and
E˜1 = U(1), respectively, but also different flop structure. Pure SU(2)pi gauge theory has a
flop which allows an RG flows to the non-Lagrangian E0 theory. For rank-2 gauge theories,
we obtained the complete prepotentials for Sp(2) gauge theories of Nf ≤ 9. For the Nf = 9
case, the enhanced global symmetry is SO(20), and when expressed in terms of the invariant
Coulomb branch parameters, the corresponding complete prepotential is SO(20) manifest
as expected. As it is the prepotential invariant under the enhanced global symmetry, it is
also the complete prepotential for its dual theories. In other words, it is the prepotential
for SU(3) 1
2
gauge theory of Nf = 9 flavors and also for [3]−SU(2)−SU(2)−[4] quiver
theory, as they are all UV-dual to the Sp(2) gauge theory with Nf = 9 flavors. As another
rank-2 example, we presented the complete prepotential for the Sp(2) gauge theories of one
antisymmetric and Nf ≤ 7 flavors, which is also known as 5d rank-2 ENf+1 theories. The
complete prepotentials for these rank-2 theories are expressed in terms of polynomials that
are invariant under Weyl group symmetry of the enhanced global symmetry and also tend
to involve higher dimensional representations of ENf+1 symmetry. As a consistency check,
we discussed RG flows that lead to less number of hypermultiplets and we cross-checked
the prepotentials by considering different decoupling limits to reach the same theories of
less number of hypermultiplets.
Though we did not discuss all the rank-2 theories, one can straightforwardly apply
our method to obtain the complete prepotential for those rank-2 theories which are not
discussed here. In principle, it is applicable to other 5d higher rank superconformal theories.
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If both 5-brane webs and enhanced global symmetry of the 5d gauge theories are known,
our method is exhaustive. For those theories whose 5-brane configurations are not yet
known, one may still apply our method to find the corresponding prepotential, but there
could be some missing terms that disappear in the weak coupling. On the other hand,
our method might be useful for constructing or finding a 5-brane configuration for such
theories which have yet to be found. As it suggests existence of possible flops which a
proper 5-brane web should have, our method thus provides some consistency checks in
attempting to construct new/unknown 5-brane configurations.
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A Convention for representation of E8
Throughout the paper, we use the convention that the simple roots αk (k = 1, 2, · · · , 8) of
E8 are expressed in terms of orthonormal basis ei (i = 0, 1, · · · , 7) as
α1 =
1
2
(e0 + e1 − e2 − e3 − e4 − e5 − e6 − e7),
α2 = e1 + e2,
αi = ei−1 − ei−2 (i = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). (A.1)
The Weyl reflection on a weight w is generated by
w → w − (w · αi)αi (i = 1, 2, · · · , 8). (A.2)
Introducing the mass vector as
~m =
7∑
i=0
miei, (A.3)
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we can identify a weight w with the linear combination of masses ~m · w. Then, the Weyl
reflection can be reinterpreted as a transformation on masses:
α1 :

mi → mi − 1
4
(
m0 +m1 −
7∑
j=2
mj
)
, i = 0, 1
mi → mi + 1
4
(
m0 +m1 −
7∑
j=2
mj
)
, i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
(A.4)
α2 : m1 ↔ −m2 (A.5)
αi : mi−1 ↔ mi−2 (i = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). (A.6)
Or, combining these transformations, we write the E8 Weyl reflection as
mi ↔ mj (A.7)
mi ↔ −mj (for i 6= j) (A.8)
mi → mi − 1
4
7∑
k=0
mk (Simultaneously for all i). (A.9)
We take the Weyl chambers by imposing
~m · αi ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, · · · , 8), (A.10)
which can be written explicitly as
~m · α1 = m0 +m1 −
7∑
k=2
mk ≥ 0,
~m · α2 = m1 +m2 ≥ 0,
~m · αi = mi−1 −mi−2 ≥ 0 (i = 3, 4, · · · 8), (A.11)
or equivalently,
m7 ≥ m6 ≥ m5 ≥ m4 ≥ m3 ≥ m2 ≥ |m1|,
m0 ≥
7∑
k=2
mk −m1. (A.12)
The fundamental weights µi (i = 1, 2, · · · , 8) are specified by imposing that their
corresponding highest weight wµi satisfy
wµi · αj = δij . (A.13)
More explicitly, we have
~m · wµ1 = 2m0, ~m · wµ2 =
5
2
m0 +
1
2
7∑
i=1
mi, ~m · wµ3 =
7
2
m0 − 1
2
m1 +
1
2
7∑
i=2
mi,
~m · wµ4 = 5m0 +
7∑
k=3
mk, ~m · wµ5 = 4m0 +
7∑
k=4
mk, ~m · wµ6 = 3m0 +
7∑
k=5
mk,
~m · wµ7 = 2m0 +m7 +m6, ~m · wµ8 = m0 +m7. (A.14)
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Since any weight can be obtained by subtracting the simple roots from the highest weight,
(A.14) are the largest among all the weights in each representation in the Weyl chamber
defined as in (A.10):
~m · wµi ≥ ~m · w ∀w ∈ µi. (A.15)
We introduce the characters for each fundamental representation µi as
χµi(~m) =
∑
w∈µi
exp [−Rw · ~m] . (A.16)
In the massless limit, they give the dimension of each representation:
χµ1(0) = 3875, χµ2(0) = 147250, χµ3(0) = 6696000,
χµ4(0) = 6899079264, χµ5(0) = 146325270, χµ6(0) = 2450240,
χµ7(0) = 30380, χµ8(0) = 248. (A.17)
Based on these dimensions of the representations, we also use the notation 248 for µ8,
3875 for µ1 and so on. Decomposing the representation 248 of E8 into the representations
of the subgroup E8 ⊃ SO(16),
248→ 120 + 128. (A.18)
The weights w ∈ 120 of SO(16) are explicitly given as
~m · w = ±mi ± mj (0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ 7), (A.19)
which are in fact 112 in total, but we also took into account 8 Cartans which are of zero
weights ~m · w = 0. The weights w ∈ 128 are explicitly given as
~m · w = 1
2
7∑
i=0
simi (si = ±1), (A.20)
where even number of si take the value si = 1 while the remaining si take the value si = −1.
B Prepotentials for rank-1 theories
Here, we list the complete prepotentials for the rank-1 SU(2) = Sp(1) gauge theories of Nf
flavors (SU(2)+NfF) associated with ENf+1 enhanced global symmetry. (We also include
the prepotential for E0 theory.) We denote by a˜ the invariant Coulomb branch parameter
and by a the usual Coulomb branch parameter which appears in the IMS prepotential,
a˜ = a+ m08−Nf . m0 are instanton mass and mi masses of Nf flavors.
SU(2) + 7F: E8 global symmetry, a˜ = a+m0.
6FE8 = a˜3 − 3
7∑
k=0
m2k a˜ +
∑
0≤i<j≤7
⌈∣∣ a˜±mi ±mj ∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1},
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜ + 1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk
∣∣⌉3 . (B.1)
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SU(2) + 6F: E7 global symmetry, a˜ = a+
1
2m0.
6FE7 = 2 a˜3 − 3
(1
2
m20 +
6∑
k=1
m2k
)
a˜ +
6∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜± 1
2
m0 ± mi
∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1},
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜ + 1
2
6∑
k=1
skmk
∣∣⌉3 . (B.2)
SU(2) + 5F: E6 global symmetry, a˜ = a+
1
3m0.
6FE6 = 3 a˜3 −
(
m20 + 3
5∑
k=1
m2k
)
a˜ +
5∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜− 1
3
m0 ± mi
∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1},
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜ + 1
6
m0 +
1
2
5∑
k=1
skmk
∣∣⌉3 + ⌈∣∣ a˜ + 2
3
m0
∣∣⌉3 . (B.3)
SU(2) + 4F: E5 = SO(10) global symmetry, a˜ = a+
1
4m0.
6FE5 = 4 a˜3 − 3
5∑
k=1
x2k a˜ +
∑
{si=±1},
odd+
⌈∣∣ a˜ + 1
2
5∑
i=1
si xi
∣∣⌉3 , (B.4)
where
x1 =
1
2
m0,
x2 =
1
2
(−m1 +m2 +m3 +m4), x3 = 1
2
(m1 −m2 +m3 +m4),
x4 =
1
2
(m1 +m2 −m3 +m4), x5 = 1
2
(m1 +m2 +m3 −m4), (B.5)
with
5∑
k=1
x2k =
1
4
m20 +
4∑
k=1
m2k.
SU(2) + 3F: E4 = SU(5) global symmetry, a˜ = a+
1
5m0.
6FE4 = 5 a˜3 − 3
5∑
k=1
x2k a˜ +
∑
1≤i<j≤5
⌈∣∣ a˜ + xi + xj ∣∣⌉3 , (B.6)
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where
x1 =
2
5
m0,
x2 = − 1
10
m0 − 1
2
(m1 +m2 +m3), x3 = − 1
10
m0 − 1
2
(m1 −m2 −m3),
x4 = − 1
10
m0 − 1
2
(−m1 +m2 −m3), x5 = − 1
10
m0 − 1
2
(−m1 −m2 +m3), (B.7)
subject to
5∑
k=1
xk = 0.
SU(2) + 2F: E3 = SU(3)× SU(2) global symmetry, a˜ = a+ 16m0.
6FE3 = 6 a˜3 − 3
( 3∑
k=1
x2k + 2y
2
)
a˜ +
3∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜ + xi ± y ∣∣⌉3 , (B.8)
where
x1 =
1
3
m0 , x2 = −1
6
m0 +
1
2
(m1 −m2) , x3 = −1
6
m0 − 1
2
(m1 −m2) ,
y =
1
2
(m1 +m2) . (B.9)
SU(2) + 1F: E2 = SU(2)× U(1) global symmetry, a˜ = a+ 17m0.
6FE2 = 7 a˜3 − 6
(
x2 +
1
7
y2
)
a˜ +
⌈∣∣ a˜ + 4
7
y
∣∣⌉3 + ⌈∣∣ a˜± x− 3
7
y
∣∣⌉3 , (B.10)
where
x =
1
4
m0 +
1
4
m1 , y = −1
4
m0 +
7
4
m1 , (B.11)
and the last term is an SU(2) doublet, invariant under x↔ −x.
pure SU(2)0: E1 = SU(2)I global symmetry, a˜ = a+
1
8m0.
6FE1 = 8 a˜3 −
3
8
m20 a˜ . (B.12)
pure SU(2)pi: E˜1 = U(1)I global symmetry, a˜ = a.
6F
E˜1
= 8 a3 + 3m20 a+
⌈∣∣ a+ 1
2
m0
∣∣⌉3. (B.13)
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These complete prepotentials for SU(2) gauge theory with Nf flavors can be summa-
rized as
6FENf+1 = (8−Nf ) a˜
3 − 3
( 1
8−Nfm
2
0 +
Nf∑
k=1
m2k
)
a˜ +
∑
~w∈µNf+1
⌈∣∣ a˜ + ~w · ~m ∣∣⌉3 , (B.14)
where
a˜ = a+
1
8−Nfm0 , (B.15)
and µNf+1 is the fundamental weight of the Lie algebra of the ENf+1 enhanced global
symmetry (µ8 = 248, µ7 = 56, µ6 = 27, µ5 = 16, µ4 = 10, µ3 = (3,2), µ2 = 2− 3
7
+1 4
7
). In
terms of the Coulomb branch parameter, a, the complete prepotentials (B.14) are expressed
as
6FENf+1 = 3m0a
2 + (8−Nf )a3 − 3
Nf∑
k=1
m2ka+
∑
~w∈µNf+1
⌈∣∣ a+ 1
8−Nfm0 + ~w · ~m
∣∣⌉3.
(B.16)
Finally, we can take a decoupling limit from the E˜1 theory to get the E0 theory which
is non-Lagrangian,
E0 theory
FE0 =
3
2
a3E0 , (B.17)
where aE0 is defined in terms of the parameters of the E˜1 theory in (B.13),
aE0 ≡ aE˜1 +
1
6
m0E˜1 . (B.18)
C Prepotentials for Sp(2) + (Nf ≤ 9)F
As in rank-1 case, we list the complete prepotentials for 5d Sp(2) gauge theory with Nf ≤ 9
flavors, which include the prepotential for pure Sp(2)0, Sp(2)pi, SU(3)4 gauge theories, and
also for non-Lagrangian theory of the geometry F6 ∪ P2.
Sp(2) + 9F: SO(20) global symmetry, a˜1 = a1 +m0 and a˜2 = a2.
FSO(20) = FCFT + F20 + F190 + F512 + F15504, (C.1)
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where
6FCFT = a˜31 − 2a˜32 + 6 a˜1 a˜22 − 3
9∑
i=0
m2i (a˜1 + a˜2) , (C.2)
6F20 =
9∑
i=0
⌈∣∣ a˜2 ±mi ∣∣⌉3, (C.3)
6F190 =
∑
0≤i<j≤9
⌈∣∣ a˜1 ±mi ±mj ∣∣⌉3, (C.4)
6F512 =
∑
{si=±1},
odd+
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + 1
2
9∑
i=0
simi
∣∣⌉3, (C.5)
6F15504 =
∑
0≤ii<i2<···<i5≤9
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mi5 ∣∣⌉3. (C.6)
Sp(2) + 8F: SO(16)× SU(2)I global symmetry, a˜1 = a1 + 12m0 and a˜2 = a2.
FSO(16)×SU(2) = FCFT + F(16,2) + F(120,1) + F(128,1) + F(560,1), (C.7)
where
6FCFT = 2a˜31 + 6 a˜1 a˜22 −
3
2
m20a˜1 − 3
8∑
i=1
m2i (a˜1 + a˜2) , (C.8)
6F(16,2) =
8∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜1 ± 1
2
m0 ±mi
∣∣⌉3, (C.9)
6F(120,1) =
8∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜2 ±mi ∣∣⌉3, (C.10)
6F(128,1) =
∑
{si=±1},
odd+
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + 1
2
8∑
i=1
simi
∣∣⌉3, (C.11)
6F(560,1) =
∑
1≤ii<i2<i3≤8
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ∣∣⌉3. (C.12)
For Nf ≤ 7, there is no global symmetry enhancement and global symmetry remains
as SO(2Nf )×U(1)I , and thus the invariant Coulomb branch parameters are not required.
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It is then convenient to define terms which frequently appear in the complete prepotential,
6FCFT = (10−Nf ) a31 + 6 a1 a22 + (8−Nf ) a32
+ 3m0(a
2
1 + a
2
2)− 3
Nf∑
i=1
m2i (a1 + a2) , (C.13)
6Fsinglet =
⌈∣∣ a1 ±m0 ∣∣⌉3, (C.14)
6FF =
2∑
I=1
Nf∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ aI ±mi ∣∣⌉3, (C.15)
6FC =
∑
{si=±1},
odd+
⌈∣∣ a1 + a2 + 1
2
m0 +
1
2
Nf∑
i=1
simi
∣∣⌉3, (C.16)
6Frk-` =
∑
1≤ii<i2<···<i`≤Nf
⌈∣∣ 2a1 + a2 +m0 ±mi1 ±mi2 ± · · · ±mi` ∣∣⌉3. (C.17)
Here the subscript F or C denotes the fundamental or the conjugate spinor representation
of GF , respectively, and the index rk-` of Frk-` to denote the rank-` representation of the
global symmetry group GF . Then the complete prepotentials for Sp(2) gauge theory with
Nf ≤ 7 flavors are given as follows:
Sp(2) + 7F:
FSO(14)×U(1) = FCFT + Fsinglet + FF + FC + Frk-2, (C.18)
Sp(2) + 6F:
FSO(12)×U(1) = FCFT + FF + FC + Frk-1, (C.19)
Sp(2) + 5F:
FSO(10)×U(1) = FCFT + FF + FC + Frk-0, (C.20)
Sp(2) + (1 ≤ Nf ≤ 4) F:
FSO(2Nf )×U(1) = FCFT + FF + FC . (C.21)
Sp(2)pi: Sp(2) gauge theory with the discrete theta angle θ = pi.
Fθ=pi = FCFT = 5
3
a31 + a1a
2
2 +
4
3
a32 +
1
2
m0 (a
2
1 + a
2
2). (C.22)
Sp(2)0: Sp(2) gauge theory with the discrete theta angle θ = 0.
Fθ=0 = FCFT + FC
=
5
3
a31 + a1a
2
2 +
4
3
a32 +
1
2
m0 (a
2
1 + a
2
2) +
1
6
⌈∣∣ a1 + a2 + 1
2
m0
∣∣⌉3. (C.23)
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SU(3)4: Recall that Sp(2) + 1F gauge theory also has a decoupling limit to SU(3)4 gauge
theory, which is achieved by taking aI → ∞ and m1,m0 → −∞ with m0 = m1. The
resulting prepotential is the complete prepotential for SU(3)4 gauge theory:
F = 5
3
a31 +
1
2
a21a2 +
3
2
a1a
2
2 +
4
3
a32 +m0(a
2
1 + a1a2 + a
2
2) +
1
6
2∑
I=1
⌈∣∣ aI +m0 ∣∣⌉3 . (C.24)
Here one can take further decoupling [6] from either Sp(2)0 or SU(3)4 gauge theory to
obtain a non-Lagrangian theory of the geometry F6 ∪ P2. From Sp(2)0 gauge theory, it is
achieved by taking m0 → −∞ and aI → ∞, while bI ≡ aI + 18m0 are kept finite. From
SU(3)4 gauge theory, it is achieved by taking m0 → −∞ and aI →∞, while bI ≡ aI + 14m0
are kept finite. The prepotential for the theory of geometry F6 ∪ P2 is then given by
F6 ∪ P2:
FF6∪P2 = 11
6
b31 +
1
2
b21b2 +
3
2
b1b
2
2 +
3
2
b32 . (C.25)
D Prepotentials for Sp(2) + 1AS + (Nf ≤ 7)F
We list the complete prepotential for the Sp(2) gauge theories with one antisymmetric and
Nf flavors (Sp(2)+1AS+NfF) associated with ENf+1×SU(2) enhanced global symmetry.
(The prepotential for SU(3)6 or rank-2 E0 theory is also included.) Like rank-1 cases, the
invariant Coulomb branch parameters for each flavor is given by
a˜I = aI +
1
8−Nfm0. (I = 1, 2) (D.1)
In the limit where mAS → 0, the complete prepotential becomes a sum of two copies of
rank-1 prepotentials F(a˜1, a˜2)→ FENf+1(a˜1) + FENf+1(a˜2) [34, 58].
Sp(2) + 1AS + 7F:
FE8×SU(2) = FCFT + F(248,1) + F(3875,2) + F(1,2) + F(1,3) + F(30380,3), (D.2)
where
6FCFT =− 6m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[
a˜3I − 3
7∑
k=0
m2ka˜I
]
, (D.3)
6F(248,1) =
2∑
I=1
∑
wE8∈248
⌈∣∣ a˜I + ~wE8 · ~m ∣∣⌉3 (D.4)
=
2∑
I=1
[ ∑
0≤i<j≤7
⌈∣∣ a˜I ±mi ± mj ∣∣⌉3 + ∑
{si=±1},
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜I + 1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk
∣∣⌉3],
6F(3875,2) =
∑
wE8×SU(2)∈(3875,2)
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + ~w · ~m ∣∣⌉3
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=
∑
0≤i≤j≤7
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi ±mj ±mAS ∣∣⌉3
+
∑
0≤i1<i2<i3<i4≤7
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 +±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1},
odd +
7∑
i=0
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + simi ±mAS + 1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk
∣∣⌉3, (D.5)
6F(1,2) =
∑
wE8×SU(2)∈(1,2)
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 + ~w · ~m ∣∣⌉3 = ⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.6)
6F(1,3) =
∑
wE8×SU(2)∈(1,3)
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + ~w · ~m ∣∣⌉3 = ⌈∣∣ a˜1 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.7)
6F(30380,3) =
∑
wE8×SU(2)∈(30380,3)
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + ~w · ~m ∣∣⌉3
=
∑
0≤i<j≤7
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi ±mj ± 2mAS ∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1},
odd +
7∑
k=0
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + skmk ± 2mAS + 1
2
7∑
i=0
simi
∣∣⌉3
+
∑
0≤i1<i2<i3<i4≤7
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ±mi2 ±mi3 ±mi4 ± 2mAS ∣∣⌉3
+
7∑
k=0
∑
0≤i1<i2≤7,
j1 6=k 6=j2
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ± 2mk ±mii ±mi2 ± 2mAS ∣∣⌉3 (D.8)
+
∑
0≤i1<···<i6≤7
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi1 ± · · · ±mi6 ± 2mAS ∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1}
even +
∑
0≤k1,k2≤7
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + sk1mk1 + sk2mk2 ± 2mAS + 12
7∑
i=0
simi
∣∣⌉3.
We have used the decomposition
E8 ⊃ SO(16)
248 = 120 + 128
3875 = 135 + 1820 + 1920
30380 = 120 + 1920 + 7020 + 8008 + 13312. (D.9)
Sp(2) + 1AS + 6F:
FE7×SU(2) = FCFT + F(56,1) + F(133,2) + F(1,2) + F(56,3), (D.10)
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where
6FCFT =− 6m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[
2 a˜3I − 3
(1
2
m20 +
6∑
k=1
m2k
)
a˜I
]
, (D.11)
6F(56,1) =
2∑
I=1
( 6∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜I ± 1
2
m0 ±mi
∣∣⌉3 + ∑
{si=±1}
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜I + 1
2
6∑
k=1
skmk
∣∣⌉3), (D.12)
6F(133,2) =
∑
{si=±1}
odd+
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + 1
2
6∑
k=1
skmk ±mAS
∣∣⌉3
+
∑
i≤i<j≤6
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 ±mi ±mj ±mAS ∣∣⌉3
+
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 ±m0 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.13)
6F(1,2) =
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.14)
6F(56,3) =
6∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ± 1
2
m0 ±mi ± 2mAS
∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1}
even+
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 + 1
2
6∑
k=1
skmk ± 2mAS
∣∣⌉3. (D.15)
We have used the decomposition
E7 ⊃ SO(12)× U(1)
56 = 121 + 12−1 + 320
133 = 321 + 32−1 + 660 + 1−2 + 10 + 12. (D.16)
Sp(2) + 1AS + 5F:
FE6×SU(2) = FCFT + F(27,1) + F(27,2) + F(1,2) + F(1,3), (D.17)
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where
6FCFT = −6m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[
3 a˜3I − 3
(1
3
m20 +
5∑
k=1
m2k
)
a˜I
]
, (D.18)
6F(27,1) =
2∑
I=1
(⌈∣∣ a˜I + 2
3
m0
∣∣⌉3 + 5∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜I − 1
3
m0 ±mi
∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1}
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜I + 1
6
m0 +
1
2
5∑
k=1
skmk
∣∣⌉3), (D.19)
6F(27,2) =
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 − 2
3
m0 ±mAS
∣∣⌉3 + 5∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 + 1
3
m0 ±mi ±mAS
∣∣⌉3
+
∑
{si=±1}
odd+
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 − 1
6
m0 +
1
2
5∑
k=1
skmk ±mAS
∣∣⌉3, (D.20)
6F(1,2) =
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.21)
6F(1,3) =
⌈∣∣ 2a˜1 + a˜2 ± 2mAS ∣∣⌉3. (D.22)
We have used the decomposition
E6 ⊃ SO(10)× U(1)
27 = 10− 1
3
+ 16 1
6
+ 1 2
3
27 = 10 1
3
+ 16− 1
6
+ 1− 2
3
. (D.23)
Sp(2) + 1AS + 4F:
FE5×SU(2) = FCFT + F(16,1) + F(10,2) + F(1,2), (D.24)
where, with the E5 chemical potential xi given in (B.5),
6FCFT = −6m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[
4 a˜3I − 3
5∑
k=1
x2k a˜I
]
, (D.25)
6F(16,1) =
2∑
I=1
∑
{si=±1},
odd+
⌈∣∣ a˜I + 1
2
5∑
k=1
si xi
∣∣⌉3, (D.26)
6F(10,2) =
5∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 ± xi ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.27)
6F(1,2) =
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3. (D.28)
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Sp(2) + 1AS + 3F:
FE4×SU(2) = FCFT + F(10,1) + F(5,2) + F(1,2), (D.29)
where, with the chemical potential xi given in (B.7),
6FCFT = −6m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[
5a˜3I − 3
5∑
k=1
x2k a˜I
]
, (D.30)
6F(10,1) =
2∑
I=1
∑
i≤i<j≤5
⌈∣∣ a˜I + xi + xj ∣∣⌉3, (D.31)
6F(5,2) =
5∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 − xi ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.32)
6F(1,2) =
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3. (D.33)
Sp(2) + 1AS + 2F:
FE3×SU(2) = FCFT + F(3,2,1) + F(3,1,2) + F(1,1,2), (D.34)
where
6FCFT = −6m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[
6 a˜3I − 3
( 3∑
k=1
x2k + 2y
2
)
a˜I
]
, (D.35)
6F(3,2,1) =
2∑
I=1
3∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜I + xi ± y ∣∣⌉3, (D.36)
6F(3,1,2) =
2∑
I=1
3∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a˜I − xi ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.37)
6F(1,1,2) =
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3. (D.38)
The SU(3) chemical potentials x1, x2, x3, subject to
∑3
k=1 xk = 0, and the SU(2) chemical
potential y are given in (B.9).
Sp(2) + 1AS + 1F:
FE2×SU(2) = FCFT + F(14/7+2−3/7,1) + F(21/7,2) + F(10,2), (D.39)
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where
6FCFT = −6m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[
7 a˜3I − 3
(
x2 +
1
7
y2
)
a˜I
]
, (D.40)
6F(14/7+2−3/7,1) =
2∑
I=1
(⌈∣∣ a˜I + 4
7
y
∣∣⌉3 + ⌈∣∣ a˜I ± x− 3
7
y
∣∣⌉3), (D.41)
6F(21/7,2) =
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 ± x+ 1
7
y ±mAS
∣∣⌉3, (D.42)
6F(10,2) =
⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3, (D.43)
The SU(2) chemical potential x and the U(1) chemical potential y are defined in (B.11)
Sp(2)0 + 1AS: a˜I = aI +
1
8m0.
6FE1×SU(2) =− 6m2AS a˜1 +
2∑
I=1
[
8 a˜3I −
3
8
m20 a˜I
]
+
⌈∣∣ a˜1 + a˜2 ± 1
4
m0 ±mAS
∣∣⌉3 + ⌈∣∣ a˜1 − a˜2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3. (D.44)
Decoupling one antisymmetric by taking taking mAS ,m0 →∞ while mSp(2)00 ≡ m0−2mAS
kept finite, we obtain the complete prepotential for pure Sp(2)0 gauge theory (C.23).
Sp(2)pi + 1AS: a˜I = aI .
6F
E˜1×SU(2) =− 6m
2
AS a1 +
2∑
I=1
[
8 a3I + 3m0 a
2
I
]
+
2∑
I=1
⌈∣∣ aI + 1
2
m0
∣∣⌉3 + ⌈∣∣ a1 ± a2 ±mAS ∣∣⌉3. (D.45)
If we decouple an antisymmetric by taking mAS ,m0 → ∞ while mSp(2)pi0 ≡ m0 − 2mAS
kept finite, then we get the complete prepotential for pure Sp(2)pi gauge theory (C.22).
On the other hand, if we decouple an antisymmetric by taking m0 → −∞, aI → ∞ while
aI +
1
6m0 ≡ bI kept finite, then one can see that mAS is naturally identified as 12m0 of
SU(3)6, and it is straightforward to obtain the complete prepotential for pure SU(3)6
gauge theory [6, 8] as follows.
SU(3)6:
FSU(3)6 = −1
4
m20 b1 +
3
2
b31 +
3
2
b32 +
1
6
⌈∣∣ b1 − b2 ± 1
2
m0
∣∣⌉3. (D.46)
Notice that the prepotential (D.46) has
⌈∣∣ · · · ∣∣⌉3, which implies a further flop. It is, in fact,
possible to take a flop transition on the web diagram for the pure SU(3)6 gauge theory, as
depicted in Figure 87(b) in [8]. We note that if we take the infinite coupling limit m0 → 0,
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then the complete prepotential for pure SU(3)6 gauge theory reduces to two copies of that
for E0 theory, as expected:
FSU(3)6 → 3
2
b31 +
3
2
b32 = FE0(b1) + FE0(b2) . (D.47)
E Derivation of physical Coulomb moduli for rank-1 E8 SCFT
In this appendix, we derive the physical Coulomb moduli for rank-1 E8 CFT, which corre-
sponds to SU(2) = Sp(1) gauge theory with Nf = 7 flavors. The physical Coulomb moduli
are defined as the region of Coulomb moduli where the monopole tensions are positive:
∂FE8
∂a
=
∂FE8
∂a˜
≥ 0. (E.1)
In order to compute such region, we first concentrate on the specific Weyl chamber
given in (A.12). In this chamber, it is straightforward to show that the term in (2.32)
satisfies
a˜ +
1
2
7∑
i=0
simi ≥ 0 , unless s0 = s1 = · · · = s7 = −1. (E.2)
This indicates that, due to the definition (2.11), the following term in (2.32) simplifies as
∑
{si=±1},
even+
⌈∣∣ a˜ + 1
2
7∑
k=0
skmk
∣∣⌉3 = ⌈∣∣ a˜− 1
2
7∑
k=0
mk
∣∣⌉3 = ⌈∣∣ a+ 1
2
m0 − 1
2
7∑
k=1
mk
∣∣⌉3 , (E.3)
in the considered Weyl chamber. Analogously, one can show that the term in (2.32) satisfies
a˜ + s1mi + s2mj ≥ 0 unless

i = 0, j = 1, s0 = −1,
or
i = 0, j ≥ 2, s0 = −1, sj = −1.
(E.4)
This indicates that the following term in (2.32) simplifies as∑
0≤i<j≤7
⌈∣∣ a˜±mi ± mj ∣∣⌉3
=
⌈∣∣ a˜−m0 ±m1 ∣∣⌉3 + 7∑
j=2
⌈∣∣ a˜−m0 − mj ∣∣⌉3
=
⌈∣∣ a+ m1 ∣∣⌉3 + 7∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a− mi ∣∣⌉3. (E.5)
In summary, in the Weyl chamber given in (A.12), the prepotential (2.32) simplifies as
FE8 =
1
6
(a+m0)
3 − 1
2
7∑
k=0
m2k (a+m0)
+
1
6
⌈∣∣ a+ m1 ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
7∑
i=1
⌈∣∣ a− mi ∣∣⌉3 + 1
6
⌈∣∣ a+ 1
2
m0 − 1
2
7∑
k=1
mk
∣∣⌉3. (E.6)
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Now, starting from the region with large a, we gradually reduce the value of a. In the
region a ≥ |m1|, the structure is quite simple:
∂FE8
∂a
=

∂F 0E8
∂a a ≥ m7,
∂F 0Ek+1
∂a mk−1 ≤ a ≤ mk (k = 3, · · · , 7),
∂F 0E2
∂a |m1| ≤ a ≤ m2,
(E.7)
where we defined
F 0En+1 ≡
1
2
(
m0 −
7∑
k=n+1
mk
)
a2 +
8− n
6
a3 − 1
2
n∑
k=1
m2ka. (E.8)
As discussed in Appendix B, we observe that this is the prepotential in the CFT phase of
the En+1 theory when we identify the combination m0 −
∑7
k=n+1mk to be the instanton
mass parameter for the En+1 theory. This can be interpreted that reducing a is equiva-
lent to decoupling the flavor. By considering all the region above one by one, it is also
straightforward to show that (E.1) is satisfied for a ≥ |m1|.
In order to investigate the remaining parameter region a ≤ |m1|, we consider the
following three cases:
Case 1 : m1 ≤ 0,
Case 2 : m1 ≥ 0, m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi ≥ 0,
Case 3 : m1 ≥ 0, m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi ≤ 0.
For Case 1, the prepotential (E.6) at the remaining parameter region is given by
∂FCase 1E8
∂a
=
∂F 0E1
∂a
≥ 0 for 0 ≤ a ≤ −m1 (E.9)
with the inequality saturated at a = 0. For Case 2, the prepotential (E.6) at the remaining
parameter region is given by
∂FCase 1E8
∂a
=
∂F 0
E˜1
∂a
≥ 0 for 0 ≤ a ≤ m1 (E.10)
with the inequality saturated at a = 0, where actually F 0
E˜1
= F 0E1 . Since m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi ≥ 0
is automatically satisfied in Case 1 due to (A.12), the results in Case 1 and Case 2 can be
summarized that the physical Coulomb moduli is given by
a ≥ 0 if − 1
6
(
m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi
)
≤ 0. (E.11)
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For Case 3, the parameter region should be further divided into two parts as
∂FCase 3E8
∂a
=

∂F 0
E˜1
∂a −12
(
m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi
)
≤ a ≤ m1,
∂F 0E0
∂a a ≤ −12
(
m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi
)
.
(E.12)
In this case, a non-trivial condition is obtained
∂FCase 3E8
∂a
≥ 0 ⇔ a ≥ −1
6
(
m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi
)
. (E.13)
Rephrasing this result for Case 3, the physical Coulomb moduli is
a ≥ −1
6
(
m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi
)
if − 1
6
(
m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi
)
≥ 0. (E.14)
Combining the results (E.11) and (E.14), we conclude that the physical Coulomb moduli
is given by
a ≥ 0 and a ≥ −1
6
(
m0 −
7∑
i=1
mi
)
, (E.15)
or equivalently,
2a˜ ≥ 2m0 and 3a˜ ≥ 5
2
m0 +
1
2
7∑
i=1
mi (E.16)
in the Weyl chamber (A.12).
Finally, we discuss the conditions for physical Coulomb moduli in the different Weyl
chambers of the E8. Such conditions can be obtained by acting the Weyl reflection to (E.16)
by taking into account that a˜ is invariant under the Weyl group symmetry. From (A.14),
we observe that the right hand side of (E.16) is the highest weight of the representation
µ1 and µ2, respectively. By acting the Weyl reflection, the weights in each representation
appear.12 Thus, the conditions (E.16) can be extended to the whole parameter regions as
2a˜ ≥ w · ~m for ∀w ∈ µ1, 3a˜ ≥ w · ~m for ∀w ∈ µ2. (E.17)
This is the physical Coulomb moduli for rank-1 E8 theory.
In this physical Coulomb moduli, we can derive several non-trivial inequalities. For
example, from (E.16), we can deduce that
a˜ ≥ 0, 2a˜ ≥ m0 +m7, 3a˜ ≥ 2m0 +m7 +m6, (E.18)
12Not all the weights can be obtained by the Weyl reflection of the highest weight. However, the conditions
corresponding to such weights can be obtained from the other conditions corresponding to the weights
obtained from the Weyl reflection to the highest weight. Therefore, the results does not depend on whether
or not we include such weights.
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are satisfied in the Weyl chamber (A.12). From (A.14), we observe that the right hand
side in (E.18) is the highest weight of representation 1, µ8 and µ7, respectively. Again, by
acting the Weyl reflection, the weights in each representation appear, and thus,
a˜ ≥ 0, 2a˜ ≥ w · ~m for ∀w ∈ µ8, 3a˜ ≥ w · ~m for ∀w ∈ µ7. (E.19)
Combining all the inequalities in (E.17) and (E.19), we reproduce (2.42).
F Partition function for 5d Sp(2) + 9F from elliptic genus
There are several ways to obtain partition function for 5d N = 1 Sp(2) gauge theory with
Nf = 9 flavors. One of the methods [55] is based on ADHM quantum mechanics using the
Jeffrey-Kirwan method. It would be also possible to compute it based on 5-brane web of the
type discussed in [13, 35] and apply the (refined) topological vertex method [31, 60, 61].
Here, we derive it from the elliptic genus and express it in terms of Gopakumar-Vafa
invariants as in (2.36). As discussed in [56, 57], the elliptic genus for 6d N = 1 Sp(1) gauge
theory with Nf = 10 flavors and with a tensor reproduces the partition function for 5d
N = 1 Sp(2) gauge theory with Nf = 10 flavors up to duality map. Then, the partition
function for Nf = 9 flavors can be obtained by decoupling limit from them.
The elliptic genus Zk for strings are given as follows [56, 57, 62]:
For k = 0,
Z0 = PE(F0),
F0 =
[0, 12 ]t,q(e
−2α + e2α) + [0, 0]t,q(e−α + eα)
∑9
i=0(e
−mi + emi)
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
(
e2piiτ
1− e2piiτ +
1
2
)
. (F.1)
For k = 1,
Z1 = − η
2
θ(1,2)
4∑
I=1
η2
θI(+ ± α)
10∏
l=1
θI(ml)
η
, (F.2)
with ± = 12(1 ± 2), θi(x) := θi(x; τ).
For k = 2,
Z2 =
2∑
s=1
η6
2θ1(1)θ1(2)θ1(1 ± 2((−1)s+ + α))θ1(2 ± 2((−1)s+ + α))
· η
2
θ1(−2α)θ1(2(−1)s+ + 2α) ·
10∏
l=1
θ1(ml ± ((−1)s+ + α))
η2
+
4∑
I=1
2∑
s=1
η4
4θ1(1)θ1(2)θ1(2s)θ1(2+ − 2s)
η4
θI(+ ± α± s2 )
·
10∏
l=1
θI(ml ± s2 )
η2
+
∑
(I,J,K)∈S
η8θI(0)θI(2+)
4θ1(1)2θ1(2)2θI(1)θI(2)θJ(+ ± α)θK(+ ± α) ·
10∏
l=1
θJ(ml)θK(ml)
η2
(F.3)
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where S = {(2, 2, 1), (3, 3, 1), (4, 4, 1), (2, 3, 4), (3, 4, 2), (4, 2, 3)}.
For k = 3,
Z3 =−
4∑
i=1
2∑
s=1
θJIi(± s2 )θJIi(2+ ± s2 )
∏10
l=1 θI(ml)θi(ml ± s2 )
2η18θ1(1,2)2θ1(2s)θ1(2+ − 2s)θJIi(1,2 ± s2 )θI(+ ± α)θi(+ ± α± s2 )
−
2∑
s=1
θ1(2+ ± s)θ1(±s)
∏10
l=1 θI(ml)θI(ml ± s)
η18θ1(1,2)2θ1(2s)θ1(2+ − 2s)θ1(1,2 ± 2s)θI(+ ± α)θI(+ ± α± s)
−
2∑
s=1
θI(2+ ± (+ + (−1)sα))θI(±(+ + (−1)sα))
η18θ1(1,2)2θI(+ ± α)θI(1,2 ± (+ + (−1)sα))θ1(1,2 ± 2(+ + (−1)sα))
×
∏10
l=1 θI(ml)θ1(ml ± (+ + (−1)sα))
θ1(2+ + 2(−1)sα)θ1(2(−1)s+1α)
− 1
η18
4∏
k=2
θk(0)θk(2+)
θk(1,2)
∏
I 6=I′
∏10
l=1 θI(ml)
θ1(1,2)θI(+ ± α)
(F.4)
with
J =

1 2 3 4
2 1 4 3
3 4 1 2
4 3 2 1
 . (F.5)
Then, the partition function is give as
Z = Z0
∞∑
k=1
Zkφ
k. (F.6)
Here, φ is the tensor branch moduli, which is related to the invariant Coulomb moduli of
5d gauge theory A˜1 as
φ = A˜1e
−piiτ (F.7)
Also, we identify
e−α = A˜2. (F.8)
Suppose we rewrite the partition function in the form
Z = PE
( ∞∑
k=0
FkA˜1k
)
, (F.9)
with F0 given in (F.1). Fk (k = 1, 2, 3) can be written in terms of Zk (k = 1, 2, 3) as
F1 = Z1e−piiτ ,
F2 =
(
Z2 − 1
2
Z1
2 − 1
2
Z1(∗ → 2∗)
)
e−2piiτ ,
F3 =
(
Z3 +
1
3
Z1
3 − Z1Z2 − 1
3
Z1(∗ → 3∗)
)
e−3piiτ . (F.10)
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Here, (∗ → n∗) means the following simultaneous rescaling of all the variables
(α,mi, s, τ)→ (nα, nmi, ns, nτ). (F.11)
We find that elliptic genus Zk (k ≥ 1) can be expanded in terms of epiiτ as
Zk =
∞∑
n=0
Z
(2n−k)
k e
(2n−k)piiτ (F.12)
Therefore, Fk can be also expanded in terms of epiiτ as
Fk =
∞∑
n=0
F (2n−k)k e(2n−2k)piiτ (F.13)
The decoupling limit is
epiiτ → 0 (F.14)
while fixing A˜1 (instead of φ). Before taking this limit, the terms with negative power of e
piiτ
in Fk should be converted into the terms with positive power by using the transformation
PE
(
[jL, jR]t,q
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
Q
)
→ PE
(
[jL, jR]t,q
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
Q−1
)
, (F.15)
which is interpreted as performing the flop transition. Then, the decoupling limit ends up
with picking up the constant term:
Fk → F (0)k . (F.16)
Therefore, the partition function for 5d N = 1 Sp(2) gauge theory with Nf = 9 flavors is
given as
Z = PE
( ∞∑
k=0
F (0)k A˜1k
)
. (F.17)
The each coefficient F (0)k is given in terms of Z(n)k introduced in (F.12) as
F (0)1 = Z(1)1 ,
F (0)2 = Z(2)2 −
1
2
(Z
(1)
1 )
2 − Z(−1)1 Z(3)1 −
1
2
Z
(1)
1 (∗ → 2∗),
F (0)3 = Z(3)3 +
(
1
3
(Z
(1)
1 )
3 + 2Z
(−1)
1 Z
(1)
1 Z
(3)
1 + (Z
(−1)
1 )
2Z
(5)
1
)
−
(
Z
(−1)
1 Z
(4)
2 + Z
(1)
1 Z
(2)
2 + Z
(3)
1 Z
(0)
2 + Z
(5)
1 Z
(−2)
2
)
− 1
3
Z
(1)
1 (∗ → 3∗), (F.18)
where we used (F.10). Also, F (0)0 can be read off from (F.1) as
F (0)0 =
[0, 12 ]t,q(e
−2α + e2α) + [0, 0]t,q(e−α + eα)
∑9
i=0(e
−mi + emi)
2(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
→ [0,
1
2 ]t,qA˜2
2 + [0, 0]t,qA˜2χ20
(t
1
2 − t− 12 )(q 12 − q− 12 )
, (F.19)
where we used the flop transition (F.15). From these expressions, we obtain the partition
function for 5d N = 1 Sp(2) gauge theory with Nf = 9 flavors given in section 3.4.
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